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ABSTRACT

The major concern of this thesis is with

models of speech perception. Following Gibson's

(1966) work on visual perception, it seeks to establish

whether there are sources of information in the speech

signal which can be responded to directly and which

specify the units of information of speech. The
treatment of intonation follows that of Halliday (1967)

|

and rhythm that of Abercrombie (1967). By "prosody"

is taken to mean both the intonational and the

rhythmic aspects of speech.

Experiments one to four show the

interdependence of prosody and grammar in the

perception of speech, although they leave open the

question of which sort of information is responded

to first. Experiments five and six, employing a

short-term memory paradigm and Morton's (1970)
"suffix effect" explanation, demonstrate that prosody

could well be responded to before grammar. Since
the previous experiments suggested a close connection

between the two, these results suggest that information

about grammatical structures may well be given

directly by prosody. Inuthe final two experiments

the amount of prosodic information in fluent speech

that can be perceived independently of grammar and

meaning is investigated. Although tone-group

division seems to be given clearly enough by acoustic

cues, there are problems of interpretation with the

data on syllable stress assignments.



In the concluding chapter, a three-stage
model of speech perception is proposed, following

hever (1970), but incorporating prosodic analysis as

an integral part of the processing. The obtained

experimental results are integrated within this

model.
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xi

This letter, written by a friend of ours,

Contains his death, yet bids them save his life. (Reads)
Edwardum occidere nolite timere bonum est

Fear not to kill the king 'tis good he die.

But read it thus, and that's another sense:

Edwardum occidere nolite timere bonum est

Kill not the king 'tis good to fear the worst.

C. Ivhrlowe

The troublesome raigne and

lamentable death of Edward the

second, King of England.

Act V, scene iv.



Chapter One



2.

Three theories of speech perception

A rudimentary theory of speech perception

might sound something like the following. An

utterance is composed of a sequence of connected

sounds. The perceiver hears these sounds, identifies

them, and organizes them into words; groups of words

into meanings. In order to hear the sounds, the

perceiver must be able to segment them from the

input; in order to identify them, the perceiver

must be able to distinguish them from all other

sounds. This theory has been shown to be wrong

on many grounds, some of the most important of which

will be summarised in the following paragraphs.

Most important of all are two reasons from

an examination of the sounds of speech themselves

why the rudimentary model will not work. The theory

postulates that sounds are segmented and identified

uniquely. Chomsky and Miller, (1963), discussed two

conditions which must be met before we can assume

this. One is the linearity condition: this states

that sounds of speech must proceed in order; the end

of one sound must occur before the start of the next.

The other is the invariance condition: a particular

sound must be analysable as one and only one class of

sound. If neither of these two conditions are met,

Miller and Chomsky claimed, then a theory similar

to our rudimentary theory is insufficient.

One may take issue with the examples usually

given of the violation of both the linearity and the

invariance conditions, however, while agreeing with



Miller and Cho.msky for other reasons. Firstly

to deal with the linearity condition, although the
• •

phenomenon of co-articulation (c.f. Ohman, 1967) is

often cited as a telling argument against the

rudimentary theory the objection is more apparent

than real. For instance, Liberman (1970) made the

point that speech is not a "cipher" but a "code";
he meant that the device which perceives speech at

the levels we are discussing resembles not so much

a passive bank of filters, each attuned to a different

phoneme, but rather an active device such as a

grammatical parser, which extracts the complexly-

embedded phonetic information in the speech signal

much like a parser designed to deal with words and

sentences may be able to extract deep .structure

sentoids which are complexly embedded in surface

structure. Indeed, to assert that the linearity

condition is not met simply because there is not a

one-to-one relationship between the order of information

in the speech wave and that in the percept is to

ignore Gibson's dictum and warning to perceptual

psychologists (Gibson, 1966, p. 242): "the fallacy

that simple regularity is the only kind."

Furthermore, to claim that since all perceptually

similar sounds are hot produced at exactly the same

bands of energy or multiples of it at exactly the

same times, the invariance condition is not met, is to

make a very special claim about the speech perceptual

system that is not true, say, of the system of colour

perception in vision or the perception of key in music,

and doubtless any other perceptual system as well.

For instance, with colour vision, Land and



McCann (1970) have demonstrated that the perception of

colour depends not on the "ahsolute" value of the

luminance-vs-wavelength distribution but on our

ability to register zones of discontinuity between

adjacent patches of different colour ("relative").
Similarily, in musical perception, listeners are rare

who can detect a modulation by considering the absolute

pitch of the new keynote; a modulation is perceived

by considering the relative distance between the new

keynote and the old and the tonal path the composer

took from the one to the other. Again, to quote

Gibson (op. cit. p. 93):
the interesting fact about the sounds of
speech is that they are to a striking
degree invariant with changes of pitch,
loudness, and duration. The effective
stimuli are relational, not absolute;
ratios, not quantities...

Some of the more crucial reasons for agreeing

with Chomsky and Miller are these. Firstly, with

regard to the linearity condition, speakers, even

such practiced speakers as announcers on the radio,

sometimes miss out whole syllables from their speech

without being noticed by well-practiced listeners

listening to their native tongue (J. Brown, personal

communication). Secondly, with regard to the invariance

condition, particularly in fast speech, speakers can

make all their vowel sounds so nearly alike that in

a phonetic transcription, they can sometimes be

described by one symbol. These perceptual observations

have been studied experimentally: Warren (1970) -

showed that taking out a phoneme from a recorded

sentence and replacing it with a swish of white noise

of equivalent duration has a paradoxical effect on

perception: the listener typically hears both
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the extirpated phoneme and the swish of white noise;

the white noise may even he heard at another subjective
location in the sentence. It can also be shown that

replacing all the vowel sounds with one single vowel

sound in a recording of a passage has little effect

on the comprehensibility of the passage.

A third argument is also often made' against
the rudimentary theory, which is based on some estimations

made by George Miller. Calculating from the amount

of time it takes for the human organism to make

one decision, he concluded that the speed of decision¬

making in the brain cannot hope to match the speed of

the phoneme: indeed, it was more likely that the

unit of decision-making was of the order of about

two or three words (Miller, 1962). This argument

is weak on two counts: firstly, since'listening is

a skilled activity, one would expect that the organism

might have evolved specific strategies for dealing

with the rate—after all, skilled pianists, for

example, can play notes faster than the most fluent

speaker can articulate phonemes. To say that the

pianist in this instance is only attending to phrases

(of music) or other note groupings is not tantamount

to a denial that he can (and does) also play each note

individually. The counter-argument to Miller's point

is that we do not know how the perceiver in this

instance can "chunk" his decision-making, to use

another of Miller's own arguments (c.f. Miller, 1956).

Secondly, since speech processing is not

necessarily a serial activity, speakers can very well

take advantage of the fact that information is often

coded in parallel (c.f. our discussion of co-articulation,

above) and process it in parallel. On the other hand,
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this argument is supported by evidence which shows

that constraining the input sequence by making it

grammatical has a facilitating effect on comprehension,
even when familiarity with the materials is accounted

for (c.f. Miller, 1962). Precisely how grammar

affects speech is still a matter for conjecture:

in particular, these and other experiments (c.f. Fodor,

Bever, and Garret, 1974, for an extensive review) fail

to distinguish between what, to borrow terms from
! \ I

memory mechanisms, we may call the "proactive"

and the "retroactive" effects of grammatical facilitation.

That is, does grammar help us to chunk what has already

been heard (retroactive) or does it help us predict
o

what is going to be heard (proactive).

Before we start on where these sorts of

considerations might be taking us, let us take stock of

the present state of the rudimentary model. Something

else other than the sequence of phonemes is giving

us information about what the speech means, since we

can do without strict linearity or invariance at the

phonetic level and hear well enough; and there is also

something important to perception about units approaching

the size of grammatical constituents.

To account for constancy in perception of

speech, even when the speech was degraded to the extent
of being inadequately invariant or linear, the speech

"analysis by synthesis" model was proposed by Halle and

Stevens (1962). Their expressed aim was to propose

a device "which did not rely crucially on segmentation".

By segmentation in this context, they meant, of course,

segmentation into phoneme-like units.

Analysis-by-synthesis works on the principle
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of a feed-back loop. Speech is perceived by being

compared to an internally generated speech; a

comparator sends mismatch messages to the generator

in order to improve the quality of internal generation.
Vv'hat is "heard" is not the spoken stimulus, but the

internal generation. The device incorporates an

initial pre-analyser that looks at the incoming speech

evidence in order to guide the guess of the generator.

The activities of the generator are constrained in

that it generates according to grammatical rules,

and relies on context and expectation. Analysis-

by-synthesis was taken seriously by psycholinguists

of no mean standing (c.f. Chomsky and Halle, 1968, p. 24)
and its popularity in some quarters seems unabated

today (c.f. Lackner and Tuller, 1976).

To re-phrase Halle and Stevens, the motivation

for the analysis-by-synthesis model was to present a

device which would give a segmented percept of a

characteristically un-segmented input. In order

to do this, the model states that what is heard does

not come from the speech input but from the activity

of the internal generation. Thus in some discussions of

the model, the word "hear" is enclosed in quotation

marks, since what is "heard" is not the stimulus but the

generation (see, for instance, Lieberman, 1967, p. 165).

There are two problems associated with this

state of affairs. One is: how can the perceptual

device keep track of the input—that is, how can the

generator know it is keeping pace with the information
it is meant to be matching (see also Fodor, Bever and

barret, 1974, pp. 317 - 319). For if a mismatch occurs,



then either of two things is possible: the generator has

guessed wron£, or the generator is out of step. It can
!

be shown that if the generator thinks it has guessed

wrong, whereas it is really out of step, if the speed of

message transmission in the model is finite, the attempts

by the generator to produce the correct answer will ensure

that the generator gets more and more out of step. If

on the other hand, the generator thinks it is out of step,

whereas really it has guessed wrong, no amount of searching

of input before the moment it has come to this erroneous

decision, or waiting for the input to catch up on the

internal generation will free the generator from its quandary

In itself, this is not a particularity

damaging criticism of the model, since all that is

required, is to say that some parts of speech obviously

do help the generator keep up with input, and can be relied

upon to do so. For instance, heis^.er (ly67, chap. 7)
attributed precisely this function to stress and rhythm in

speech. However, from this we are forced to admit that

there might indeed be some features of speech which are

produced regularly, and which we can identify without having
recourse to analysis-b.y-synthesis. If this is the case,

one may legitimately ask, firstly, how is this information

extracted independentley of the generator-comparator

loop, and secondly, is it possible that other aspects

of speech may not also be handled in this fashion, thus

largely obviating the need for the entire model?

The second objection stems from introspective

evidence. We always hear the peculiarities of speech

of people, who for instance are unfortunate enough to
have a speech defect or an accent dissimilar to ours.

The model, of course, would not predict this without



some alteration. Since what we hear is the internally-
♦

generated signal, any mismatch between our internal

generation and the sound of the input would be put

down to error: this in fact is not the case. A

possible reply to such a criticism is that the generator

can become attuned to specific distortions regularily

imposed by the speaker on his speech: this however

would imply that the comparator has some way of coding

the qualitative nature of the mismatch. If we allow
i

the comparator such a powerful facility, once again,

the need for the generator to actually produce matches

becomes less and less pressing. In a similar vein

it might be asked of the model; how does it handle the

times that we do produce slips of the tongue,

misarticulations, etc. not of the systematic variety,

but at random? Even granting the mismatch component

the ability to handle defects of speech and accents

the ability to perceive spontaneous speech errors

presents a serious challenge to the model as it now

stands.

In summary then, two arguments can be presented

against the analysis-by-synthesis model both of which

stem from the fact that the model is a "constructionist"

type of model: it regards speech as impoverished data
that has to be treated as stimulation rather than

information; has to be added to rather than perceived

direc.tl/. The question may legitimately be asked:

are there sources of information in speech that can

be responded to directly? An analogy with visual

perception may be pertinent here. For many years,

Gibson claims, it was considered that our perception

of three dimensions had to be constructed out of

the two two-dimensional representations of the world



at the retinae. Gibson's theory of three-dimensional

perception asserts that there is no need to construct

this representation: it is right there, in the ambient

optic array (Gibson, op. cit.).

Another sort of explanation of the phenomenon

of invariant perception in speech,despite the problems

discussed above,concentrates on the meaning of the

speech input. It is fsometimes combined with a

variety of the analysis-by-synthesis model which works

to produce not actual phonetic sequences, but grammatical

constituents, which it then matches in some unstated

way with the speech input (see for instance, Wanner,

1968, Chap. 4). However, the identification with

analysis-by-synthesis is arbitrary. The approach

claims that speech need not be accurately specified

in phonetic detail because very often, we know what is

going to be said from the context and circumstances

of the utterance.

In support of such an approach, Lieberman showed

that the word "nine" is less carefully articulated in

a sentence such as "a stich in time saves nine" where

it is fairly easy to guess what the last word would be

than in a sentence in which the last word could be

any number at all, for example: "the next word you will

hear is nine" (Lieberman, 1964).

This perception by deducing possible meanings

no doubt does characterise one of the ways in which we

can perceive speech: however, we do not talk in

stereotyped phrases all the time—language is almost

infinitely creative in potential at least—and the

theory is silent as to how the listener does actually

perceive the word "nine" in the second of the above



examples. Taken to extremes, of course, the whole

attempt can be made to look risible: speech is either

totally redundant, in which case there is no obvious

point to actually talking unless one is addicted to

the soun*l of one's own voice, or else is very non-

redundant, in which case a listener has to attend to

the sounds of speech. How he may be able to

accomplish this is not given by the theory; that is,

the processing rules which might have led to the

level of perceptual representation assumed by this

approach are not demonstrated (c.f. Myers, 1973, p. 3).

In summary so far, therefore, it seems that

although the rudimentary model was not adequate for

three very good reasons, two more sophisticated models,

thosfof analysis-by-synthesis and perception by

hypothesis-testing are also found wanting. What has

motivated the incorporation of grammar into these models

is firstly a realization that there may not be

sufficient evidence in the phonetic aspects of speech

to enable correct perceptual identification, and

secondly, the knowledge that perception does seem

to proceed in chunks roughly corresponding to small

grammatical constituents. This latter is a finding

which is not restricted to Miller's paper (Miller, op.

cit.)—see Fodor, Bever and Garret (00. cit.) . It is

now necessary to examine some of the ways in which

grammar may be incorporated into a model of perception.



Grammar

»

Discussions of grammar cut across these three

models of speech perception so far outlined. Grammar

may be used with a "retroactive" effect in the

rudimentary model; it is used predictively, thus

proactively, in the analysis-by-synthesis model, and

the hypothesis-testing model. In the analysis-by-

synthesis model, it generates new matches for input

spectra; in the hypothesis-testing model, it

generates from the hypotheses the listener has in

mind about what the speaker is going to say, some guess

to the words the speaker is going to use of has used

to convey his intentions. Grammar may be incorporated

into these models in three ways.

Firstly, a set of linguistic rules may be

incorporated wholesale into a model. A well-examined

example of this was what might be called the

"derivational" theory of speech perception. This was

based rather naively on linguistic descriptions

of relationships between the so-called "surface" and

"deep" forms of language. It identified the linguisti

deep form with meaning; the surface form with input;

and the transformations described by linguists were

supposed to be directly isomorphic to the processes

whereby the listener related surface to deep forms.

Summarising over twenty years of research which

attempted to illustrate the perceptual reality of

linguistic transformational rules, Fodor, Bever and

Garret wrote in 1974:

experiments which undertake to demonstrate



the psychological reality of structural
descriptions characteristically have
better luck than those which undertake
to demonstrate the psychological reality
of the operations involved in grammatical
derivations (p. 241).

In other words, there is scanty evidence to support

notions of the psychological reality of grammatical

transformations in performance models.

It is perhaps appropriate to restate the

distinction made by iMoam Chomsky, the doyen of

transformational grammatical theory, with regard

to competence and performance.v The approach he
advocated was aimed at elucidating the competence

of the speaker/hearer in his native language: it is

not concerned with how the speaker/hearer actually

speaks or hears (see Chomsky, 1965, p. 9). Linguistic

descriptions enable us to speak about language in a

methodical way: it would indeed be a happy accident if a

particular linguistic theory of transformations
was also endowed with psychological reality. With

the derivational theory of perception, this

accident did not happen (see also Lerwing, 1973",

pp. 308 - 312).

Secondly, grammar may be incorporated rather

more loosely into a series of rules whereby the listener

may be said to analyse the incoming speech. An

example of such an approach is the "augmented transition

network" theory of speech perception (see Kaplan, 1972)
which in effect postulates the existence of an in

principle infinitely expandable and recursive network
through which the perceiver can move as he analyses input,

13



•fit-
checking predictions against input evidence, and

hack-tracking in cases of mismatch between

prediction and evidence. An acknowledged defect of

such a theory is the potential power of the basic

concept of an augmented transition network which can

recognise sentences as "grammatical" (i.e. they will

receive an assignment from the network) which are

yet perceptually unacceptable—for instance, sentences

with multiple centre-embeddings.
i

Augmented transition networks are best left

aside for the moment as frameworks within which a

more specific theory of perception can be accommodated

and implemented, for instance, on a computer. The

third approach that will be mentioned can itself

also be realised an as augmented transition network

(see Kaplan, op. cit.) .

This approach may be likened to some sort

of template-matching with templates flexible, but of

limited size. Sever (1970) and Clark and Clark (1977)

discuss what we may call "perceptual mapping strategies".

These strategies describe how best a listener may be

able to relate deep to surface forms in a psychologically

plausible way. These perceptual mapping strategies
will be described in greater detail in the concluding

chapter: they are interesting in that they do attempt to

formulate the sort of information in the speech

signal (considered here as a sequence of lexical

items rather than sounds) that may specify meanings.
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A s an example of such a strategy we may take Bever

(op. cit.):

Strategy D: Any Noun-Verb-Noun sequence
' within a potential internal unit in the -

surface structure corresponds to "actor-
action-ob.ject" (p. 298).

That is, any sequence which does not fit the requirements

of the Noun-Verb-Noun template, does not correspond to

"actor-action-object". Presumably, the model will try

other templates if one fails.
f

The incorporation of grammar into this sort

of model is pretty abstract: perceptual mapping

strategies such as these have little or no relation

to any current notions of linguistic transformational

rules. The discovery of which are the relevant

strategies and how are they ordered is left to the

perceptual psychologist rather than being decided for
him at the outset (c.f. the derivational theory).
A set of such strategies may be likened to Watt's

notion of an "abstract performative grammar" (Watt,
1970).

Although Bever (op. cit.) talks of "segmentation

strategies" and Clark and Clark (op. cit.) distinguish

between "syntactic" and "semantic" strategies, there

seems to be no agreement, firstly, as to what the

sources of information relevant to each of these

processes may be, and secondly, the order in which

they are supposed to take place. Thirdly, it is not clear
how the perceiver can get from sound to the level of

representation that these strategies demand without



having to do some analysis which relies upon there
t

being sufficient information in the sounds of

speech. The first two questions will be discussed
in the concluding chapter; in the following section,

an attempt will be made to propose a solution to the

third.
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Prosody

It will be taken as axiomatic that grammar

and meaning are specified (to use Gibsonian terminology

again) by the sounds of speech: the sounds of speech

are specific to grammar and grammar is specific to

meaning, where "specific to" is considered equivalent

to "conveys information about".

To assert that speech is perceived in terms

of sequences of phonemes, is, to use another visual

analogy, like saying that perception consists of

the integration of patches of variously-coloured
......

^ 7 ( .

light. This is wrong: in vision, we clearly perceive

not patches of light but forms and shapes. There is

nothing magical about our perception of these forms
and shapes—we see them because they are a property

of visual input. In the same way, one may argue,

the perception of speech does not consist of integrating

sequences of phonemes together: we perceive meaningful
regularities directly. Once again, there should be

nothing that we have to add or do to the sound wave

in order to produce sentences and phrases, there

should be adequate information in the signal to specify

them.

The suggestion we shall adopt is that the

phenomena of intonation and rhythm correspond to the

invariants in the sound of speech which enable a

listener to perceive the meaning of the utterance

idirectly. Together, intonation and rhythm may be

said to define the prosodic contour of the utterance.
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In this final section, therefore, the linguistic

and phonetic bases of prosody will be discussed,

and some necessary terminology will be introduced.

Although the relationship between prosody and grammar

will be touched upon, psychological and psycho-

linguistic aspects of prosody will not be reviewed

here because the subject matter at present lacks a

unifying thread; instead, such studies of prosody

will be examined in the introductions to the relevant

experimental chapters.

With regard to intonation, the treatment

will follow that of Halliday (1967), so some

introduction to his system is necessary. Speech,

according to Halliday, may be considered as a

sequence of "tone groups", roughly corresponding

in extent to the grammatical clause. There are three

important aspects of the tone group that will concern

us. Firstly, a tone group may be considered "inclusive"

and subject to the linearity condition. That is, once

the boundaries of the tone groups have been decided,

any smaller segments of speech (e.g. words or syllables)
are either in one or another tone group, never in

more than one at a time or partly in one and partly

in another. In fact, it seems that the average span

of a tone group is seven to eight syllables (c.f. Laver,

1970), and it is supposed to have a number of boundary

markers associated with it (see chapter four for a

more complete discussion of boundary markers).

Secondly, any tone group possesses a

characteristic shape or intonational contour^



and thirdly, the contour draws attention to one (or in
some cases two, hut perhaps not more than two) particular

syllables. These syllables are called "tonic" syllables,

and if they form part of a poly-syllabic word, the word

is called the "tonic item" of the tone group. Tonic

syllables can be cued by a certain sort of inflection of

fundamental frequency (see the discussion of stress, below)
and Halliday classifies five sorts of inflections that can

characterise the tonics of English tone-groups. In the

normal course of events, the tonic falls on the last

content word of the tone group (again, see the discussion

of stress) : this constitutes what is called the "unmarked"

case. Ih special circumstances, a "marked" tonic

will fall on another lexical item. The tone-group

can thus be divided into pre-tonic, tonic, and post-tonic

parts. Post-tonics do not, according to Halliday, have

any contrastive function in English; the voice simply
carries on in the direction given by the intonation

at the end of the tonic. There are several pre-tonic-

contours associated with each tonic (see ibid, pp. 16 - 17).

The part of the sound wave that gives rise to the

perception of the intonation contour is identified with

the fundamental frequency of vibration of the larynx (see
Lehiste, 1970, chap. 3). Halliday does not, unfortunately,

give any hard-and-fast phonetic criteria for determining

the extent of the tone-group. Prom the discussion of the

marked vs. unmarked distinction with regard to the number

and place of the tonic, it follows, for example, that it is

not simply a matter of waiting for the tonic syllable

and then placing a boundary marker before the next

lexical item.



Before considering the rhythmic contour of

the tone-group, the notion of stress, which links

intonation and rhythm, must be examined. Stress

as will be used here is a property of a word: all

words are capable of receiving stress, although it

turns out that some words rarely do. Thus one

division of words is according to the probability of

them receiving stress: a typical distinction along

these lines is that between "content" and "function"

words. Content words include nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs; function words include articles,

prepositions, conjunctions and auxiliary verbs.

Function words rarely receive stress, content words

invariably do; function words are mostly monosyllabic,

but no such constraint is found with regard to content

words. In content words, stress does not seem to

fall on prefix or suffix parts of the word.

The acoustic manifestations of stress have

been throrougly dealt with by Lehiste (1970, Chap. 4).

They seem to be, in order of decreasing importance:

shift in fundamental frequency, amplitude, duration,

and voice quality.

Since duration is one of the cues to stress,

combining stressed and unstressed syllables will mean

that the onset time of each syllable will not appear

regularly (at least in English). The combination
of long and short syllables will produce a rhythmic

pattern which relates closely, through

the fundamental frequency cue to stress, and through

the connection between tonic syllable and stress, to
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the intonation contour. V/e will follow Abercrombie

(1967) and rebognise that there are two levels of

stress: ictus, which is a stressed syllable, and remiss,
which is unstressed. Ictus and remiss syllables are

combined into what Abercrombie calls "metrical feet";

the composition of a foot is one ictus, followed by

any number (including zero) remiss syllables. Thus,

by definition, a foot must and can only contain

one ictus. Tone groups are however occasionally

encountered which begin with a couple of unstressed

syllables: such groups of syllables should be regarded

as feet with a silent ictus (Abercrombie, op. cit.).

One interesting feature of feet in English

is that they tend to be perceived as occurring at

roughly equal temporal intervals (unlike syllables

in English). It is not known whether this is due

to a regularity in the speech signal itself, or whether

this is due to the registration of salient syllables

in a particular way in memory: difficulties with

locating the perceptual centre of a syllable (see,
for instance, Morton et. al. 1976) make a study of

this phenomenon difficult. Synthesised speech which

has been produced so as to make the stressed syllables

occur at objectively exactly equal temporal intervals

sounds very strange and unnatural indeed on account of

this invariant metronome-like beat. Furthermore,

there seems to be a trading relationship between the

length of a foot and the number of unstressed syllables
inside it, and the position of the foot within the

rest of the tone group (see Lehiste, 1973).
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The relationship between the tone group and

grammatical features of speech has also been noted

by linguists other than Halliday. For instance,

Trager and Smith (1951) talked about the "phonemic

clause": this for their system was what determined

the size of the grammatical clause, and seems to be

equivalent to our notion of the tone group. Chomsky

and Halle (1968) described a set of rules which

related in a very specific way the surface structure

of a sentence and the "stress contour"<associated

with it. For purposes of discussion, we may equate

the stress contour with the selection of tones in

Halliday's system (see Bolinger, 1972a,pp. 49 - 51).
Chomsky and Halle's rules enable one to deduce which

lexical item, for instance, will receive the "primary

stress" of the sentence. It is clear that this is

deducible not only from the surface structure, as they

claim, but that considerations of meaning will also

play a part in the assigning of major stress.

Halliday (op. cit.) simply mentions that the

tonic gives the "informational focus" of the utterance

without further specifying what this informational

focus may relate to.

The Trager and Smith system was fairly severely

criticised by lieberman (1965) who demonstrated by

means of an experiment that the phonemic pitch levels

and the terminal junctures of the Trager and Smith

system often had no distinct physical cue in the speech

signal. The Chomsky and Halle system, one may say,

has made itself fairly immune to this kind of treatment

by claiming that very often, the levels of stress



predicted by the system have no physical counterparts

in the signal) and are supplied by the listener by

means of analysis-by-synthesis. The theory was

nevertheless given an incisive review by Bolinger

(1972b) whose title neatly summarises the point of
his criticism: "Accent is predictable (if you're
a mind-reader)".

These claims and counter-claims are of more

concern to the linguist than the perceptual psychologist

they have been brought in to demonstrate that it

seems to be a well-held contention between linguists

of fairly different persuasions that intonation has

some sort of connection with grammar, although

opinions as to the specificity of such a connection

and how it is best represented in a linguistic

system, of course, vary.

While the intonation of a tone-group may

be considered, to draw on a musical analogy, as the

spoken analogue of the succession of tones of a

melody, the rhythm of a tone group may be likened

to the rhythm of the tune (see for instance Longuet-

Higgins, 1976). The units of a melody which contain

the pitches and carry the rhythms by virtue of their

length and degree of accentuation, are of course

notes. It could be considered that the equivalent

units for speech are syllables. This is not to

claim that the syllable is the unit of speech perception

but that many prosodic phenomena are best described in

relation to the syllable, just as a lot of musical

phenomena may be described in relation to the note.
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Consideration of the way the simile "breaks

down is instructive: in Western music, at least,
the notes of the tune remain fairly stable with

regard to pitch while the note is being sounded;

whereas the intonation contour on each syllable of

spoken speech characteristically is moving. In the

same way, the metrical scheme of a melody which is

all written to the same time-signature will be fairly

regular in execution by a competent performer (or
at least, departures from regularity will be for effect

rather than on principle) whereas it is not at all

clear that the metrical scheme of speech has

regularity to the same extent. Finally, in music,

notes (unless connected by a device such as a portamento

or glissando) are fairly distinct from each other.

This may not be the case in speech in that it may be

difficult for two listeners to agree where (for instance

in terms of constituent phonemes) one syllable begins

and the other ends.

From this analogy, it should follow that a

distinction should be made between the tone group when

considered as a Secession of tones or contours,

irrespective of rhythm, and another for the tone

group when considered as intonation and rhythm: the
words "intonation contour" and "prosodic contour"

seem perfectly appropriate. The question to which

the research to be reported in the following chapters

addresses itself to is, to what extent can the prosodic

contour of an utterance be considered as the invariant

specific to meaning?
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Chapter Two



The four experiments to be reported in this

chapter are designed to investigate whether prosody
has any real effect on the perception of speech. The

chapter after this will produce some evidence relating

to the locus (in a functional rather than an anatomical

sense) of prosodic processing of speech; and the

last experimental chapter will demonstrate the sorts

of prosodic regularities that do exist in spontaneous

speech.
i

The first experiment to be reported in this

chapter will deal with the problem of whether, in the ca

of some ambiguities that cannot be resolved by recourse

to lexical parsing strategies, prosody has any effect

on the perception of meaning. The next three examine

the effect prosody has on the perception of material

not usually considered ambiguous: experiment two,

on a passage from an essay; and experiments three

and four on short sentences.

Experiment 1

An ambiguous sentence is one that may have more

than one plausible meaning. Although the majority

of sentences we use may be ambiguous in one way or

another, the fact is that these ambiguities are hardly

ever noticed, and the alternative interpretations

are often highly implausible. On the other hand,

there are some sentences which we can readily accept

as ambiguous.

A useful scheme for classifying ambiguous

sentences was proposed by MacKay and Bever (1967).



Their system of classification has the advantages

that it fits in well with a widely-held linguistic

theory (Chomsky's 196 5 .Extended Standard Theory) and

that it has been used frequently since in psycho-

linguistic research on ambiguity. Sentences are

classified according to where in the process of

generating a structural description of the sentence

the question of ambiguity arises: in the meanings

of the individual words ("lexical"); in the surface

structural description ("surface structural") or in

the deep structural representation ("deep structural")

It must be said that this scheme has been

severely criticised by Garcia (1976) whose major

contention seems to be that in Chomsky's theory, all

ambiguity is represented at the deep structural

level. No doubt MacKay and Sever would wish to

argue that it does not matter: surface structural

ambiguities would be represented both at deep and

surface structure; lexical ambiguity would be

represented both at deep structure, and the lexical

insertion levels (see the reply by Bever, Garret and

Hurtig, 1976). A further difficulty with the

classification is that allocating a sentence to one

of these categories is by no means a cut-and-dried

procedure (see, for instance, Mehler, and Carey, 1967,
footnote 3)•

Nevertheless, this classification does satisfy

an intuition about grammar that has existed since' the

time of Aristotle at least (see for instance his

"De Sophisticis Elenchis"). What is particularly



interesting for the purposes at hand is the category

of ambiguous sentences whose ambiguity is ascribed

to a plurality of possible surface structural

descriptions. If prosody is important in perception;

if intonation should be regarded as part of the grammar

of English (see halliday, 1967) and if prosodic cues

to phrase structure exist and function just as cues

from function words, closed class morphemes and word

position do (see Neisser, 1967, pp. 259 - 267), we

would expect that their presence would most clearly

be felt in the case of ambiguity at surface structure—

or "amphiboly".

Rather than use the somewhat more clumsy

locution "ambiguity at the surface structural level"

we may employ an old-fashioned term: "amphiboly".

An amphibolous sentence is one that can have two and no

more grammatical constructions. Amphibolous

sentences are therefore ideal for forced-choice

discrimination tasks: the bread-and-butter of

perceptual psychology. "Ambiguity" and "amphiboly"

will be used as deemed appropriate by context.

A number of attempts have been made to

demonstrate the influence of prosody on the perception

of meaning in ambiguous sentences. Unfortunately,

the picture is still confused. Bolinger and Gerstman

(1956) and later Lieberman (1967) found that

appropriately placed portions of blank tape could

produce disambiguations of the recorded phrase

"a light house keeper", regardless of the intonation
of the spoken sentence (it can either mean "a man who



tends a light-house" or "a house-keeper who does not

weigh much". The interpretation of these

experiments is open to some dispute—see chap. four).

Nash (1970) performed an experiment using

synthesised intonation contours for the phrase

"John likes Mary more than Bill" (which can mean

either that "John likes Mary more than Bill does" or

"John likes Mary more ,than he likes Bill"). The

fundamental frequency contour was manipulated and

two groups of Ss were asked to make judgements as

to whether Bill was the subject or object of the

sentence represented by any given production.

There is equivocal evidence in Nash's data for an

intonational disambiguation effect.

Scholes (1971) asked Ss to judge the location
of the "sentence break" and "most stressed word" in

the phrase "good flies quickly", recorded as "the

good flies quickly passed" and "the good flies quickly

past" by five trained readers. The relative amplitude

of the words "good" and "flies" was found to be the

major determinant of "sentence break" (sc. location
of the major syntactic boundaiy) and stress judgements.

This finding is in direct contrast to the work reported

by Lieberman (op. cit.) .

Lehiste (1973) presented four informants with

fifteen ambiguous sentences, taken promiscuously

from linguistic discussions of ambiguity. The

informants read each sentence once, the ambiguity

was pointed out to them, and they then read it again
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twice, trying to bring out the two different meanings.

t

Thirty Ss then attempted to identify the meanings

intended by the speakers. Lehiste found that the

disambiguations which depended on a difference

of surface structure bracketing were fairly successfully

cued by pauses introduced by the speakers at the

relevant parts of the sentence. She does not give

data separately for the first reading as compared to

the second and third.
I

These results can at least in part be

explained by Lieberman's theory of speech as an

"optimal code" (Lieberman, op. cit.) . He argued

that a speaker will not use intonational

contrasts to cue a disambiguation unless there are

no other means available to him, for speech is a code

which contains as little information as is necessary

for the communication of intended meaning. If an

ambiguity can be settled by context, there is no need,

so Lieberman's argument runs, for the speaker to

signal it by intonation (if this is indeed possible) .

Thus sentences which are spoken with the intention of

producing a contrast will show the desired

disambiguation-by-intonation effects. However, in

the normal course of events this is not necessary,

nor will speakers do it unless specifically asked.

Toner (1975) reported an extensive experiment

on the power of intonation to resolve ambiguity.

There are two aspects of his study that are

particularly relevant to the present discussion.
One is that he attempted to discover whether intonation



had any effect on the resolution of deep, surface,

and lexical ambiguity with the categorization as

described above. His results show that intonation

had most effect on disambiguating amphiboly, but

it .was a small effect (four sentences out of ten

in this condition showed a "significant effect of

disambiguation by intonation", and no sentence in

any of the other two conditions did at all). The

other interesting feature of Toner's experiment

is that he attempted to test Lieberman's "optimal

code" hypothesis. If speakers recorded an ambiguous

sentence embedded in a context paragraph, they should,

under Lieberman's hypothesis, be less likely to signal

any dismabiguation of the sentence by intonational means

than if they recorded the sentence in isolation,

without a context paragraph, with the different meanings

of the sentence pointed out to them.

Four informants recorded the stimulus sentences,

firstly embedded in a suitably disambiguating

context and then without any context, contrastively.

Contexts were edited out, and the resulting readings

presented to Ss in a forced-choice discrimination

ta sk.

Now, given that the effect of intonation over¬

all was insignificant, Lieberman's theory would predict

a significant interaction between ambiguity type and

condition of recording. The interaction is predicted

because one type of ambiguity (surface structural),

should be disambiguated better by recordings from

one condition (contrastive recording). Since we
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know that the only sentences that achieved a

disambiguation-by-intonation effect were of the

Surface structural ambiguity type, any significance
in this interaction should therefore be attributable

to the manner in which the sentences of this condition

were recorded. However, this interaction turned out

not to be significant, either. Since less than half

the sentences in this condition showed any significant

effect of disambiguation-by-intonation anyway, perhaps

this insignificant interaction is nob really surprising.

from Toner's description, it appears that his

informants might have been reading contrastively in

the non-contrastive condition; furthermore, although

an attempt might have been made to control for

contrast effects in recording, contrast effects in

listening were not controlled. Thus listeners heard

both versions of each ambiguous sentence and thus

might have been responding to the second reading

partly on the basis of their response to the first.
Prom what one may gather from Lehiste's paper (op. cit.),
these same criticisms apply to her.

The present experiment attempts to establish

whether in principle it is possible to disambiguate

amphiboly by speaking, and secondly, if it is possible

to do this in principle even when the informant and

listener is naive. The phrase in principle is used

since the phenomenon would hardly be less real if

demonstrated with one informant than with four. If

it is established, it is then possible to extend the

experiment using a larger sample of informants (none of

the reported research on this topic to date has ever



used more than four—in one case, five—informants) .

Method

Design. Nineteen amphibolous sentences were

obtained using as sources MacKay (1966), MacKay and

Bever (1967), and Sever, Garret and Hurtig (1973) as

cited by Garcia (1976). All but two were of the

surface structural type. On two, our analysis

disagreed with MacKay's in that there was an obvious,

difference in the surface structural bracketing

which reflected the two meanings^ the sentences could
have (sentences two and seventeen).

An example of an amphibolous sentence is:

1. Beethoven, knowing how great symphonies sound,
composed nine.

This has two meanings:

2. Beethoven knew how good a symphony sounds, so...

and

3. Beethoven knew what all great symphonies should
sound like, so...

Two contexts were then generated for each

sentence, each cueing a different meaning. For

example, the two contexts generated for (1) above

were:

4. We perhaps imagine that a composer with his eye
on what the public wants is a twentieth-
century phenomenon, probably on the pop
scene. Beethoven, knowing how great
symphonies sound, composed nine. How well
they sold was proof of how well they were
liked.



and

5. Beethoven, knowing how great symphonies sound,
composed nine. It didn't seem to worry him
that Mozart had written nearly five times as

nany that were also great. Hadyn had
written over a hundred symphonies.

When possible, this cueing was also reinforced by

supplying appropriate punctuation marks.

The resulting 38 paragraphs were then

randomised, with the constraint that no amphibolous

pairs succeeded each other. An informant then

recorded all the paragraphs. At the end, she was

asked whether she had noticed anything special about

the paragraphs. She replied that "some of the words

kept on cropping up" but registered surprise when

the embedded ambiguous sentences were pointed out

to her. It may be concluded that the informant

was truly naive as to the purpose of the experiment.

The 19 sentences were also recorded by J3, who
tried to bring out the different meanings as clearly

as he could by the use of prosodic contrasts. These

were the non-naive recordings.

The naive recordings were then edited so that

only the amphibolous sentences were preserved and the
recorded contexts were discarded. The two sets of

recordings were then randomised yet again to make

up four sequences, two from each speaker. The

recording of each sentence was presented twice in

succession (see procedure). No sentence was repeated

within a sequence, to avoid the possibility of Ss

picking up meanings on the basis of contrasts.
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_S£ were then instructed to listen to one of
the four sequences ana to make forced-choice

discriminations as to which meaning had been

intended by the speaker for each sentence (thus
each J3. heard only one recording of each sentence

and heard only one speaker's recording).

Procedure. The paragraphs were printed on small

cards and handed one by one to the naive informant.

E. recorded the (contrastive) stimuli in pairs. The

recordings were made on a Revox two-channel tape

recorder, using a moving-coil monocardioid microphone.

Stimuli were played back to the Ss on a PfE 9137

model recorder. J5s. were tested three or four to a

group; twenty _Ss listened to each sequence. Each

S_ had a printed form in front of him which explained
briefly the two possible meanings for each sentence.

_S_ was instructed to listen to each stimulus, read
both appropriate paragraphs of explanation on the form

in front of him, listen to the stimulus (again), .and-
then to make his response by indicating whichever

meaning he thought the speaker intended for the

recording.

Subjects. The naive informant was a female postgraduate

student in the psychology department. She had an

English accent similar to E.'s. The eighty Ss. were
undergraduates at Edinburgh University, participating

in the speech communication practical class.



Results

For each, recording, the number of correct

responses, scored according to the following criterion,
was obtained. A response was deemed correct if the

_S indicated the meaning intended by the speaker.

The raw data and the sentences used are reproduced in

the appendix. The total number of correct responses

for each amphibolous sentence was obtained (i.e.

summed over both readings for the two speakers

separately). The maximum score possible was 40: this

indicated complete agreement by all the _Ss_ on the

two meanings intended by the speaker for that

sentence. If the responding was on a chance basis,

the score would be 20. The obtained means and

standard population distributions are summarised in

table 2.1. A "t_" test was used to determine whether

the obtained means came from the same distribution

as predicted by a null hypothesis of Just guessing the

responses. The null hypothesis was rejected at the

I'/o level of confidence for both speakers.

TABLE 2.1: Disambiguation scores for the two speakers.

Mean

t

s. d

naive speaker

26.42

6 .058

4-496

non-naive speaker

31.52

4.234

11.540

d.f. = 18; p<.0005 with a one-tailed test. Mean
expected by chance = 20.

It will be noticed that the average correct

responses for the non-naive speaker's recordings

is higher than that for the naive speaker's, although



both scores are significantly above chance level.

The difference between the means is significant at

the 1$ level of confidence, using a 'V test for

uncorrelat.ed samples on the data reported in table

2.1 (d.f. = 34; t = 2.927; p .01). This difference

suggests that contra stive recording has a stronger

disambiguating effect.

A clearer picture will emerge if the scores f

each reading are compared one by one between the two

voices. Each score may fall into one of three

states:

SH: there was a significantly higher proportion of
correct responses;

NS: there was no significant difference between the

number of correct and incorrect responses; and

SLtJ there was a significantly higher proportion of

incorrect responses. "SH" (Significantly higher)

implies that the reading facilitated the correct

response. "NS" (Not significant) and "SL" (_significa
lower) imply either that the speaker did not cue the ■

meaning adequately, or that the meaning was

incapable of being cued by reading. SL implies
the existence of a bias in favour of the alternative

meaning, whether it be due to the speaker's reading

or the listener's perception is impossible to tell.

Using chi-square, it was found that correct scores

higher than 15/20 could not be expected by chance at

the 5i° level of confidence.

Comparing readings between the two speakers,

we find that nine combinations of state possibilities
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exist into which any pair of readings may fall.

Table 2.2 shows the obtained frequencies for each

combination of states.

TABLE 2.2: Cross-categorization of Ss responses
to each sentence, between the two speakers, in
terms of categories SH, JNS, and SL.

non-naive speaker: SH NS SL

naive speaker: SH 19 0 0

, NS 8 8 0

SL 1 2 0

See text for an explanation of the categories SH,
NS, and SL,

As can be seen from the above table, it was

never the case that the naive speaker managed to

communicate a meaning more successfully than the

non-naive speaker. Table 2.3 shows this clearly.

TABLE 2.3: Aumber of times when the non-naive speaker
was more," just as, or less successful at producing
a disambiguation response than the naive speaker.

event frequency

non-naive better 27

both same 11

naive better 0

Since the expected frequencies are 'higher than

five in table 2.3, "chi-square" can be applied to examine

the differences between these proportions. The

differences are significant at the 5$> level (d.f. = 2;

chi square = 9.125).



Finally, the non-naive recording contained
more sentence 'pairs which were hoth successfully cued,

and it was never the case that the naive informant

managed to cue a pair of meanings that the non-naive

informant failed to. Table 2.4 shows this data.

TABLE 2.4: Number of sentences whose readings
fell into the six possible combinations of states
SH, NS, or SL for each speaker.

combination naive speaker non-naive speaker

SH & SH 5 10

SH & NS 7 8

SH & SL 2 0

NS & NS 4 1

NS & SL 1 0

SL & SL 0 0

TOTALS IS 19

It is meaningless to analyse this table

statistically' without collapsing cells, and all the

meaningful collapses have been demonstrated.

Conclusions

Three points emerge clearly from the foregoing

analysis: (1) prosody obviously does help the

disambiguation of amphiboly; (2) the disambiguation
effect is stronger when the speaker is consciously
attempting a contrast prosodically, but it still

exists when a speaker records other (contextual) cues



that a listener might use; (3) there seems to be a

bias towards one meaning in many amphibolous

sentences. The case of both readings of a sentence

producing a non-significant result is rare (N = 5/38,
see table 2.4).

Although conclusion (2) might be confounded with
i rl

the effect of having two speakers (the experimenter

might have been better at signalling disambiguations
i

by prosody, anyway), the important point is surely
- 'fV,-

that the disambiguation scores for the naive speaker

are significantly above chance.

Discussion

Although the experimental hypothesis has,

on the whole, been verified, there are only fifteen

(out of a total of,38) pairs of readings that gained

an "SH & SH" rating (i.e. both meanings of the

sentence successfully cued). Of these fifteen,

five were from the naive informant's readings, and ten

were from the non-naive informant's. Another fifteen

pairs of readings gained an "SH & NS" rating (i.e.
only one meaning of the sentence successfully cued—

see table 2.4).

Whereas the "SH & SH" pairs can be considered

as strong evidence for the support of the hypothesis,

the "SH &. NS" sentences require some explanation.

Two hypotheses offer themselves. Firstly, listeners

could, in principle, pick up the correct cues, but

it so happened that neither of the two informants



used in the study were particularily good at producing

such information. As evidence which could possibly

support such an explanation, of the sentences which

gave the naive informant's sixteen readings classified
as "NS", eight were given "SH" and eight "NS"

classifications in the non-naive informant's

readings: that is, the non-naive informant was able

to improve on half of them, but it was never the case

that the naive informant was able to improve on any
f

of the non-naive informant's readings (see table 2.2).

Secondly, it could well be that in some of

these cases, prosody was in principle incapable of

cueing the desired meaning: that is, just as lexical

ambiguities do not seem to be resolvable by prosody,

neither do some surface structural ambiguities. Most

probably, both explanations are true and apply to
different sentences: this does, however, make the

interpretation of results from studies "•■"hich employ

ambiguous sentences rather difficult.

This difficulty dogs the assessment of the

strength of lexical parsing strategies independently
of prosody within the present design. It may be

argued that there are strong strategies of this kind

which interact with prosody—for instance, a "SH & NS"

pair could, by lexical parsing strategies alone, be

a "SH & SL" pair (same meaning given by most listeners

to both readings). The results of prosodic processin

would agree with the lexical parsing strategy for the

meaning of the "SH" reading, but contradict it in the

case of the other member of the pair. Asa result,



this reading would "be categorised as neither "SK"

nor "SI" out as something in between—"NS".

Alternatively, lexical parsing strategies could be

relatively powerless, and all that the "NS" score

signifies is that for this meaning, prosody was

not very powerful as a source of information either.

In fact, there are only two such "SH & SI" pairs,

both in the naive informant's readings. One

becomes a "SH & NS" and the other a "SH & SH" pair

in the non-naive informant's readings.

An appeal to measurements taken from Ss

reading the stimuli of the experiment and writing

down the most plausible meaning they can think of,

or that which comes first into their heads, as

estimates of the parsing strategy effect uninfluenced

by prosody (c.f. Toner's work, op. cit.) is fallacious

on two counts. Firstly, the requirements of English

grammar and orthography demand that for some of the

ambiguous sentences, when written down on paper, cues

be given from sources such as punctuation and spelling

which would immediately prejudice the issue as to which

meaning was being perceived.

Secondly, and more generally, such an appeal

suumes that silent reading is equivalent to listening

to prosodyless speech. This assumption may well
be invalid: for instance, readers may employ a

strategy specifically for reading, which says:

in the absence of any other information
from spelling, punctuation, or context,
assume that the meaning intended by a written
sentence is that which would be intended



by the sentence if it were spoken on
an unmarked intonation contour.

On account of these considerations, discussion

cz xre imporxan.ee oz pro so oy i or speecn percepxaon

as well as the status of Lieberman's "optimal coding"

hypothesis will be deferred till the next three

experiments have been reported.



Experiment' 2

Tiie simplest demonstration of the importance

of prosody for the perception of speech would show

that speech which was in some way restricted in its

range of prosodic features would he more difficult

to perceive than "normal" speech. In fact, this

experiment has been carried out four times to our

knowledge, and the combined overall results are, at

best, ambiguous.

Glasgow (1952) tested the comprehension of poetry

and prose delivered in "good intonation" and "monopitch"

styles of delivery. The comprehension test was a

multiple-choice questionnaire. He found that

comprehension was adversely affected by the monopitch

delivery, both for poetry and for prose. Of the two

groups of Ss involved in his study, however, one group's

results are totally insignificant while the other

group's are highly significant, which suggests that

only one group is responsible for this result. One

nay wonder why the other group did not also provide

significant results; Glasgow does not mention any of
this. A re-analysis of Glasgow's data is contained
in the appendix.

Diehl, White and Satz repeated a similar

experiment in 1961; but their conclusion is in
direct contradiction of Glasgow's:

the use of interval and inflection does
not affect listener comprehension (p. 67).



Thomas (1969) performed an experiment in

which "longish" sentences were read to listeners.

Upon hearing a sentence, _Ss were presented with a

list of words. Within this list was one word that

had actually occurred in the middle of the preceeding

sentence, as well as a number of similar-sounding
words which had not. Ss^ task was to indicate the

word that had occurred. Sentences were read in

"normal" intonation, "monopitch" intonation, and

"monotone" intonation: this latter description

refers to intonation characterised by

falling pitch patterns and qualities
. necessarily judged subjectively as
boredom, fatigue, disinterest, lifelessness
and dullness (p. 111).

Thomas concluded that there was no significant effect

of mono-pitch intonation, but monotonous intonation

did adversely affect Ss in the recognition task.

Stowe and Hampton (1961) made some interesting

observations in the course of an experiment which

investigated the intelligibility of sentences

constructed out of pre-recorded words ana syllables

(their research interest at the time was the synthesis

of speech). The segments from which the stimuli

were constructed were pre-recorded at two speeds—

fast and slow. They concluded:

embedding a word in a constructed sentence,
where the pitch, stress and phrasing are
not properly rendered, decreases the probability
of recognition...if more processing
time is allowed the listener, he can
nevertheless overcome (this) lack (p.811).

In other words, negative findings in the research

cited above could be explained on the grounds that



Ss .found the experimental tasks too easy. These

considerations" suggest that an important control

is one for ease of attending; later we will have a

chance to examine this question in the light of

some data (in experiment four).

By contrast, a well-estahlished influence

on the comprehension of speech is the degree of

grammaticality of the speech stimulus (c.f. Miller,
1962) which could be taken as evidence for the

existence of lexical parsing strategies. It would

therefore be an interesting question to compare

any decrease in comprehension due to the manipulation

of prosody with the already established decrease

associated with the absence of grammatical structure.

Directly comparing the level of comprehension

of prosodyless speech with ungrammatical speech is

beset with conceptual problems. It is difficult to

consider speech entirely devoid of prosody. In fact,

following from the definitional problems discussed in

cnapter one, one may well ask, what i_s prosodyless

speech? It would be reasonable to conclude that any

comparison along these lines will depend simply on the

severity of the prosodic reduction. A study which

fails to demonstrate similar average comprehension

scores for prosodyless, grammatical speech and

ungrammatical speech may well be superseded the

next day by one which, working to a severer criterion

of prosodic reduction, succeeds.

Another way of posing the problem is to ask
whether reducing prosody in ungrammatical speech



has the same sort of perceptual effect as reducing

prosody in grammatical speech. This comparison

also involves a conceptual difficulty: can

ungramraatical speech ever have "normal" prosody?

Although such a case may occur spontaneously only
in a pathological syndrome, linguists do habitually
consider some elements of prosody, at least,

independently of the words of speech. If one can

meaningfully consider these units of prosody

abstractly, sundered from the words, then another

can surely consider them artificially wedded to

different, albeit less suitable words.

There are two possible predictions about

the outcome. One follows from Bever, Fodor and

Weksel (1965):

though pauses, stresses, sound units,
intonations etc. (sc. •prosody) are

heard as objective features of the
flow of speech, it appears that these
percepts are in fact, the result of
some elaborate manipulation of the
acoustic data.

They proceed to assign a crucial role in this

manipulation to grammatical structure, and go on

to say:

beyond doubt, extra stresses or

artificially induced pauses can induce
structure in a random sequence.

That is, they would predict that since we perceive

prosody by "elaborate manipulation of tue

acoustic data" there should be little difference

between the grammatical conditions in which prosody

is varied. On the other hand, they might predict

that since "adding prosody" to an ungrammatical
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stimulus induces structure within.lt, the effect

should "be to increase the comprehensibility of such
a stimulus. An alternative prediction, on the other

hand, would go something as follows.

The interaction "between prosody and grammar

is profound (see chapter one). Therefore, grammatical

stimuli without prosody should "be less intelligible

than grammatical stimuli with prosody. On the other

hand, strings of unrelated words ungrammatically

arrayed have no such relationship with prosody.

Therefore we would expect little or no perceptual

e . . 'set in manipulating prosody in this case.

Both predictions would result,in a significant

statistical "interaction" term between prosody and

grammar. Only analysis of the simple main effects

would show which hypothesis was verified.

There is, of course, a third prediction (no
statistical interaction term) and many more variants

of the two hypotheses outlined above. These

particular hypotheses have been selected because it

was possible to find a theoretical motivation for
both: - no doubt a post hoc model can be found which

will enable us to account for any combination of data.

In order to minimise memory load, a shadowing

task was used: that is, J3 had to repeat what he had

just heard out aloud while listening to what was .

being said to him after that. This paradigm raises

several vexing problems; Chistovich _et al. (i960)
discuss perhaps the most vexing, which is that
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different Ss will have different strategies for

coping with the demands of the task. To control

for this, all mhe Ss will shadow one introductory

passage first, the same for all experimental

conditions. Subsequent measurements on each _S_
could then use this measure as a "baseline, with the

assumption that _Ss_' strategies will not change
drastically during the course of the task.

i

Method

Design<■ The design was factorial, grammar and

nonsense "by normal and reduced prosody, with an

introductory control passage that was the same

for all four conditions. A "grammatical" (and

meaningful) passage and an equivalent "ungrammatical"

(nonsense,) passage were devised. Both were recorded

twice: once with "normal" prosody, and once on a

monotone. These were the four experimental

recordings. Each recording was prefaced by another

grammatical, meaningful passage read with normal

prosody.

All the recordings were mixed with white noise,

whose level was constant throughout the experiment,

and which was established beforehand to produce a

shadowing success rate (on average) of 70^ for the

introductory passage.

Ss were randomly allocated to one of the

four conditions. Their task was to shadow the two

passages (the introductory and the experimental). A
record was kept of the number of words correctly shadowed.
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Procedure. (1) Obtaining the materials. A passage

of approximately 90 words was selected for the absence

of proper names and complicated grammatical constructions.

This was the grammatical passage. The order of the

words was reversed to produce the ungramrratical

passage. Thus two stimulus paragraphs were constructed,

each with the same words. One stimulus paragraph had

the words in a grammatical and meaningful order.

A similar passage was selected for the introductory

recording. Both passages are reproduced in the

appendix.

(2) Recording the materials. The monotone

recordings v/ere made by recording groups of ten

words at the rate of 90 words a minute, and then

splicing the groups together to make an uninterrupted

recording which would have otherwise been impossible

on account of the need to pause for breath. E

(who recorded the stimuli for this experiment) kept

the pace constant by means of a metronome tick played

back to him through a pair of headphones. The ticks

did not get picked up by the recording microphone.

The preparation of the normal prosody recordings was

more elaborate. The grammatical passage was recorded,

and the manner in which it was spoken was analysed

for: (a) stressed syllables; (b) pauses or breaks
between sentences or phrases; (c) the shape of the

intonation contour within each phrase. The

ungrammatical passage was then divided up into

"phrases" on the following scheme: if the grammatical

reading contained nine words in its first phrase,

the first "phrase" of the ungrammatical passage
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was also made up so as to contain nine words. This

procedure was applied to the next , phrase, and so on.

The intonation contour was then also (approximately)
transferred to the "phrase" from the readings taken

from the grammatical reading. All the words which

had "been stressed in the grammatical reading were

still stressed in the ungrammatical script. 'The
relative position of the tonic word (counted in

words from the beginning of the phrase) was also

transferred. The resulting script was practised

and eventually recorded.

channel tape recorder and played back through a

PTE 9137 tape recorder with a lateral response

unit providing a white noise mix to a headset worn

by _S.

pitch level in the middle of the vowel for the first

34 syllables vas measured from a mingographic recording

of the fundamental frequency of the four recordings

and also the introductory, control recording.

The means and standard deviations of these measurements

are given in table 2.5. They are given in

millimetres above the resting level of the pen (which
was constant for all the mingograph recordings).

The resting level corresponded to a frequency of about

60 Hz., and one millimetre corresponds to about

eight Hz. near the line for the resting level. As

can be seen from inspection, the monotone recordings

were markedly narrower in the range of fundamental

The readings were recorded on a Revox two-

To check the accuracy of the recordings, the

frequency employed.



TABLE 2.5: Average height and s.d. of midpoints
of central vowels in the first 34 syllables of
the five recordings employed in experiment two.

recording mean s.d.

introductory 11.24 4-76

normal prosody

grammatical 9.00 4.28

ungrammatical 6.67 4.01

monotone

grammatical 7.67 0.95

ungrammatical 6.73 1.50

Lata given in millimetres above resting level of pen.

(3) Ss' responses. Two experimenters

scored the responses, ticking off on a script each

word that _S got right. A faint signal of the speech
stimulus only (without white noise) was delivered

through another headset on the table in front of the

experimenters, and this helped them keep pace with

their _S. A word was counted as correct if it occurred
in the right grammatical form not more than three words

after the word had reached S's ears. Scoring was done

in "real time" (i.e. while J3. was shadowing) after it
was found by checking some of the sessions with the

aid of a second recorder which recorded what J3. said

that Es were accurate in their transcription.

Subiects. Ss were 68 undergraduate students,

participating in the speech communication practical

class. They were naive as to the purpose of the

experiment.



Results

There are two alternative procedures recommended

for taking into account Ss' performance in the

control condition when analysing experimental

results (c.f. Winer, 1971, pp. 752 - 754). One

is a simple analysis of variance performed on a

subtracted correction, the other is a (more complex)

analysis of co-variance. The present data was

analysed chiefly by the subtracted correction

method, although an analysis of co-variance main

effects table was also computed and found to be

equivalent in all respects to the analysis of

variance main effects table.

Each S's score on the experimental variable

was corrected with reference to his score on the

control variable by the following formula:

X' = £ - X + 33

where X' is the corrected score for the _S, X his
score on the experimental variable, and C his score

on the control variable. A constant of 33 was added

to all the scores in order to eliminate some negative

numbers. Table 2.6 shows the means of the four

conditions for (a) the control passage; (b) the

uncorrected experimental passages and (c) for the

subtracted correction as given by the formula, above.

Part (d) also gives the corrected means from the

analysis of co-variance method. Since most attention

will be devoted to the subtracted correction scores

(part c), these are displayed graphically in figure 2.1.



TABLE
2.6:

Means
summary
table
for

experiment
two.

Condition
'

Control

Uncorrected
Subtracted
Covariance

scores
scores

scores

method

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

normal
prosodygrammatical

34.76

38.18

29.59

38.5

ungrammatical
31.28
7.89

56.39

11.5

monotonegrammatical
44.00

31.47

45.53

28.2

ungrammatica'l
38.00

17.76

53.24

17.4



A two-by-two factorial analysis of variance

was carried out on the means of (a), (b) and (c);
the same statistical model was incorporated into the

analysis of co-variance model. Tables 2.7 to 2.10

show the results of the main effects.

TABLE 2.1: Analysis of variance on the control scores

Source d.f. SS MS _f
Grammar 1

j
660.9 660.9 1.825

Pro sody 1 1009.5 1009.5 2.788

Grammar x Prosody 1 0.9 0.9 0.003

Residual 64 23173-1 362.1

Total 67 24884.5 370.8

TABLE 2.8: Analysis of
experimental scores.

variance on the uncorrectei

Source d.f. SS MS 1
Grammar 1 8162.1 8162.1 43.198^

Prosody 1 38.8 38.8 0.202

Grammar x Prosody 1 1144«7 1144.7 6.0 58 ¥r

Residual 64 12092.7 188.9

Total 67 21437.8 320.0

TABLE 2.9: Analysis of
correction scores.

variance on the subtracted

Source d.f. SS MS _f
Grammar 1 5131.69 5131.69 26.41 *

Prosody 1 704.73 704.73 3.63

Grammar x Prosody 1 1571.48 1571.48 8.09

Residual 64 12435.75 194.31

Total 67 19843.65 296.17

■fc Significant at or beyond the l<fo level of confidence.



TABLE 2.10: Analysis of co-variance.

Source d.f. SS MS f

Grammar 1 5905-6 5905-6 55- 575 fc

Prosody 1 CM•oOO CM•OCO 0.755

Grammar x Prosody 1 1113-2 1113 - 2 10.476

Co-variate 1 5398.0 5398.0 50.798*

Residual 63 6694 - 6 106.3

Total 67 19191.7 286.4

We may summarise the information presented

in these tables as follows: there is a moderate

amount of interaction between the co-variate and

the experimental variables, although the means of the

co-variate, taken on their own, show no significant

differences. The points of similarity between

the analysis of co-variance and the subtracted

correction analysis of variance are striking. The

simple main effects table is shown only for the

subtracted correction method (table 2.11).

TABLE 2.11: Simple main effects table from subtracted

correction data.

Source d.f. SS MS f

Pro so dy on:

grammatical 1 2160.02 2160.02 11.4 -K"

un-grammatical 1 69-94 89-94 0-45

Grammar on:

normal prosody 1 6 279-75 6 279-75 33-33^
monotone 1 504-75 504-75 2.60

Residual 64 12435-75 194-31

■^Significant at or beyond the 1$ level of confidence.



Prom this table we may deduce the interaction

can be explained as follows: when the stimulus

passage is meaningful, and grammatically organised,

there is a strong reduction in Ss' performance with

reduction of prosody. When the stimulus is

meaningless and ungrammatical, prosody has little

or no effect on performance. All the significant

results are significant beyond the 1$ level of

confidence.
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The preliminary trials run to establish

the precise level of white noise interference needed

to produce responding at the desired level in this

experiment, and the amount of time compression

in the next was done with postgraduate Ss from the

psychology department, none of whom admitted to doing

this sort of experiment before. When the time came

to test the Ss who were all undergraduates it wa.s.

found that the response rate was definitely lower
!'

on average (47$ as against the postgraduates' 70$).
The hypothesis that this was due to the equipment on

which the preliminary trials were run being badly

calibrated can be cautiously discounted as the effect

appeared in two different experiments, using different

sorts of apparatus. Other explanations are (1) lower

motivation on the part of the undergraduate Ss, (2) the

possibility that somehow the particular verbal skills
needed for this experiment increase dramatically with

age, or (3) the small sample of postgraduates used.

Vexing as this phenomenon is, the effects of

it are not as far-reaching as they would have been had

the data collected included the responses from the

preliminary trials, or if a less homogenous sample
of Ss had been used.

Discussion

The interaction model which is supported

by the present evidence maintains that in the normal

communication situation, the listener can use either his

knowledge of the grammar or his knowledge of the
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interrelationship between English prosody ana grammar

(or both) to help him follow what is being said.

•Crystal (1975> chapter b) makes a case for

prosody and grammar distributing the load of processing

cues between themselves, but Stowe and Hampton's data

(op. cit.) suggests that with a- little effort, grammar

can compensate for the lack of prosody. It is only

when the difficulty of the task of listening is

increased (as in.the(present experiment) that the

perceiver may not have time or space enough to do the

computations necessary to deduce the grammatical

structure from the more monotone presentation.

Thus there are a number of respects regarding

which the present experimental demonstration might

be improved and extended. firstly, the point would
be clearer made if J3s had a task which gave them
less choice of strategy: therefore control for

variability between _Ss. could be taken case of in this

respect at least in the design rather than post hoc

in the analysis (see Winer, loc. cit.) . Secondly,

since the shadowing task is one that has been interpreted

as demanding a considerable investment in memory

space by the _S_ (see Salter, 1973)> a better
demonstration might be carried out in a situation which

makes fewer demands on memory. Thirdly, it would be

interesting to examine the perceptual effects of

different sorts of prosodic reduction.

One important thing the present experiment

has shown us is the perceptual effect of prosody in

connected speech. It remains to be seen what the effect

is in shorter segments of speech.
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Experiment 3

In the introductory chapter, the various

components of prosody were discussed. Whereas in the

two experiments already described prosody was dealt

with as if it were an indivisible, unitary phenomenon;

(c.f. Crystal, 1975> p.11), the time has now come to

disentangle some of the components.

Specifically, this experiment seeks to determine

whether: (1) the intonational contour has an effect

separate to that of the rhythmic organization of speech;

(2) the rhythmic periodicity of stressed syllables has

any advantage over equal periodicity of all syllables

("stress-timed" and "syllable-timed"); (3) any periodicity

of syllables has any advantage over no periodicity at

all. It also continues the investigation, begun in the

previous experiment, on the effect of prosodic features

on ungrammatical nonsense strings.

Method

Design. The design was factorial: grammar and nonsense

by four levels of prosody (see below). Each S

received all of the grammatical and the nonsense

strings, but different Ss were assigned to the different

"levels" of prosody.

The grammatical stimuli were twenty five-word

sentences. The ungrammatical stimuli were an equal

number of five-word nonsense strings. The four levels

of prosody were:
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1. "Full prosody"—normal reading.

2. "Foot timed"—monotone, but keeping stressed-

syliable isochrony.

3. "Syllable timed"—monotone, but retaining syllable

isochrony (as in a "machine-gun" language—see Abercrombie,

1967).

4. "Spliced"—made up of pre-recorded words spliced

together.

The order of the grammatical and ungrammatical strings

was randomised within each level of prosody.

Procedure. Ungrammatical strings were made up by

scrambling the order of the words in each grammatical

sentence. The stimulus sentences and ungrammatical

strings are listed in the appendix. The procedure

for recording the ungrammatical strings for the first

two conditions of prosody was essentially the same

as in the previous experiment: that is, words which

were stressed in the sentences were also treated as

stressed in the ungrammatical strings. The intonation

contours read in each sentence were also copied in

the strings. In the foot timed and syllable timed

conditions, isochrony of feet in one case and syllables

in the other was maintained by speaking in time to a

metronome click audible through headphones only.

Spliced condition stimuli were made up from a tape of

words pre-recorded in isolation, read on a monotone.

The same recorded words were used for making up both

grammatical and ungrammatical stimuli, so any difference

between these two conditions will reflect the way the

words are grouped rather than the way they are sp'oken.
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In general, any sentences or strings which were

unintelligible to a panel of four listeners at normal

playing speed were recorded again. The stimuli
were then subjected to time compression of 55^ of

normal playing time by means of a Lexicon VARISPEECH.

This level was preset on the basis of responses from

another panel of five listeners to the stimuli in

the normal intonation ("full prosody") condition.

This level of time compression on the VARISPEECH

introduces a certain amount of transient noise

perceived as a buzz superimposed on the recording.

However, since the purpose of this procedure was to

increase perceptual difficulty, and since this sort

of interference was constant over all the conditions,

it was not considered that it would detract from the
\

purpose of the manipulation.

Ss task was to listen to each sentence once, and

then to write down what he had heard.

Responses were scored word by word. A word

was counted as correct if it was in the correct

grammatical form and in the right order in the

sequence. In scoring the ungrammatical strings,

homo-phones were treated as correct (e.g. "sea" and

"see" were both correct responses to "see" in the

string "to no-one came her see").

Subjects. All the recordings were made by _E, the
nine judges were postgraduates from the psychology

department, and the 50 jSs. were Undergraduate students

doing second year psychology.



Results

Table 2.12 shows the mean number of words

reported correctly in each of the eight conditions.

They are displayed graphically in figure 2.2. The

appropriate statistical treatment for this data is

two-factor experiment with repeated measures on one

factor. Kirk's recommendations (Kirk, 1968) for

calculation were followed. Tables 2.13 and 2.14

present the results of the analysis of variance

and simple main effects, in that order.

TABLE 2,12: Mean words correctly reported in the
eight conditions of experiment three.

Grammatical Ungrammatical

Full prosody 70.95 v 24.05

Foot timed 65-46 27.62

Syllable timed 56.67 25-52

Spliced 43-00 24-17

I
1

TABLE 2.13? Analysis of variance summary table.

Source d.f. SS MS _f_
A (prosody) 3 5406.46 1802.15 5.75^"
Ss within groups 86 26911.75 312.93

B (grammar) 1 50637.65 50637.65 1227. 58*
A x B '3 4584.94 1528.31 37.05*
B x Ss within

groups 86 3547.32 41.25

Significant at or beyond the Itfo level of confidence
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TABLE
2.14:

Simple
main

effects
summary
table.

Source

d.f.

SS

MS

f

Prosody
on:grammatical

3

99

58.51

3319.50

18.74*

.

ungrammatical
3

194.03

64.68

0.365

Grammar
on:

full

prosody
1

23831.27
23831.27
577.72
}

foot
timed

1

17176.33
17176.33
416.39
*

syllable
timed

1

10183.71
10183.71
246.88
-t

spliced

1

4075.85
4075.85
98.81
*

prosody
x

Grammar
3

4584.94
1528.31
37.04
*

Grammar
x

Ss

withingroups
86

3574.32
41.25

/

Significant
at
or

beyond
the
lfi

level
of

confidence.
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This analysis confirms what can be seen from

figure 2.2: that is, the effect of varying prosody
on ungrammatical strings was insignificant, and the

effect of varying prosody on the grammatical strings
was significant. The effect of the grammatical-

ungrammatical distinction was always significant.

In addition, there was a strong interaction effect.

All significance levels are beyond the confidence

limit. The fact that a five-word sequence should be

well within most Ss_' memory spans re-inforces the
perceptual effects hypothesis discussed above.

Discussion

There are a number of substantial differences

between experiments two and three; the number of prosodic

levels in experiment three is not the least of them.

However, one striking similarity is the shape of the

graphs of the results, and the general statistical

conclusions drawn from both experiments. This is a

good argument for the reliability of the effect,

especially since both experiments were carried out

on large groups of Ss, using different sorts of

measures of comprehension.

One methodological difference between the two

is in the length of the stimuli used. Experiment two

used a passage of about 90 words; this experiment used

five word sentences and ungrammatical strings.

Thus whatever else might have been the same between

the experiments, experiment three had one sort of

information invariably present—that of a silence at



the end of a sentence or string, in every condition.

This of course was not true of the reduced

prosody conditions of experiment two. As will be seen

in the investigations to be reported later (experiment
seven) such pauses might well be important cues to

grammatical constructs. This phenomenon is the basis

of the demonstrations reported by Bolinger and

Gerstman (1957) and Lieberman (1967) discussed earlier.

It may explain why the difference between means in
j

the monotone conditions in experiment two is not

significant, whereas the difference between the means

of the spliced conditions in the present experiment

is highly significant.

The difference between the full prosody and the

foot timed conditions is an interesting one: it would

seem from a consideration of these two conditions

that intonational variation has a special function

with regard to grammatical sequences. There are at

least three sorts of information that intonation

may be able to provide.

The first two follow from Halliday's treatment

of intonation, and have already been mentioned in

chapter one. The location of the tonic in Halliday's

system determines, according to him, the intonational

focus of the utterance (Halliday, 1967, p. 38); the

choice of tone can be most usefully regarded as

expounding the secondary systems of mood (referable
to the primary terms of the mood system: declarative,

interrogative, imperative; see ibid p. 4-0).

Thirdly, some recent studies by Cutler (197^) suggest



that the intonation contour of the early part of
the tone group may allow listeners to predict the

shape of the contour of. the later part. In a monotone

rendition of a sentence, all this information is lacking

if the material does not make sense anyway, none of

this "feed-forward" information is of any use.

To summarise these points: the important

functions of intonation may be threefold. One is

to signal the intonational focus, another to signal

the mood, and the third to predict subsequent

events. Needless to say, none of these three sources

of information are particulairly relevant to the

case of ungrammatical speech.

The difference between the "foot timed" and

the "syllable timed" conditions may be regarded as

primarily one of pacing the flow of information

reaching the J3_. Lehiste (1974) and Bond (1971)
found that in a click reporting experiment, reaction

times to clicks located at stressed syllables are

longer than reaction times to syllables located at
unstressed syllable positions. If the reaction time

to'a click is proportional to the amount of
time spent processing the syllable on which it happened

to be superimposed, this finding implies that the

amount of processing time each syllable needs can be

to some extent discovered from a consideration of the

stress pattern of the speech. From the theory of

isochronicity of stressed syllables (e.g. Abercrombie,
1967)> this could mean that the speaker times his"

utterance to ensure that arrival times of items which



important to the understanding of a sentence

(i.e. content words, to refer once again to chapter

one) can he predicted at least to a rough extent by

the listener. Ladefoged and Broadbent (i960) made

a point similar to this in their original report of

the "click" experiment.

If even the isochronicity of stressed syllables

disappears from the speech input, however, the
f

listener's task will be that much more difficult.

This question of predictability will arise again in a

consideration of the "syllable timed" and "spliced"

conditions (see below) but it is important to the

point here that in meaningless material, the perceptual

import of one syllable is most probably as great as

that of any other. Certainly, the distinction

between content and function words has no meaning in

this case, since there is no meaningful content and no

grammatical function.

Finally, some comment should be made about the

"syllable timed " and "spliced" conditions. In

experiment two, the monotone conditions did have a

degree of regularity (in that it is possible to

predict the arrival time of each word). In experimeht

three the "spliced" condition was composed of words of

different durations, making the perceptual effect that

of a markedly less regular utterance. It would be

reasonable to attribute the decrement in performance

between these two conditions to factors of timing and

predictability. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to compare effects between experiments in this case, othe



wise it would have "been interesting to substantiate

this last point by a comparison between the relevant

conditions of experiments two and three.

Mills and Martin's theories about the

perceptual coherence of items produced in the same

utterance (see Mills and Martin, 1974) would

predict that for ungrammatical strings, somewhere

between the "full prosody" and the "spliced" conditions

a significant decrement in performance should be

noticeable. In fact, the effect of prosody on

ungrammatical strings is not significant. Mills and

Martin's theory explains data from experiments where

strings of seven digits have been presented to Ss, and

it is possible that in the present experiment the task

was too easy for the beneficial effects of stimulus

coherency to appear. This question will be discussed

in greater length in the next chapter when the process

of attending to speech information will be examined

more closely.

One criticism that might be levelled at the

interpretation of the results as they stand is that

the lack of effect of prosody in the ungrammatical

conditions is attributable to a "floor" effect—given

that it is difficult to follow ungrammatica^. sequences

of words anyway, the (constant) level of interference

was so high, that in the ungrammatical conditions S_s
would have been hard put to it to do any worse.

What we need to show, therefore, is that the

pattern of performance obtained in the previous two



experiments holds good for less severe levels of inter¬

ference. It was decided to take the stimuli of

experiment three and to replicate some of the

conditions at different levels of time compression

ratio.



Experiment 4

The most extreme prosodic contrasts in the

previous experiment are those between the "normal

prosody" and the "spliced" conditions. They thus

define the upper and lower limits of the observed

phenomenon. If it is true that in general the lack

or presence of prosody makes no difference to the

perception of meaningless speech, then this pattern

of equivalence should hold good over all ratios of

time compression, and not just at 55$. On the other

hand, as the task becomes harder due to a decrease of

the time compression ratio (from 100$—normal playing
time—to around 50$—half the normal playing time) we

should expect that the beneficial effects of prosody

should make themselves apparent in the perception

of meaningful sentences.

Method

Design. The "spliced" and "full prosody" tapes of the

previous experiment (which consisted of twenty grammatical

sentences and an equal and equivalent number of

ungrammatical strings) were played back to Sjb at

100$, 90$, 50$, 70$, and 60$ of normal playing time.

This made ten conditions in all, and a fresh group of

Ss listened to each tape in each condition (to avoid

effects of familiarity with the presented material).

Procedure. Ss were asked to listen to each sentence

in turn and to write it down immediately they had heard

it. Three Ss_ were assigned to each condition, and
the Ss of each group were tested together.
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Sub.jects. Subjects were 30 second-year undergraduate
«

psychology students, none of whom had been involved

in any of the previous experiments, who volunteered

their services.

Results.

The total number of words correctly reported

by each S in each condition was determined according

to the criteria laid down for the previous experiment,

and the resulting means are displayed in table 2.15.

Figure 2.3 displays these results graphically. It

will be seen that the two grammatical conditions

produce slopes which differ from each other, and also

from the slopes of the ungrammatical conditions.

These latter ungrammatical condition slopes are

fairly similar. An examination of the regression
coefficients shows this trend very clearly (the means

of the relevant conditions from experiment three

are included in these and all subsequent calculations

on the data from this experiment). The regression'

coefficients are shown in table 2.16.

The experimental hypothesis can be demonstrated

most clearly by the following method, which correlates

differences between conditions with time compression

ratios, using Pearson's r (see Runyon and Haber, 1968).
1

__ — — —'-

With regard to performance in the ungrammatical

conditions, the hypothesis predicts no difference, at any

of the time compression ratios. Any difference

actually observed between the means at any one ratio
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is therefore attributable to chance. Prom this follows

that the correlation between time compression ratios

and differences between means of these two conditions

should be near to zero. The actual calculated

correlation is .06 and the regression is .01. The

correlation coefficient is insignificant.

TABLE 2.16: Regressions of performance on time
compression ratio.

Normal prosody

grammatical .6056

ungrammatical 1.5942

Spliced * x

grammatical 1.4115

ungrammatical 1.5843

On the other hand, differences between performance

in the grammatical conditions should increase as the

task becomes harder and prosody extends its benefits.

In this case we should expect a significant negative

correlation between differences and ratios of time

compression (as percentage playing time decreases,
differences become greater). This is found to be

the case. The correlation ratio is -.96, and the

regression is 1.15. The correlation ratio is highly

significant.

Finally, since the hypothesis predicts that the

means for grammatical and ungrammatical performance

should diverge with a decrease in percentage playing

time, we should expect a negative correlation between

time compression ratio arid the differences between the



averages of the spliced conditions (since these two

lines are closest together, a strong correlation here

would also mean a strong correlation between the

differences between the means of the grammatical,

normal prosody and ungrammatical spliced or normal

prosody conditions). The observed correlation is

-.59, and the regression is .188: moderately strong,

although not in fact significant.

( ■ \ ■

Discussion

The results of this experiment demonstrate

clearly that the results of experiment three are not

due simply to the "floor" effect as discussed previously.

Experiment three extended the phenomenon observed in

experiment two. Together, these three experiments

show that the effect of an interaction between grammar

and prosody is reliable and replicable. We may now

turn to a discussion of the broader issues involved.



General Discussion

«

Firstly, with regard to Lieberman's "optimal

coding" hypothesis discussed before, it is clear that

some re-statement is necessary. Firstly, experiment

one showed that a speakerwill produce some prosodic

cues to meaning even when he or she might be unaware

of the fact that there is an ambiguity in what is to

be said. Secondly, it has been demonstrated in

experiments two to four that severe reduction in

prosodic cues does hamper perception when the listener

has to work in adverse conditions: correspondingly,

we may assume that a speaker, being in some sense

aware of this, will tend to exaggerate the prosodic

contrasts in his speech in noisy and non-optimal

communication situations.

From these results, we may amend the "optimal

coding" hypothesis in two ways. Firstly, every speaker

does in fact produce some prosodic contrasts when he

speaks. In non-optimal situations, prosody may be

one of the means whereby the speaker may be able to

make his message intelligible. . If there is any

theoretical value in the "optimal coding" hypothesis

at all, it is surely in the claim that a speaker

relies more on context than on prosody to make

himself understood. Such a claim may be difficult to

substantiate or falsify, since prosody and context

(of a non-pro so die kind) may well be giving different

sorts of information, anyway.



To return to the results of the interaction,

a statistical interaction "between prosody and grammar

was reported by Leonard (1973) in the context of a

memory experiment. He found that intonational cues

facilitated recall of "anomalous" (grammatical, but

meaningless) sentences, but not of normal sentences,

anagrams (ungrammatical, but meaningful) or word list

strings. He concluded that intonation may serve as

an additional component to grammar in the "anomalous"

case. That is, intonational cues consistent with an

implied grammatical structure facilitate recall.

There are two explanations which may be given

for the interaction effects reported here and by Leonard.

One explanation would give prosody a processing priority:

that is, speech passes through a stage of prosodic

analysis (specific to grammatical aspects) before it

enters into the domain of grammatical analysis. The

interaction is explained by saying that words strung

together regardless of grammar have no properties that

the grammatical component can relate to, and therefore,

the results of prosodic analysis are largely wasted.

The other explanation is less specific as to

processes, although it differs from the first in that

it would explain the interaction in terms of prosody

and grammar interacting rather like, to take a cybernetic

analogy, a pair of "co-routines". This analogy refers

to two programs, both of which pass control to each

other at many stages in the computation, thus producing

a complex "interactive" pattern of recursions. If the

computer is denied access to either program, it cannot



proceed beyond a certain point with the computation.
«

One may even posit a third explanation, which states

that prosody is analysed after grammar: prosody thus

extends its beneficial effects in grammatical sequences

alone simply because since ungrammatical sequences

do not get through the grammatical analyser, prosodic

analysis cannot take place on them.

This last explanation is not very convincing

because, one may well ask, what is the need for prosodic

analysis on a signal which is already well-analysed

by other means? It does not accord with introspective

evidence, either. When listening to the tapes, for

instance, of the ungrammatical normal prosody condition

of experiment two, one has the feeling that the recording

should be making sense; that sentences and phrases do

exist, only somehow the perceptual apparatus is failing
to deal with them. The effect is rather like that

of listening to an incomprehensible lecture, enthusiastically

delivered. It suggests that prosodic analysis should

be considered as taking place before the grammatical:

in the next chapter, this question will be discussed

in greater detail.

Two papers appeared soon after the foregoing

investigations had been completed and presented (Kirakowski
and Myers, 1975) by Wingfield (1975) and Darwin

(1975). They are of particular interest since they

both discuss the notion of an interaction between

prosody and grammar.

Both presented evidence from similar-looking

experiments on the perception of "anomalous" sentences.



These sentences were constructed according to the

methodology used previously by Garret, Sever and

Fodor (1966) to demonstrate the importance of

grammatical rather than intonational cues as primary

for perceptual processing of sentences (but see also

Wingfield and Klein (1971) who have cast doubt on some

of Garret, Bever and Fodor's findings).

Normally, the major syntactic break (henceforth
MSB) co-occurs with an intonational break or prosodic

boundary signal (henceforth PB). These sentences were

anomalous in that they were constructed by cross-splicing

so that this normal regularity was violated: the PB

could occur either before or after the MSB,

producing a rather odd perceptual effect.

Wingfield (op. cit.) presented results from

an experiment in which these anomalous sentences were

presented at various levels of time-compression, from

100$ to 50$ in steps of 10$. Ss were instructed to

listen to each sentence, and to write down what they

had heard. Wingfield concluded that:

the perceptual structuring of sentences is
determined as much by prosodic features as

by formal (grammatical?-J,K.) structure.

Furthermore, that

perceptual segmentation is an intermediate
stage of processing, dependent on an interaction
of syntactic structure and prosodic cues.

He does not, however, present any data to demonstrate
specifically that such an interaction is the case, and

a model of additivity may well apply to his data—c.f.

Levelt's comment on Wingfield's presentation (from

Wingfield, op. cit.) :
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your statement that the effects of syntactic
structure and intonation are not simply additive...
I see no evidence in your data that this
is so. It should appear from, for instance,
there "being interaction effects in an analysis
of variance.

Darwin (op. cit.) presented results from two

experiments to support (in his terms) a "dynamic"

theory of prosody in speech perception. Against such

a theory he contrasted a model according to which

prosodic information could be extracted to indicate

syntactic structure independently of segmental information.

His data on the different sorts of errors made by his

Ss in the cases where the PB precedes the MSB and

vice versa supports his notions of dynamism in

perception. In his model, prosody guides the search

towards an appropriate syntactic organization of the

sentence "dynamically and interactively": in much the

same way as syntactic and semantic constraints are used

by Winograd's program (Winograd, 1972) of an integrated

language understanding system.

Neither author mentioned above, however,

states explicitly how such a "dynamic" or "interactive"

system would combine prosodic and grammatical evidence,

although Darwin does stress the importance of prosodic

and grammatical prediction in ongoing perception.

More importantly, although it seems to be accepted

that prosody is attended to first to give a preliminary

analysis, no evidence has been reported to demonstrate

that it may not be the function of the segmental

analysis to give this first "scan" through the input.



Wingfield does, however, point out a seeming paradox
«

that if analysis for meaning follows initial segmentation

can initial segmentation be based on meaning? There

may well be heuristics which can get around Wingfield's

paradox: these questions will be treated in greater

detail in the concluding chapter.

Since the structure of the interaction depends

crucially on the nature of this preliminary analysis,

the experiments to be reported in the next chapter

will attempt to clear this point, by examining to

what extent the first pass could be considered as

prosodic. The chapter after that will examine how

much prosodic information is actually conveyed by the

speech signal.



Chapter Three



In this chapter, an attempt will he made to
formulate a process model of speech perception with

regard to prosody and grammar. The discussion

so far has deliberately avoided the impedimenta of

flow diagrams, and the interactive theory does not

in itself imply any distinctions as to process.

The question to which this chapter will address

itself to is: should the interaction between prosody
f

and grammar be considered in terms of a model in which

prosodic processing precedes grammatical processing,

or a model in which prosodic and grammatical processing

happen at the same time, mutually influencing each other?

In terms of the first model, prosody could be considered

in conjunction with other phonetic aspects of speech;
in terms of the second, in conjunction with the

grammatical.

General Introduction
'/

The logogen model

A frame of reference is wanted that can in

principle separate phonetic decoding from grammatical

analysis. A strong set of claims in this regard

have been made by Morton (e.g. Morton, 1970). His

"logogen" model was evolved originally to account for

phenomena of word identification independently of

considerations of memory (Morfon, 1964). It has

subsequently been found to have relevance to memory

phenomena (Morton, 1970), and again to speech perception

(Morton and Chambers, 1976).
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The heart of the model is the logogen system—

a sort of neural dictionary which constantly adjusts

thresholds for word recognition depending on the state

of the rest of the model. For speech, input reaches

it via the acoustic analysis system, and it outputs

into a response buffer, a place where potential responses

are stored. There is a feed-back loop between the

logogen and the response buffer, equated in Morton's

model with silent rehearsal. The logogen system

interfaces with a cognitive system. In the cognitive

system, a whole set of activities takes place to do

with grammatical and semantic computations on input

from the logogen.

Since input to the cognitive system is mediated

(largely) through the activities of the logogen, we

may assume that the primary activity of the cognitive

system upon speech being heard is to produce some

.kind of grammatical analysis of the semantic and syntactic

relationships between logogens. The acoustic system,

on the other hand, will concern itself with phonological

decoding, guided by a knowledge of the segmental and

supra-segmental phonological system of the language,

although it is the latter claim that will be investigated

more fully later.

The entire system is shown diagrammatically

in figure 3»1. An elaboration of the functions of the

component parts mentioned above, and in particular

an account of the importance of the visual component
\ (which will not enter the present discussion at all)

1 are more fully described by Morton (1970) .
I
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Response

Fig. 3*1» A flow-diagram of information in the
Logogen Model, after Morton (1970). The
contribution of the visual component is not
included here.
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In terms of Morton's system as outlined above,

the question is: is prosody attended to before or

after the activities of the logogen system? If we

can demonstrate that prosody is important before the

logogen system's operations, that is, in the acoustic

analysis system, then a case for prosodic pre¬

processing of speech is possible. On the other hand,

if it is impossible to demonstrate such a phenomenon,

then no real advance has been made: since all would
i

happen in the cognitive system, Morton's model could

not help us. This latter eventuality is a sort of

null hypothesis for the moment, to which the experimental

evidence will address itself.

The structure and function of the acoustic

analysis system are the result of Morton's attempts

to explain the "stimulus suffix effect" (hereafter
simply "suffix effect") as parsimoniously but completely

as possible in terms of the logogen model.

The effect is found in experiments on short-

term memory for speech. If a spoken string of

unrelated items is followed by a spoken suffix,

recency (memory for the last few items of the string)
is diminished in comparison with the case of a suffix

which does not sound like speech. The effect was

demonstrated by the following simple experiment

(which was run as a demonstration of the suffix effect

to the second year practical class in psychology).

Twenty strings of nine random digits were made

up with replacement from the numbers 0 to 9• Half



the strings, randomly selected, were followed by a

spoken suffix (the word "now") and the other half

of the strings were followed by a non-speech suffix

(a tone at 440 Hz. whose loudness and duration were

equivalent to the average of these measurements on the

speech suffix). The strings were recorded at the

rate of two items per second. The suffix was recorded

as if it were the tenth item of the string.

The task of the Ss was to listen to each string

in turn, and to write the digits down in order of

, presentation as soon as they heard the suffix. The

suffix itself was not to be written down. Ss were

given about twelve seconds in which to make their

responses, and each sequence was preceeded by an alert

word ("ready").

Protocols were scored in strict serial fashion:

that is, a digit was counted as a correct response only

if it was the correct digit and reported at the correct

serial position. Figure 3*2 displays the average

probability of a correct response at each serial

position for speech and tone suffix strings. The

difference observed between the two conditions at the

ninth serial position is significant beyond the Vfo level
of confidence when tested by Sandler' s statistic

(computationally equivalent to student's "V'—see

Runyon and Haber, 1968). That is, the ninth item

is recalled significantly more often when it is followed

by a tone suffix than when it is followed by a speech

suffix.
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Pig. 3.2. Average probability of a correct response
at each serial position for lists with speech and non-
speech suffixes.
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The methodological and procedural details of the

above demonstration embody the classic requirements of

a suffix experiment: random selection of the stimulus

items, fast presentation of the sequence, the timing of

presentation of the suffix, the instructions to the Ss,

and the method of scoring the responses (although
one frequently finds the results reported as probabilitie

of error where here we shall always report them as

probabilities of a correct response).
f

The demonstration can be extended to show that

the meaningfulness or loudness of the suffix does not

contribute to the size of the effect (Morton, Crowder

and Prussin, 1971) . The timing of presentation, however

is important. If the items are presented slowly

(fewer than one item per second) or the presentation

of the suffix is delayed (by about two seconds) then

the effect disappears or is severely attenuated (Crowder
and Morton, 1969). The effect can be demonstrated with

items other than digits, although it seems that some

discrimination is made in favour of vowels against

consonants (Crowder, 1972). The effect still holds

if the Ss are given part or most of the presented

sequence and are made to respond only with a few of the

items or even just the final one, although it is not

so great in this case (Morton, Crowder and Prussin, 1971)
Scoring need not be strictly serial, although once again,

such a procedure will show the effect at its strongest

(Morton and Chambers, 1976).

A complete bibliography of papers relating

to this effect has yet to be compiled, although some

excellent partial reviews have been published (see for



instance Morton, 1970; Crowder, 1972). As the

discussion below will show, however, the time is not yet

right for such a complete review: much still remains to

be discovered about the effect; and no doubt the

theoretical interpretation will have to undergo consistent

modifications.

The explanation hinges on the supposition

firstly that there is a switch, which only permits
i

speech-like sounds to enter the acoustic system. Readout
from this system is buffered by a Precategorical Acoustic

Store (henceforth, PAS) whose maximum capacity seems to

be about three items, and which stores information

for about two seconds. The last few items of the

string are held therefore in PAS at the time of arrival

of the suffix. Items presented earlier are sent, via

the logogen system, to the response buffer to await output.

From the time of presentation of the suffix, the logogen

system is occupied with the organization of the response.

If the suffix is sufficiently speech-like, hence admitted

to PAS, it will interfere with the representation of

the final items in PAS (which cannot enter the logogen

system until the contents of the response buffer have
been cleared by responding). Experiments with strings

of three, five and seven items have shown that strings with

five digits or less do not demonstrate a suffix effect

(Kirakowski, in preparation). This suggests that what

is held in PAS could be a backlog of information

due either to the finite speed of operation of the

logogen, or to the limited amount of storage space

available in the response buffer.
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Considerations of common sense also suggest

that items arriving at the ears are immediately

represented in some way in the cognitive system, as

Morton (1970) claims. If this were not the case,

responses would he impossible until the suffix has been

processed from PAS. Morton, Crowder and Prussin also

point out evidence to the effect that a large part of

the suffix effect can be attributed to events occurring

after some attention mechanism. The representation
i

in PAS is obviously necessary in order to produce a

correct response, given the terms of the explanation;

registration in focal attention and the cognitive system

may also be necessary, but not sufficient.

The acoustic analysis system should not, however,

be considered solely as a passive receptor of information.

It is quite in line with the logogen model to assume

that what happens at PAS is a "phonological decoding of

speech sounds" (c.f. Morton and Chambers, 1976). There

is evidence to suggest that such a phonological decoding

happens relatively fast, and is based on the past

experience of the phonological decoder over a limited

amount of time. Thus information from the phonological

decoder could enter both the cognitive system directly,

and be sent to PAS to await thorough processing by the

logogen component (Kirakowski, Vance and Macnamee, in

preparation).

The above explanation is summarised diagrammatically

in figure 3*3. Once again, the account is not complete:

for instance, the effects of monaural, binaural and

mixed auditory presentations are not discussed since

these are not germane to the issue at hand.
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further

processing

Fig. 3.3. Diagrammatic summary of Morton's
explanation of the stimulus suffix effect.
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PAS as a phonological decoder

*

Morton's explanation has been criticised by

Massaro (1972) in a review of literature appertaining
to what Massaro calls "pre-perceptual auditory memory".

Massaro (see for instance Massaro, 1970, exp. V)
reports that auditory similarity between a stimulus

tone and a masking tone does $ot have any effect on the

identification of the stimulus tone. However, some

effects of auditory similarity are reported for the

suffix effect: for instance, the effect is decreased

if the suffix is read in a voice of recognisably

different sex from;that in which the rest of the list

has been read (Morton and Holloway, 1970). Prom

considerations such as these, Massaro concludes that

the effect does not entail pre-categorical storage, but

is due rather to interference of the S's short term

memory for the final items in the list.

The force of this criticism is lessened when

the different notions of "pre-categorical" held by

Massaro and Morton are examined. Massaro's

experiments are conducted using pure tones presented

at fast rates for identification from a binary set

(SjS have to identify a pure tone as either the "A"
or "33" tone) . Images in his pre-perceptual auditory

store last for up to about 250 msec., whereas information

in PAS can last up to two seconds. It may well be

that the difference between these two stores reflects

the fact that speech is more difficult to process

than pure tones on account of its greater acoustic

complexity, and consequently needs longer storage.



Morton and Chambers (1976) are quite prepared to

believe that non-speech sounds are handled by a different

system (after the speech-non-speech switch), and suggest

Massaro's auditory store as a possible interpretation
of such a system. Similar objections to the PAS

explanation which refer simply to confusions in short

term memory are rejected by Morton on the grounds that

they fail to Make the distinction between articulatory
and acoustic effects.

i

More serious problems are posed by studies which,

working in the framework of Morton's explanation,

demonstrate a maintenance of recency despite a speech

suffix. Salter (1975) manipulated the category of the

final (pre-suffix) item: he used digit lists with a

final letter and letter lists with a final digit. In

a subsequent pair of experiments, (Salter, Springer and

Bolton, 1976), the meaningfulness of the final pre-

suffix item was manipulated: the lists were made up

of paralogs of middle meaningfulness ("M") values, and

the final paralog was either of low or high M value.

If the last items are represented in PAS only

in their acoustic manifestation, these manipulations

should have no influence on the size of the suffix effect.

In fact, Salter found that the size of the suffix effect

does fluctuate under the above conditions. A change

of category on the last item over-rides the speech

suffix and recency is maintained. The effect of

high M paralogs before the speech suffix is to increase

the probability of a correct response for the item

to the level of the correct responses for a low M paralog

when followed by a non-speech suffix.



Salter et al. discuss two interpretations of the

phenomenon. Their first interpretation follows Morton's

account fairly closely. Upon arrival, each item is

sent automatically to the cognitive system, via the

logogen system, and is also started on the PAS - logogen -

response "buffer route. The speech suffix induces

confusion in PAS, to the detriment of the final items

of the list. However, if any of these items are also

strongly represented in the cognitive system, the

probability of a correct response associated with that

item increases. In the case of the alphanumeric

experiments (i.e. Salter, . , op. cit.), this

representation is achieved by analogy with the von

Restorff effect; in the case of the paralog experiments,

it is achieved by the differential semantic codability of

the items (the von Kestorff effect is that if a list of

items is presented in a short term memory experiment,

and one of the items stands out by virtue of being

perceptually salient, this item will be remembered better

than other items in the list). In either case an

additional postulate is necessary to the effect that

(semantically) similar items arriving in rapid sucession

at the cognitive system are confusable. Considerations

of the general mode of function of memory would then

predict that earlier items would show more confusions

than later items (Morton, 1970, p. 246). Morton does

not regard this experiment as having been carried out,

although if the explanation of Salter et al. is to be

regarded as generally true, it would have to hold for,

among other things, strings of digits, which are

eminently confusable. As has been demonstrated, the

opposite is the case. Items arriving early in the



sequence are reported better than items arriving

later (see figure 3.2).

A second interpretation which is embodied in

two "proposals" diverges more radically from Morton's

explanation. First of all, it locates the speech-

non-speech switch within the acoustic system, and

argues that it is not specifically attuned to speech

alone. Secondly, it posits that all incoming items

activate representations of themselves in the cognitive

system without necessarily having to pass through a

limited capacity processor. Confusions in the

cognitive system arise if other (presumably acoustically

similar—c.f. Morton and Chambers 1976) items follow

rapidly.

T)iis second interpretation, so radically at

variance with what has been discovered about the

components involved, is best considered as an alternative

explanation rather than a modification o.f the original

one. It remains to be seen whether it can explain

the known facts about the suffix effect and the cognitive

system better than the original explanation, and whether

it can generate any new, testable, hypotheses about
the suffix and allied effects. The first interpretation,

therefore, is to be preferred at present.

Kirakowski, Vance and Macnamee (op. cit.)

investigated this first interpretation. They

contrasted it to one in which PAS or some property of

the acoustic analysis system was responsible for the

increase in recency in the Salter demonstrations.



If it were the cognitive system, then any mistakes
made in reportihg a pre-speech-suffix item would

reflect the predominant mode of activity within the

cognitive system: that is, they would be semantic

mistakes (for instance a high proportion of

synonyms or antonyms would be expected). If recency

were ascribable to the acoustic analysis system, the

preponderance of errors would be acoustic ones.

The experiment was carried out using CVC syllables

of high association value for the lists. A random half

of the lists has a meaningful monosyllabic word as the

final item; the other half had another CVC syllable.

All lists were followed by a speech suffix.

First of all, the result of Salter et al. was

replicated. More meaningful words were recalled than

CVC syllables in the pre-suffix position. An analysis

of Ss' errors on the meaningful words revealed that of

a total of 89 errors made in this position (out of a

possible total of 220 words), 35 were classifiable
as acoustic errors; and two as acoustic and semantic

errors—they were both homonyms, from two different

Ss. The remaining 52 errors were no response (which
is treated as an error). Twelve of the acoustic errors

were meaningful words which bore no semantic relationship

to the stimulus word. Thus whatever system was

implicated in these .responses, it was certainly not

one which made semantic confusions.

This evidence taken as a whole suggests that the

acoustic analysis system is responsible for the observed

recency effect. A model analagous to one proposed by
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Figueroa (1978) for visual iconic storage was suggested.
«

Since meaningfulness and association value are

correlated with the degree of conformity to phonological

structure, PAS could simply be pre-disposed to favour

items which displayed some degree of phonetic similarity

to English (or whatever language the experiment happens

to be conducted in). The acoustic analyser should

also be able to maintain information about the phonetic

environment of an item over at least the length of a tone

group (c.f. Cutler, 1976) and it might be expected that

PAS treats phonetically novel items differentially. That

is, one basis for determining how important an item is

and therefore its length of stay in PAS could be the

frequency of occurrence in the stream of speech immediate]y

before that item.

To test the hypothesis of frequency of occurence,

Kirakowski, Vance and Macnamee carried out a suffix

experiment in which lists of digits were presented in

groups. Within each group, one digit chosen at random
never appeared till the final pre-speech-suffix position

of the last list of the group. Apart from this, the

distribution of speech and non-speech suffix conditions
was random. Ss had to report on each list as usual, and

the grouping of lists was not made apparent. It was

found that withholding and presenting items in this way

increased their recency in the speech suffix condition,

when compared to items which had not been treated in

this fashion. The findings of this experiment confirm

the above interpretation of the activity of the acoustic

analyser.



Some ;space has been devoted to this issue since
«

it introduces the concept of PAS as an active phonological

decoder, sensitive to some contextual effects; and also

because an interpretation of the following two experiments

a la Salter et al. might weaken the import of the

conclusions to be drawn from them to the matter of

priorities of processing.
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Experiment 5

•

The procedure in preparing stimuli for an

auditory short term memory experiment is usually to

have them read evenly, on a monotone and at equal

subjective intensities. In order to investigate

prosodic effects, this practice will be violated.

The principal experimental hypothesis is that a

stressed digit in a pre-speech-suffix position of a

nine-digit list will have greater recency than an unstressed

digit in the same position. In addition, the effect

of stressed digits in serial positions 3> 5, and 7

will be investigated: the hypothesis here is that

stressed digits at these positions would also be recalled

better than unstressed digits in the same position.

Stresses in these positions are included since Ssimight

develop a "set" on the ninth position if this were the

only one which ever received a stressed digit, although
the suffix effect seems to be relatively independent of

behavioural strategies (Crowder, 1969).

Morton, Crowder and Prussin (1969) have

manipulated the intensity of the speech suffix. They

found that suffixes twice as intense (subjectively)
as the average list item had less effect than suffixes

of the same intensity. They suggested that at the

point in the system at which the effect takes place,

intensity does not have an analogize representation

(i.e. they argued that it is not the case that the

greater is the intensity, the stronger or larger

the representation). Instead, they argued that it is

represented neutrally—one might say that intensity
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is represented as a feature. Thus a selector could

use the intensity feature cue as a basis for

discriminating between items. This interpretation

is consistent with the concept of the acoustic

analysis system as an active phonological decoder—

as discussed above.

Since intensity is itself one of the acoustic

cues to stress (see Lehiste, 1970, chapter 4) a
I \

reasonable hypothesis to make in the circumstances

could be that incoming items are not only phonetically

identified by the acoustic analysis system, but also

characterised in terms of stress. It is therefore

interesting to examine whether the cognitive system

would use such stress information with regard to the

organization of recall of the earlier part of the list.

From a consideration of the mode of function of the

cognitive system, one would expect the feature of

stress to be treated as a semantic attribute of such

an item (in the sense that Halliday considers the tonic

to be the informational focus of the tone group).

Method

Design. Twenty random nine-digit lists were generated

from the numbers 0 to 9 with replacement. Six sequences

were assigned at random to condition four, five each

to conditions three and two, and four to condition one.

The order of sequences was random. In condition one,

the third digit of the list was to be stressed, in

conditions two, three and four, the fifth, seventh

and ninth respectively. A speech suffix followed
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each list directly. Ss instructions were to listen to

each sequence, and upon hearing the suffix, to write
l

down the digits in the order in which they had been

presented. If Sss. were unable to recall a digit

they were asked to guess or put a short dash.

Protocols were to be scored in strict serial order (hence¬
forth the "serial" method of scoring): that is,

a response was considered correct only if it

consisted of the correct digit in the right place.

Dashes indicating no response were scored as

incorrect responses.

Procedure. The digits were recorded on tape and

presented to S_s on headphones in "parallel tracking"—
that is, the same signal reached both ears simultaneously.

The instructions to the Ss_ were on the tape. These

were followed by seven practice runs, in which an'

example from each condition was presented, and then the

experimental trials. There was a short break after
the first ten trials.

Each trial proceeded as follows. There was an

alert word "ready", followed by one and a half seconds

of silence, then the list, at the rate of two items

per second, followed by the suffix word "now" spoken

in tempo as the tenth item of the sequence. Eleven

seconds of pause then ensued to allow the Sis, time to

recall before the next trial began.

The unstressed digits and the suffix were spoken

on a monotone at equal subjective intensities. Stressed

digits were characterised by a rise and fall in intonation
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on the voiced part, and a subjective increase in

intensity. The digit "0" was pronounced "Oh" after

some enquiries as to local usage.

Timing was effected by _E_ reading in time to

metronome clicks recorded on a tape loop that was played

back through headphones. These clicks were notaudible

on the stimulus tape.

Ss made their responses in rows on lined sheets

of paper. They were instructed not to write down

the alert word or the suffix, not to start responding

till they heard the suffix, and to recall the digits

in the order in which they were presented. No

constraint was imposed on the number of items the _S_
could write down. Sometimes Ss recalled less than

nine, and sometimes as many as ten or eleven.

Subjects♦ These were 36 psychology students.

Results

For each _S, the probability of a correct
response wascalculated at each position for each of the

four conditions. Figure 3*4 displays the average

probabilities thus obtained. Table 3*1 displays the
obtained total probabilities, unaveraged. This data

was the basis for all subsequent analysis.

To avoid confounding serial position effects

with the dependent variables of the experiment, a

separate analysis of variance was computed comparing



digit stressed:
3rd.

5th.

7th.

9th.

Fig. 3-4. Average probability of a correct response
at each serial position for lists with 3rd., 5th., 7th.
and 9th. digits stressed. "Serial" method of scoring



TABLE
3.11

Total

probabilities
of
a

correct
response
in

each

condition

at

each

serial
position,

totalled
over
all
Ss
in

experiment
five.

stress
at

position:
3

5

7

9

MS

res

Serial
position:
1

33.2

34.0

33.0

34.3

.0117

2

27.3

23.6

24.2

28.8

.0286

3

26.5

23.0

19.6

23.0

.0367

4

20.0

20.6

17.6

23.8

.0461

5

13.7

18.6

13.8

14.8

.0507

6

13.5

11.4
.

10.0

9.8

.0386

7

8.7

10.4

10.6

9.0

.0258

8

9.0

16.2

11.6

13.0

.03
58

0J

11.5

18.4

12.6

24.3

.0415

Total
number
of
Ss

=

36.

The

figure
for
MS

residuals
is

included

here
from
the

analyses
of

variance.
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obtained totals in the four conditions for each

position. The experimental hypothesis predicted

that positions three, five, seven and nine should

show a significant effect, while any variation

observed between conditions at other serial

positions should be ascribable to chance. The

statistical model was a single-factor repeated

measures analysis of variance (Winer, 1974). The

results of the analysis are shown in table 3-2. The

null hypothesis was rejected at positions three, five

and nine. At position seven, there was no effect of

conditions, and the hypothesis predicted that

condition three would have superior performance.

A priori tests for differences between totals were only

carried out, therefore, at the significant positions.

Table 3.3 shows the results of these tests. The null

hypothesis is rejected every time at the 1$ level of
confidence.

TABLE 3-2: Results of the nine analyses of variance
on the results for the four conditions of experiment
five at the nine serial positions.

Position-' Obtained _F_ Significance
in list

1 .9 28 NS

2 6.032 .01

3 6.010 .01

4 3-981 .01

5 2.878 .05

6 2.074 NS

7 .971 NS

8 6.987 .01

9 23,428 .01

. d.f. = 3,35.
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TABLE 3-3: A priori tests for experiment five.

Position _F_ Significance
in list

3 13-92 12.136 .01

5 13.4162 8.213 .01

7 NS

9 30.4932 51.864 .01

However, the unexpected significant main

effects at positions two, four and eight also require

examination, and since there was no specific hypothesis,

the Neuman-Keuls procedure for a posteriori analysis

of the significance of differences Between totals was

used (following Winer's method; Winer, op. cit.).

The results of this procedure applied to all positions

which were significant from the analysis of variance

are summarised in table 3-4.

TABLE 3.4: A posteriori tests on experiment five.

Position Summary of significant
in list order of conditions

1 - NS

2 4>( 2, 3)

3 1>3

4 4>3

5 NS

6 NS

7 NS

8 2>1

9 4>2>(1,3)
All significances calculated by the Neuman-Keuls
metiiod with p<.01.



It will be seen, that in four out of the five

comparisons made, condition three has one of the lowest

if not the lowest total, ana one may speculate whether

the insignificant result obtained at the seventh serial

position is not in fact a reflection on Ss' generally

poor ability to cope with condition three.

Some theoretical reasons why condition three

could be more difficult to cope with will be discussed

at the end of this experiment; at the moment we may

entertain the a posteriori hypothesis that this

result was due not to Ss' inability to recall the

items at all, but to their inability to recall them

in their correct order. If this were the case, a

more generous method of scoring the protocols that

does not place such a high penalty on the incorrect

reporting of one digit's serial position should

reveal a significant effect at position seven.

The method used for re-scoring was to count

a response as correct not only if a S_reported the

digit in question at the correct serial position, but

also if he reported it to one position on either side.

Once a digit in a protocol has been counted as a correct

response for a given serial position, it cannot be

entertained as a candidate for any other serial

position. This is the "one-either-way" method of

scoring (see table 3*5). It is a compromise between

promiscuously scoring correct responses (i.e. regardless

of serial position) and the strict "serial" method

used previously. Since the probability of all nine

of the digits appearing within any one list is fairly



TA.BLE
3*5:

Total

probabilities
of
a

correct
response
in

each

condition

at

each

serial
position,
totalled

over
all
Ss

in

experiment
five.

"One-either-way"
method
of

scoring.

stress
at

position:
3

5

7

9

MS

res

serial

position:
1

33.7

34.2

34.2

34.7

.0094

2

31.3

31.0

31.6

30.7

.0231

3

34.0

30.8

26.2

27.5

.0259

4

29.0

26.6

25.0

28.5

.0405

5

21.7

26.8

24.2

21.5

.0529

6

20.5

19.2

15.6

20.8

.0401

7

14.2

18.0

18.2

16.0

.0334

8

17.0

27.0

20.4

18.3

.0441

9

14.5

20.8

17.2
28.
5

.0389

Total
number
of
Ss

=

36.

The

figure
for
MS

residuals
is

included

here
from
the

analyses
of

variance.



high, such a promiscuous method would tend to blur

any observable effects.

The one-either-way method does raise

problems of comparison between scores as serial

positions one and nine (there being no "zeroeth"

position responses by definition, and few tenth

position responses), and scores at serial positions

two to eight. In fact, comparison of the totals

between tables 3*1 and 3*5 shows that at positions

one and nine the difference between the two methods

is.less than at positions two to eight. Since no

comparisons are made across serial positions, this

is not such an important consideration, although it

should be borne in mind when examining figure 3•5,

which displays the average probability of a correct

response in all four conditions and nine serial

positions. No doubt a correction could be made by

dividing the scores at positions one and nine by two

and those at positions two to eight by three to

reflect the number of positions over which a response

was sampled; but this manipulation may take us further

from the real outcomes rather than nearer to them.

Table 3*6 summarises the results of the

main effects analysis of variance (the same statistical

model as before was used). In general, this method

has lessened the differences between totals in two

positions where no differences were expected (viz.

positions two and four); magnified the differences in
the case of serial position seven, but also magnified
the differences in the case of serial position six.
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Fig. 3*5. Average probability of a correct response
at each serial position for lists with 3rd., 5th., 7th.,
and 9th. digits stressed. "One-either-way" method
of scoring.

digit stressed:
3rd. 7th.

i i i i i i ( i r~

1 23 4 56789

serial position



TABLE 3.6: Analyses of variance for the data of
experiment five scored in the one-either-way method.

Position Obtained X Significance
in list

1 .419 NS

2 .194 NS

3 13.158 .01

4 2.316 NS

5 3.228 .05

6 ? 3.976 .05

7 2.892 .05

8 12.402 .01

9 26.3-48 .01

d.f. = 3,35.

A priori tests disclosed the 'same pattern as

previously: the totals for conditions one, two and
four are significantly higher than the rest at the

predicted positions, but condition three, although

significant in the overall analysis, still fails to

reject the null hypothesis. The obtained _F value

(2.793) is near the required value (d.f. = 1,120;

F. = 3-94 at p^.05)•

Of the a posteriori tests carried out on

all the positions with a significant _F value in
the main analysis, only three are significant out of

the six, namely at positions three, eight and nine.

The analysis suggests, once again, that poor performanc

in condition three could be an important factor, but

also that some of the significances observed could

be ascribed to better than average performance in

condition two (see table 3«7).
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TABLE 3-7: A posteriori tests on the data from
experiment five scored the one-either-way method.

Position Summary of significant
in list order of conditions

1 NS

2 NS

3 1>(4,3) and 2>3
4 NS

5 NS

6 j NS

7 NS

8 2>(1,3,4)
9 . 4 >,2 >'.(1,3)

All significances calculated by the Neuman-Keuls
method with p<".01.

The statistical analysis of the re-scored data

does not suggest that the only reason why the totals
at position seven do not differ is because the

original method of scoring paid too high a premium

on reporting at the correct serial position. It

is therefore more than likely that the decrement

in performance observed in condition three is due to

interference not only with serial order information

but also with information about the items

themselves. Why this should be so is puzzling,

and will be discussed again later.

Summary of conclusions

The experimental hypothesis, predicting
that a stressed digit in the list final position

would survive the suffix effect better than an
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unstressed digit in the same position, has "been

«

proven. Stressed digits in positions three and five

were also recalled "better than their unstressed

counterparts. Stressed digits in position seven

did not appear to be remembered better than

unstressed digits at the same position. A posteriori

tests disclosed that a list with a stress in this

position appeared to be harder to recall overall than

lists with stresses elsewhere. The data was re-

scored to investigate whether this result was due

to a strict serial method of scoring, and it was

discovered that it could only be so in part.

Discussion

A more general discussion of the importance of

the findings in relation to a theory of speech

perception will be found at the end of this chapter,

when results from both this and the next experiment

will be discussed together. For the moment, an issue

specific to our experiment has to be dealt with:

that of performance at serial position seven.

The original explanation of the suffix effect

divided up processing of the stimulus list between

PAS and the response buffer at the time of arrival

of the suffix. Of a nine-digit list, the response

buffer would hold six or seven items and PAS two or

three. From this, it is clear that the seventh

item occupies an ambiguous position: it is sometimes

represented in PAS and sometimes in the response

buffer.
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An examination of the lines of performance

«

over all positions for conditions one, two and four

discloses that the probability of a correct response

is at its lowest at position seven. This could

well be a general feature of suffix experiments

with nine items (see figure 3«?» for instance).

If the seventh position is occupied by an

item which has been recognised by the acoustic

analyser to be of some importance (e.g. it was

recognised as being stressed), the system could well

be in sojae quandarywhen the logogen, at the time

of arrival of the suffix, refuses to accept any more

input from PAS. The attempts of the acoustic

analyser to pass the all-important item along

could well interfere with the operation of the

logogen in preparing the response as well as being an

additional source of interference to that from the

speech suffix, which latter is by then residing in

PA S.

The data from the entire' experiment was

subjected to a three-way analysis of variance

(positions by conditions by subjects), using the

three-way interaction term as an estimate of error

(Winer, 1971). The effect of conditions overall

was significant, and the Neuman-Keuls a posteriori

analysis disclosed condition three to yield significantly

lower response probabilities than the other three,

on both methods of scoring. The results of these

calculations are included in the appendix.
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Experiment 6

In this experiment, the effect of introducing

some perceptual coherency to the stimulus list by means

of intonational contours will be examined. If the

acoustic analyser is a system which handles intonation,

signalling the end of a digit list with an intonational

device and then presenting a suffix on another

intonation contour should produce a coherency to

the digit list which in a monotonically presented

sequence is lacking. This coherency would therefore

manifest itself in an increase in recency for the last

few items of the list.

A superficially similar experiment has been

carried out and reported by Mills and Martin (1974).
Their study was concerned with the prefix effect.

The prefix effect is also found in short term memory

experiments for acoustically presented materials,

under much the same circumstances as the suffix

effect. Only that instead of a redundant suffix

being presented after the list, a redundant prefix

is presented before the stimulus list. The effect

is to depress the average probability of a correct

recall for every item of the list when compared to a

condition with no prefix (Dallett, 1964). The

prefix effect does not admit to the same sort of

explanation as the suffix effect: as has been

demonstrated the speech suffix affects only the last

few items, whereas the prefix affects recall for the

entire list.
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Mills and life,rtin tested the effect of what

i

they called "articulatory organization" . Martin

(1972) discussed the concept of "rhythmic patterns":

among the properties of such a rhythmic pattern

is one that enables a part of the pattern to potentially

contain cues or information concerning the preceding

and following parts. This rhythmic pattern is said

to correspond acoustically to an articulator,/ gesture.

The hypothesis they tested was that the probability
1 •

of recall of items when the prefix and the list

were hot part of the same gesture would be higher

than when they were. In their experiment, however,

the stimuli were read evenly at the rate"of two

items per second in a steady monotone.' It is

difficult to see what precise acoustic cue gave listeners

the impression of articulatory intactness, and Mills

and Martin do not elaborate on this. The theoretical

explanation of the prefix effect is also somewhat

obscure, although a lot of evidence has been gathered

about it (see Crowder, 1967).

In our experiment, the experimental condition

will present the list of digit stimuli on a separate

intonation contour from the suffix. In order to

keep the manipulations as nearly the same as possible,
in the control condition, the list and suffix will

be presented in one intonation contour.



Method

Design. Twenty random nine-digit sequences were

made up as for experiment five. Ten sequences

were assigned at random to condition A, and ten to

condition B. In the experimental condition (A)
the list was read in one tone-group, followed "by

the suffix on a one-item tone group. In the control

condition (B), both ,sequence and suffix were read

in one complete tone group. The rest of the

design was exactly the same as for the previous

experiment.
•fPI.

Procedure. With the exception of the method of

recording the stimuli, the procedure for this

experiment was exactly the same as for the last

experiment.

Each tone group was read on a slightly

rising - falling contour (in Halliday's system, a

tone of ...1+, with a listing pretonic), unless it

was the suffix on its own when it was a sharply

falling contour (tone 1, no pretonic). Ine contour'

peak, or tonic, was on the seventh digit in the

experimental condition (two tone groups per

sequence) and on the eighth in the control. The

reason why the tonic digit was not always placed at

the end was because the purpose of the experiment

was not to replicate the findings of experiment

five which had already tested the effect of a final

stressed digit.



A listening test was carried out on three
*

Ss. They were supplied with a copy of the digits

recorded for each list. The tape was played to

them and their task was to read the sequences

silently to themselves during presentation, and then

underline which (if any) digit or digits were made

prominent by the way the list was read. They were

instructed to ignore the alert and the suffix. They

were also allowed not to underline any of the digits

of a sequence if they thought all the items were

equally prominent. The results show that the only

significant differences in prominence between the

ex erimental and control conditions was that in the

experimental condition digit seven was more prominent

and that in the control, digit eight was more

prominent. This difference was significant at the

ljZ level of confidence.

Subjects. Ss were 39 undergraduate psychology students,

none of whom had done the previous experiment.

Results

Results were scored both serially and by

the one-either-way method. Figure 3-6 displays

the results for the serial method, figure 3»^
for the one-either-way method.

To avoid confounding serial position effects
with the dependent variables of the experiment, a

separate test for significance of differences between

means was carried out on each pair of means at each
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list and suffix in one group

list in own group, suffix in own

Fig. 2>.6. Average probability of a correct response
at each serial position for lists and suffixes read
in one tone group, and lists and suffixes read in
different tone groups. "Serial" method of scoring.

*
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serial position. The experimental hypothesis

predicted that the only position which should

show any effects was position nine, and possibly also

positions seven and eight, although the effects of

the intonation contour may produce artefacts in this

latter regard. The test used was Sandler's

statistic. The results of these computations

are shown in tables 3»8a and 3«8b.

j
First of all, the differences between the means

at position nine were as predicted by the experimental

hypothesis in both methods of analysis. The results
, i * t;

for position seven give a recall advantage to the

experimental condition, although this is not

statistically significant in the one-either-way

method. As for position eight, in both methods, the

mean for the control condition is higher than the mean

for the experimental condition, although this is not

statistically significant in the serial method.

As mentioned above, these results may reflect on the

way the stimuli were recorded rather than on any

direct properties of PAS. The significance of the

results for position seven is not directly relevant to

the discussion of experiment five's results at this

position, since the (proven) perceptual coherency

of the list of digits in our experiment may well be

a confounding factor in terms of the explanation given.
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TABLE 3.8: Average probabilities of a correct
response at .each serial position for both conditions
in experiment six tested by Sandler's_A_ statistic.

Serial method of scoring.

Position Experimental Control A Signifi
Condition Condition

1 .981 .969 H • 0 NS fr

2 .675 .806 0.12 .01*

3 .637 . 66 2 5.75 NS *-

4 '. 569 .487 0.37 NS *

5 .419 .337 0.44 NS 96

6 .356 .269 0.41 NS *

7 .512 .331 0.19 •05 -f
8 .512 .550 1.00 NS 36

9 .669 .519 0.1b .01 t

(b) One-either-way method of scoring.

Position Experimental Control _A_ Significance
Condition Condition

1 .981 .981 1.00 NS 36

2 .806 .856 0.34 NS 36

3 .837 .781 0.88 NS 36

4 .775 .694 0.29 NS 36*

5 .637 . 606 2.80 NS 96

6 . 56 2 .387 0.13 .01 -ft

7 .637 .544 0.32 NS 96

8 . 606 .731 0. 20 .05*

9 .769 .637 0.13 .01 t

d.f. = 38; p^.05.

96 two-tailed test
"t one-tailed test
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General Discussion
■ 1 1 ■■ ... |

Whatever the difficulties encountered in

experiment five with the stressed seventh digit,

it is clear that support for the general hypothesis

has emerged strongly from the .presented data. That

is, we have good grounds for supposing that

attention to prosodic features of the speech input

is paid when the input is at a pre-categorical

stage—before any lexical identification has taken

place and therefore before any grammatical operations.

Somewhat more sceptically, it may be argued

that going from the result of an experiment on the
recall of random digits to theories of speech

perception is a bold theoretical step to take.

The essence of Morton's model, however, represents

the essential components of any speech perception

system and the use of short term memory paradigms

is simply a device whereby the workings of

the acoustic analyser might be further investigated.

No less an authority than George Miller, after all ,

is reported to have said:
that he was not dismayed by the number of
memories or storage buffers hypothesised
by students of information processing. A
storage buffer is like a mailbox, and he
would expect the nervous system to be full
of buffers, just as the country is full of
mailboxes (quoted in Xavanagh and Mattingly,
1972, p.289).

Experiment five showed that a stress on a

final item gives it a recency advantage. This is



comparable to the effect of manipulating the alpha¬

numeric category of that item, as shown by

Salter (1976). Experiment six showed that

introducing an intonational contour to the digit

list also had a positive effect on the recency of

the final (pre-suffix) item so long as the suffix

did not share the same intonational contour. This

effect is separable from that shown in experiment

five, in that, in experiment six, the stress of the
/

final item was not a controlling variable. There

are therefore two separate sources of information

which give rise to the enhanced recency of the final

item: contour and stress.

There are at least two possible explanations

for this recency effect. One states that PAS

simply maintains important items in PAS store, and

as a result of the extra effort taken by PAS to

maintain this information such items are less liable

to be confused when the speech suffix arrives.

The other states that the acoustic analyser recognises

the importance of such an item, as before, but rather

than maintain it in the relatively impermanent

PAS system sends it on to the cognitive system,

whence it is retrieved specially when it is necessary

for recall. Introspective evidence seems to

suggest the first possibility: if the ninth digit

has been stressed, one can hear it ringing in one's

ears for a while even after it has been written.down.

The second explanation too, would need elaboration with

respect to how the item can be reported in the

correct serial order, if it has been treated



differently from its context in the sense of being

placed in another storage location.

Considerations of the results of experiment

six would also suggest the first explanation to be

more likely. Here, the second would have to posit

that the entire list is somehow represented in the

cognitive system upon termination of the intonation

contour. If this were the case, one might expect

that lists recalled from the cognitive system in

their entirety would give a different shape to the

recall curve than lists recalled partly from there

and partly from PAS. Unfortunately, in the present

experiment, the only digits which could give us

some evidence about what was happening by deviating

from the normal suffix-effect pattern were confounded

with the independent variable (viz. contour peak on

digits seven and eight). Finally, this explanation

would have to square with the results of the

experiments by Kirakowski, Vance and Macnamee,

discussed earlier.

What is clear is that whatever else may

take place in the cognitive system at the time of

presentation of the suffix, the discriminations

noticed in the presented experiments are motivated

by phonetic rather than semantic criteria. The
evidence also supports the notion of an active

acoustic analyser, althougkhow much processing is

done by the analyser and how much by the logogen

system is not so clear.



Morton, Crowder and Prussin's experiments
in which the"intensity of the speech suffix was

manipulated led them to conclude, as mentioned

"before, that intensity was not coded in an analogue

way: i.e. it was not the case that the greater

the intensity, the more extensive the message.

The most parsimonious positive suggestion from this

conclusion is that the logogen system receives

information in the form of a "bundle of phonetic

features—perhaps even the distinctive feature

matrix? Such a bundle would include information

such as stress and place in intonational contour,

not traditionally part of the account of the

distinctive feature matrix, so this identification

must needs remain highly speculative.

However, this gloss in itself is no longer

enough to satisfy the evidence. On sheer

probabilistic grounds, providing more information
to be remembered (e.g. that an item was stressed)
increases the chance of a confusion, or allows at

least the possibility of recalling a stressed digit

as unstressed, and vice versa. Our findings

were that stressed digits suffered less from the

confounding effects of the speech suffix, so we

must assume that the acoustic analyser must be able

to do more than simply compile all the relevant

features into a bundle. We must allow it to make

some discriminations based on phonetic evidence,

and also to act on the results of these discriminations.

This opens up the possibility of another modification

of the original explanation of PAS.
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Indeed, one may argue that maintaining

information regarding the perceptual coherency

and contour of the presented information

is a primary function of PAS. The speech suffix,

therefore, can be regarded as having a severe

confounding effect on the order (as well as the

identity) of the last few items. In general,

PAS may be able to retain a fair stretch of the

contour or some other reduced aspect of the signal,

although it would not actually'have specific

information about the detailed microstructure

of much of the waveform (the sort of information,

in fact, that would enable it to characterise the

items phonetically). In the experimental situation

in which PAS is studied by means of the suffix

effect paradigm, the particular exigencies of the

experiment could force upon PAS the necessity of

saving micro structural information about the

items whose further processing has been artificially

blocked by the arrival of the suffix.

Some- tenuous confirmations of such a proposal

are citable. For instance, Crowder (1972)

performed a suffix experiment on lists made up

from the items "ba", "ga" and "da". He found that

there was little effect due to changing a speech

to a non-speech suffix. An experiment on lists

made up from items in which the initial consonant

stayed the same but the vowel differed disclosed

that PAS was more sensitive to the vowel part of the

item than to the consonant part: he found the suffix

effect re-instated in the latter experiment.
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Now, vowels are important parts of the speech

signal, not least because the information contained

in the vowel sound may assist the identification of

lexical items. For instance, if vowel transitions

are eliminated or tampered with, confusions of temporal

order occur (see Cole and Scott, 1974 for a review

of evidence appertaining to this point). This

is at the phonetic level. As far as prosody goes,

Allen (ly67) got Ss to tap to a tape loop of speech
I

in time to the syllables, and found that the "syllable

beat" of speech was identifiable with the location

of the vowel onsets of the syllables (although

Morton, Marcus and Frankish, 1976, report that

this might turn out to be true only of words whose

first consonant is a fricative). Fundamental

frequency carried by the vowel is an important cue

to stress (see Lehiste, 1970, chapter 6); and of

course the vowels and voiced consonants of speech

define the intonational contour. Finally, Noteboom

(1972) reported an experiment carried out by Sliss

(which was subsequently replicated by the present

author). The words of a short sentence were

recorded in isolation, and then cut out of the tape

so that a small part of the onset and offset

ofeach word was left behind: this'ensured that

the excised portions of the tape were fully occupied

by the recorded words. When these portions were

joined up in grammatical order, although the words

themselves could be identified, in the words of

Noteboom:

It is as if the words were spoken by
different speakers, in different corners



of the room, and the order of the words
cannot be.determined. This effect...

dissapear(s)...when pauses of about 100
msec, are introduced between the words.

It was also found that rate was not a critical factor,

since playing the tape at the same speed without the

100 msec, pauses as the total playing time of the

tape with the pauses produced the same effects as

described above. Noteboom concludes:

The main difficulty seems to be caused
by the extensive■jumps in voice pitch
at the beginnings and endings of words.

It should be emphasised that this interpretation

does not in any way imply that the entire list is

represented in PAS at any point in time. Rather,

it envisages PAS as a repository for the contour

of an utterance (or at least part of it). The

acoustic analysis system provides feed-forward for

the operations of the cognitive system on the lexical

information of the utterance. It may also provide

a store of what has been received not long ago in

case there is a need to re-analyse any part phonetically.

It is therefore only in the context of a suffix

experiment that puts the emphasis on storing

phonetic information relevant to the last few items

in PAS. Although this capacity demonstrably exists

it is not the primary purpose of PAS, according to

this interpretation.

This argument is presented in the spirit

of an hypothesis arising from a summary of the

obtained results integrated with some of the known

facts discovered elsewhere about the acoustic analysis
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system. It is only tentatively presented as an

explanation: further research is obviously needed

in order to test the equating of PAS with a

general short-term and largely prosody-orientated

acoustic store for speech. It is obvious that a

lot of research remains to be done on the properties

and function of the PAS and acoustic analysis

system, which if carried on here, would give the

thesis more of the character of a monograph on short-

term memory than one on speech perception would

warrant. In the final experimental qhapter,

therefore, the investigation turns to the question

of how much prosodic information is picked up by

listeners from fairly long stretches of speech.



Chapter Pour
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In this chapter a sample of speech will

he examined to discover how much information

regarding syllable structure, stress, and tone

group division is perceptible in the speech signal

when this signal has been transformed in a way

which denies a listener access to grammatical

levels of processing.

Concern with grammatical aspects of speech

processing has tended to minimise the role played

by prosody in speech perception in much current

psycho-linguistic theorizing. A plausible

justification for this state of affairs may run

something along the following lines. Since we

can understand speech in v/hich prosodic cues

are reduced or absent, interest should focus on

the grammatical cues in speech (see for instance,

Fodor, Bever and Garret, 1975, p.344). We have

been able to observe from the experiments

reported in chapter two that this assumption may

be an over-simplification of the problem.

Chapter three reported evidence to the effect that

attention may be paid to the prosodic aspects of

speech before grammar is attended to. Nevertheless,

it may still be objected that although prosody may

indeed be helpful, in the normal course of events,

a speaker does not provide these prosodic cues.

This chapter, therefore, will attempt to show that

for one stretch of speech at least, a speaker did

provide prosodic cues in enough detail for listeners

to be able to extract them independently of grammar:

that is, that the perception of prosody is not

attributable to some sort of "perceptual constancy"

as suggested by Fodor, Bever and Garret (or), cit..
pp. 299 - 301).



General introduction ^

Bolinger and Gerstman's (19 57) and Lieberman's

(1967) demonstrations of the over-riding effects

of pause on perceptions of stress have been taken

as strong evidence to the contention that the

acoustic-phonetic coding of prosody is complex

and therefore not invariant (see Fodor, Bever and

Garret, 00. cit., p. 295). The demonstration

was replicated, following the two above-mentioned

sources, and the results were as follow.

The sentence in example (1) was recorded

twice, once with emphasis (i.e. tonic, or in

American linguistic parlance, major stress) on

"light" and once on "house", producing readings

corresponding to examples (2) and (3)1
1. a light house keeper.

2. a light-house keeper.

3. a light house-keeper.

Example (2) was thus perceived as "a man who tends

a light-house" and (3) as a "house-<-keeper who does

not weigh . much". Introducing some blank tape

at the points marked with a "/" produced readings

corresponding to examples (4) to (7)'
4. a light/house-keeper♦

5. a light-house/keeper.
6. a light/house-keeper.

7. a light-house/keeper.

Although the perception of examples (2) and (3)
above corresponded fairly to intuition, paradoxically,

examples (4) and (6) were perceived as (3)—"a



housekeeper who is light", and (5) and (7) as (2).
That is, it made no difference as to what the

position of the tonic was, the percept followed

the grammatical pattern of bracketing suggested by

the location of the blank tape (or "disjuncture").
Note, however, that the location of the tonic

did not change mysteriously with the manipulation

of the disjuncture. Example (4) sounds as if the

speaker wished to draw the attention of the

listener to the fact that the house-keeper is light,

and example (7) that the topic of conversation

is a person who tends a light-house (and not, for

instance, a light-ship).

On the other hand, if the phrase was recorded

on a monotone with each word produced at a regular

temporal interval (see the recording procedure for

experiment two), and the subsequent manipulations

were done on this material, the percept once again

accorded with the location of the disjuncture, but

the location of the tonic was still indeterminate.

In summary, disjuncture can be regarded as

a useful cue to constructs, but only in a roundabout

(and unproven) way can it be regarded as a cue to

stress. This roundabout way involves the listener

in synthesising an intonation contour for himself
from the perceived surface structure, imposing

this synthesis on what his ears have already told

him, and then convincing himself that he is actually

hearing the overlay of his own making as part of the

signal.



Lieberman (op. cit., chapter seven) also

took some spectrographic measurements of an informant

saying the two versions of example (1) and compared

the produced disjunctures between the relevant words

of these to the amount produced between "light" and

"heavy" in a recording of the phrase "a light

heavy-weight" •

It turns out that the amount of disjuncture
between "light" and "heavy" is mid-way between the

amount of disjuncture between "light" and "house"

in the two meanings of (1). He says:

the relative ambiguity of the constituent
structure of each phrase as derived from
its words affects the degree to which the
disjunctures reflect the constituent
structure (p. 157).

He does not mention stress, until:

disjuncture would manifest the constituent
structure where it would otherwise not be
clear from the total context of the message.
The perception of the "weaker" degrees of
stress always follows from the listener's-
application of the rules of grammar on
the derived phrase marker (p. 159, my italics).

This, although no proof to the effect that changing

the constituent structure of ^.n otherwise
phonologically ambiguous utterance (i.e. by adding

disjuncture to a monotone reading) has been adduced.

In fact, what Bolinger and Gerstman concluded

their study with was:

the disjunctures function directly to
carry the information, and not indirectly
as components of a hypothetical stress.

Fodor, Bever and Garret (op. cit.) must surely

have misunderstood the point when they wrote:



the introduction of a pause at the morpheme
"boundary between /t/ and /h/ will have
the effect of converting a phonetic
string with the perceived stress

d. 3 2.

/light#houseskeeper/ (i.e. lighthouse
keeper)into a string with the perceived

-L i z
stress /light$-house#keeper/ (i.e. light
house keeper)...thus we have comparable
silent intervals effecting contrasts in
...perceived stress (p. 236).

On the other hand, let us suppose for a

moment that it did turn out that disjuncture was

a cue to stress. The difficulty here would be that,

providing the relationship was" at all lawful, the

mapping would not be simply one-to-one—i.e. a

stressed item contained some acoustic event which

identified it as stressed without regard to context,

phonetic or grammatical—but perhaps many-to-one:

for example, subject to transformational rules at

the acoustic level. This would in no way diminish

the theory of perceptual invariance at the level of

prosoaic processing (see the discussion on invariance

in chapter one).

Studies from the "click" paradigm have been

cited as relevant to the question of the interaction

between acoustic cues and structural (grammatical)
cues in sentence perception. The original "click"

experiment (Ladefoged and Broadbent, i960)
contrasted Ss' ability to report the location of

extraneous short bursts of noise ("clicks") in

spoken sentences and strings of digits. It was

found that Ss were more accurate at locating clicks

superimposed on the lists of digits, thereby
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indicating that we do not perceive speech word-

by word. Farther studies tried to isolate the

controlling variables of the effect.

Fodor and Sever (1965) hypothesised that

it was the location of the major syntactic boundary

(MSB) that was important. They found that their

Ss' ability to locate clicks accurately increased

when the click was objectively located at the MSB,

and also that errors tended to "migrate" towards

the MSB: that is, clicks objectively located near

the MSB tended to be reported erroneously as occurring

at the MSB. However, it was noted by Garret,

Bever and Fodor (1966) that in fact, there are also

acoustic cues at the MSB which might influence

the Ss' decisions. They therefore 'recorded

sentences in which the acoustically defined boundary

(or, to revert to our earlier usage, prosodic boundary,

PB) was both minimised in the reading, and by cross-

splicing, made to conflict with the MSB. Their

experiment, therefore, was not actually concerned

with evaluating the relative importance of the '

MSB and the PB, but rather to see whether the

MSB by itself was an important factor in

sentence perception. It was. A further study

by Abrams and Bever (1969) used stimulus sentences

constructed out of words pre-recorded in isolation.

Although this snuuy was principally concerned with

reaction time to clicks, Abrams and Bever found that

"71i° of the click placement errors of "V^ syllable
were towards the direction of the MSB" (presumably
if a click was objectively placed a syllable or

more's distance from the MSB it was reported erroneously,

if it was reported erroneously, elsewhere).



However, when Wingfield and Klein (1971)
explicitly did not maintain intonational

neutrality it was found that more ear switches (they
used ear switches rather than superimposed clicks)
were located correctly when they objectively

occurred at the PB than at the MSB, although there

was no difference between these two positions when

ear switch migrations were taken into account.

Thus it cannot be maintained that the MSB is the

only controlling variable in these studies. It is

likely to be so only when the PB is deliberately

minimised. Minimising the PB, however, is no

control for the possibility that the PB might be

an important influence on the location of clicks

in the first place.

Thus so far, there is no evidence to the

point that listeners actually ignore prosody when

attending to prosodically normal speech. However,

another study of Lieberman's (1965) has often been

cited in support of the notion that:

Lieberman (in press [sc. Lieberman, i960—J.M.J)
has shown experimentally that the perception
of intonation and stress is dependent on
a knowledge of the syntactic structure
(Bever, Podor and Weksel, 1965).

—a strong claim to make, especially in view of the

fact that the authors allowed it to be re-published

after the original study by Lieberman had been

published in full. The actual evidence published

by Lieberman, however, is not to this point at all.
Lieberman investigated the ability of three linguists

to transcribe utterances using the Trager and Smith

notation system (see Trager and Smith, 1951). This



system involves assigning to each syllable a value of

one to four depending on the prominence of that

syllable, and juncture symbols from a set of three

between some of the syllables. Lieberman's stimuli

were transformed so that his Ss could not make out

the words but so that the envelope amplitude,

fundamental frequency, both or either, were maintained.

Asa control, he included the original stimuli. He

concluded that:

the phonemic pitch levels and terminal
symbols of the Trager-Smith system often
have no distinct physical basis"

—a remarkably less ambitious claim than the one

attributed to his study by the authors cited above.

In fact, one interesting part of lieberman's

study was that one of his _Ss also transcribed the

pitch contour of the utterances using "a tonetic

intonation". This notation marks the pitch of a

syllable as either high or low, and v/hether it is

level, falling, or rising; or a combination of the

latter two. The notation also distinguishes between
two sorts of junctures, one of which coincides with

falling pitch levels (for a fuller description,

lieberman refers us to Stockwell, 1961) . lieberman

found that this notation involved drastically fewer

errors. The errors that were produced were mainly

extra placements of a juncture associated with non-

falling contours. Even here, this assignment of

junctures was more consistent than that made with
reference to the Trager and Smith system. It seems

in general, that the device used by Trager and Smith

involving the separation of four levels of stress from
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international devices (which, includes junctures)
has been put seriously into question by Lieberman's

data with regard to the acoustic basis of speech.

Of course, a trained linguist can learn a

code that regulates any particular pattern of

behaviour to any category of a system of grammatical

classification: the issue here is whether the pattern

of behaviour is under the control of acoustic or
|

grammatical variables.
\

fet it is clear from a consideration of speech

that some acoustic characteristics of speech give

rise to the perception of some prosodic features.

Kirakowski (1973) demonstrated that at least "major

stress" of a short sentence was perceptible from the

sound wave rather than from a 'contextual or a grammatical

analysis.

for this experiment, ten sentences were

constructed, of the grammatical form "subject+

verb+object". for each sentence, three contexts
were added. Each context drew into emphasis one

particular constituent of the "target" sentence.

These contexts and target sentences were recorded

by naive speakers, the contexts were edited out, and
the resulting productions of the target sentences

were played back to listeners. The listeners' task

was to indicate which of the words contained the

syllable that held the "major stress". It was found
that Ss performed the task with considerable accuracy.
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It appears from these studies that the major

outlines of the intonation of an utterance are

perceptible from the sound wave alone, and do not

need to be based on a consideration of the grammatical

or contextual aspects of the utterance. However, it

is not clear whether junctures and stress assignments

of a binary nature (stressed and unstressed—se chapter

one) are equally obtainable under these conditions.

\

The raw material for the next two experiments *

was a paragraph 128 words long from a novel by E.

Waugh. This paragraph and some of the data collected

about it in the next two experiments, is reported

in the appendix. It was recorded by a female

speaker with a fairly low tessitura of voice. The
\

machine used throughout was a Revox two-channel

tape recorder with a moving coil monocardioid

microphone. The informant later analysed the script

of the recording she had made into syllables according

to her own intuitions. This was the basis for all

subsequent syllable-counts.



Experiment 7

The concern was to see if listeners could

segment continuous speech into smaller groups

(e.g. tone groups)r using acoustic criteria alone.

Rees (1975) discusses certain phonetic cues that a

tone group provides as to the location of its

boundaries. There are four separate but potentially

combinatory categories which he mentions: pause is
I '

his first. He notes that the pause marker normally

coincides with the boundaries of the large syntactic

units, such as the sentence or the clause, and that

this is the easiest to perceive. However, it might

also be that our perception of disjuncture (here
equated with the acoustic feature /pause/) is not

given so much by the relevant acoustic cues as by the

perceptual intactness of the grammatical clauses on

either side of it. There are two possibilities

in this latter respect. Firstly, it may be that

large stretches of speech do not exhibit /pause/ at
all; and secondly that pauses of all kinds may

occur at all positions within clauses, only that

the within-clause pauses are ignored and the between-

clause pauses are prominent (the reason why between-

clause pauses would be"perceived in favour of within-

clause pauses in this account would be that associated

grammatical cues—boundaries and suchlike—would

tend to :enhancei the former and suppress the latter) .

Method

Resign. The two conditions were (l) normal direction

of playback, no manipulation of signal; and (2)



reversed direction of playback to ensure that Ss were

unable to understand the words of the stimulus

but still had the same amount of acoustic energy.

The tape was played to three _Ss six times in each
condition, alternating conditions. _Ss_ task was to
indicate whenever they heard a pause.

Procedure. The reversed direction tape was made by

running it backwards and playing from the opposite

track of the two-track machine. This procedure was

checked spectroscopically to ensure that it simply

reversed the speech, which it did.

Ss listened to the recording through a loud¬

speaker, and tapped a pencil on a desk whenever they

thought a pause was occurring or had just occurred.

A second tape recording was made of the experimental

situation. Taps on this recording were later

summarised on a printed script. The recording of

the reversed condition being administered was simply

reversed once again. This turned it the right

way round.

Subjects. Ss were three postgraduate students in the

psychology department. They were naive as to the

purpose of the experiment.

Results

Even with a 'delay ascribable to reaction

time, most taps occurred within the pause that they

were intended to designate. Thus the interword
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position S_s_.had. attempted to designate were readily

discernible., and a summary of the number of taps

at each interword position was made, as described
above. The average length of a group boundaried

by taps was 7.45 syllables, with a standard deviation

of 2.33 syllables. This was found to be near enough

to the length of an average tone-group: Laver (1970)
cites this as being "seven or eight syllables".

to the acoustic feature of /pause/ then we should

expect a high value for the correlation coefficient

phi (Nunally, 1975) between the two conditions.

Phi can be applied to dichotomisable variables and

in our case we can dichotomise the 127 possible

interword positions in which at least one tap

was made and positions which received no tap at all.

This dichotomy can be further cross-classified

between the two conditions. Table 4.1 shows

the resulting two-by-two matrix.

TABLE 4*1• Number of inter-word intervals in which
one tap occurred, cross-classified between the forwards
and the reverse conditions.

If disjuncture is perceived with reference

forwards

taps

taps 21

no taps

0

totals

21

b a ckwards

no taps 2

totals 23

104 106

104 127



A value of phi is obtained from this table

of .94-6. This indicates that the inter-word

positions which received a tap in one condition

of playback also received a tap in the other condition.

Discussion

This simple experiment confirms the

expectation that for one sample of speech at any rate,

there is an acoustic feature, /pause/, which cues the

percept pf a disjuncture between words. This

feature is perceptible even when access to grammatical

processing is denied the listener. Several

observations from the data are noteworthy.

Firstly, in two cases, taps were made in

the forwards version at a place for which no taps

v/ere made in the reverse version, i.e.:

8. As he stood on the verandah (7/0) calling for
his boy.

ra (the figures in brackets should be read as "seven taps

made in the forward version, none in the backwards)

9. Low at present (2/0) but with the promise of
a fiery noon.

It is possible that in these two cases, and a few

others in which the number of taps in the reverse

version was small (i.e. four or five, of which there

were two fours and two fives) that the tap in the

forwards version was motivated by features other

than /pause/. The effects of intonation, tempo,

and grammar and semantic bond are not separable in

this instance.
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Secondly, all the taps were made at

syntactic boundaries, and it was never the case

that a minor syntactic boundary was attended to

at the expense of a major syntactic boundary

near at hand. However, it is not entirely

clear from this data whether there is indeed a

simple rule which would predict the placement of

a pause from the text. Some occurrences are

obvious, for instance:
10. which had taken place overnight.(18/13) The
rains were over. (17/16) The boards were warm
under his feet; (18/18) below the steps...

In these, cases the pauses are- separating sentences

or large clauses. Other cases are not so obvious.

For example, why is there not a pause before "of"

in example (12) as there is in example (11)?
11. where before had hung a blank screen (9/8)
of slatey cloud.

12. below the stone steps the dark weeds of the
landlady's garden.

In general, it seems that major grammatical

boundaries are narked with pauses, but that sometimes

minor ones-are as well.

Thirdly, it seems that response to a pause

is variable in the sense that Ss did not agree with

each other 100^ very often. An investigation of

the distribution of the scores between Ss revealed

that the low non-unanimous scores were not

attributable to any one subject. If the number

of times a particular inter-word'posit ion was

recognised as a pause is taken as an indicator of

the confidence of the Ss that a pause juncture



actually occurred there, and the confidence of a
i

response is taken as an index of the amount of

information present in the stimulus which is

capable of controlling the response, these variations

in response may be taken as an index of the amount

of disjuncture perceived between the words.

The product-moment correlation coefficient,

_r, was calculated for all the interword positions
which have at least one tap within them in either

condition between the two conditions. The resulting

value, .986, is significant beyond the 1$ level.
It suggests that the same factors affected Ss'

confidence in both conditions; or to put it another

way, the degree of perceived disjuncture itself is
not : particularly dependent on the perceiver's
hearing the words of the speech and hence the

grammatical structure.

Further research is needed to examine the

intonational as well as the tempo aspects of the

speech wave in order to determine how far is

the perception of disjuncture cued by prosodic

features other than pause. A start in this direction

will be made in the next experiment.
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Experiment 8

The motivation for the analysis-by-

synthesis model was the assumption that

segmentation is impossible at any usefully small

level of phonological encoding (see chapter one).

Recently, new arguments have been put forward

for the consideration of the syllable as an

important unit in perception (for instance, see

Lehiste, 1972, p. 199 et seo.). Nevertheless,
(

it remains to be shown that fluent speech is capable

of division into syllables before any operation

such as lexical identification takes place.

Eor present purposes we will not attempt

to define syllables using such terms as "boundary"

and "nucleus" but in terms of an operational

definition, whereby a listener simply reports

how many syllables he can hear in a given stretch

of utterance. We have already observed the segmentation

of an utterance into units comparable with the tone-

group. It remains to be asked if there are

acoustic cues to a unit of organization between

the syllable and the tone group: the metrical

foot (see chapter one). As has been seen from

Lieberman (1965) the status of acoustic cues to

stress is at present not entirely clear.

As in the previous experiment, the speech
will be examined for the relevant cues in

experimental conditions (two in this experiment)
where the _S_ cannot make out the words of the
stimulus, and a control condition where no



tampering has taken place with the signal at all.

The experimental hypothesis is that syllabication

and foot structure are perceptible from cues in

a signal even when access to lexical and grammatical

levels of decoding is rendered impossible for the
listener.

Method

Design. The tape recording used for the previous

experiment was divided into sixteen "segments" at

points of maximum agreement between Ss as to where

disjunctures had occurred. These segments were

subjected to two experimental transformations:

one was reversing (as before) and the other

was spectral filtering which passed only the

fundamental frequency contour- The control

condition comprised of the segments without any

manipulation performed on them. Six Ss listened

to the segments, one segment at a time, on a tape

loop. The control condition was presented last,

to avoid the possibility of Ss associating the

words of any of the segments with a fragment of

acoustic information.

Ss task.was to listen to the tape loop as

many times as they wished and to write down a

sign for a stressed syllable, 1 for an

unstressed syllable, and '/' for a disjuncture

between any of the syllables, such as might be

given, for instance, by a silent ictus.
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Procedure. For the bandpassing, a Barr & Stroud
variable filter type EF 2 was used, set to pass

below 250 Hz. with an attenuation slope of 72 ■

dB per octave. This was the highest pass which
left listeners unable to report any of the v/ords

or syllables of the original recording, and was

established beforehand with two naive Ss who were.

not used again in the experiment.

The experiment used two tape-recorders:

on one was mounted the tape containing the

separated segments, and on the other was set a

tape loop. Each segment in turn was transcribed
via a lead between the machines. Since _Ss_ found
the task of attending to the tape loops of reverse

speech very difficult, these were slowed down to half

the speed of the original with a correction for

pitch made by the Lexicon VAEISPEECH. Agreement

between Ss as to the number of syllables was, if

anything, worse when the tape loop in this condition

was played at the normal speed. Ss wrote their

responses on sheets of paper; they were all tested

at the same time.

Subjects. The eight Ss v/ere all postgraduates or

members of staff of Edinburgh University.

Results

The analysis is reported in two parts. First

the data will be examined for evidence of syllabiization,

and then the agreement between conditions about the
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sequence of stressed and unstressed syllables will

be examined.'

S.yllablization. The average number of syllables

for each segment was compared between the three

conditions and with the syllable count as given

by the informant. The standard deviations for the

averaging across Ss within each segment ranged from
zero to 3*8 with an average at about 1.4. Table

4.2 gives the inter-correlation matrix for the four

pair combinations using Pearson's jr•

TABLE 4.2: Intercorrelation "matrix for number of
syllables reported per segment.

transcript normal filtered

reversed .834 .860 , .907

filtered .957 .969

normal .995

All correlations are significant beyond the Ifo level.
A similar matrix was also computed for each _S, and

although there was more variability in the obtained

coefficients, the pattern was still the same and all

the correlations were still statistically significant.

It seems, therefore, that the experimental manipulations

did not affect the _Ss' ability to report the number
of syllables per segment.

The perception of stress. A measure is needed that

will reflect how closely Ss are in agreement about the

pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables in-each

segment. Since not all _Ss reported exactly the same

number of syllables, a measure which depends on
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absolute positional information (e.g. the serial

method of scoring experiments 5 and 6) will tend

to give too many instances of disagreement where in

fact little disagreement obtains apart from errors

of omission or comission. The following procedure

is an attempt to devise a metric that is sensitive

to relative, not absolute, position.

Suppose the reports of two Ss for the same

segment are considered a syllable at a time. If

both _Ss are in agreement about whether the nth.

syllable is stressed or not, then we may pass on

and consider the (n + l)th. syllable. If there

is a disagreement between the two Ss., one of two

things has happened: either one of the Ss has

missed out reporting a syllable (or the other has

reported one too many) ; or one of the .Ss. has reported
a syllable as stressed when the other reported it

as unstressed. Choosing between these two possibilities

will have important consequences for how the rest

of the two reports will be scored, but there is

unfortunately no external criterion which will help

us to decide—that is, we cannot appeal to a record

of the "correct" answer.

Y/hat we can do is to consider both possibilities

in turn, and analyse the rest of both reports

twice, once as if the omission/comission

hypothesis were correct, and once as if the disagreement

hypothesis were correct. These two analyses will

eventually produce different figures for the total

number of disagreements about the subsequent syllables.



A conservative criterion for which hypothesis

was correct then becomes the one which led to

fewest subsequent disagreements.

For instance, suppose that two reports

turned out as follows (for this imaginary data,

1 represents a stressed syllable, and 0 an

unstressed syllable) :

Subject A' 100101

Subject B: 10101.

The two reports agree until the third syllable. If

we hypothesise that _S(B) has misidentified this

syllable, we have to assume that either he has

missed out the fourth syllable as well, which would

bring the total disagreement score up to two, or

that he has misidentified all the remaining syllables

and missed out one at the end, which brings the

total disagreement score to four. On the other hand,

if we hypothesise that S_(B) has missed out the

third syllable, and gone on to report the fourth

syllable instead, then the subsequent disagreement

score is zero, and the total disagreement score is

only one, which accords with our intuitions when

we examine the two sets of reports. Going back to

the method, comparing the total disagreement scores

for the two possibilities at syllable three, we see

that the most parsimonious assumption to make is

the omission/comission one, which accords with the

intuitive interpretation. The method cannot tell

us which J3_ has made the error, nor can it tell us

whether the error was comission or omission.
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The example discussed above takes the

«

case of only one disagreement "between Ss: when

there are more than two or three points of disagreement

the calculations become complex and are best left

to a computer program.

If every possible pair of reports for the

segment is treated in this way, the resulting

total disagreement score will reflect the total

amount of disagreement between all the _Ss_. If
there are six Ss, there will be (5+4+3+2+1=) 15

comparisons to be made in each segment in each

condition. Table 4.3 shows the total disagreement

scores for all 16 segments in all three conditions,

with means and standard deviations. These totals

appear to be normally distributed from an examination

of the number of cases within one, two, and three

standard deviations from the mean. What is

important here is not whether these totals are

significantly different from each other, but
z'

whether they are significantly higher than the

chance expectation.

Two methods were used to derive values for

the chance expectation. One was a "Monte Carlo"

method in which the experiment was replicated by

a computer program that simulated six Ss

responding with a random sequence of stressed and
unstressed syllables to the proportions of occurrence

of these syllables in .the actual data in segments

whose mean syllable length and standard deviation

was defined by the average over the experiment.



TA.BLE 4.3 J Totals of disagreement scores.

Conditions:

Sequence no. Reversed Filtered Control

1 115 120 63
2 79 61 61

3 28 22 5

4 51 42 25

5 52
i

45 32

6 60 42 55

7 54 73 59

8 47 24 30

9 63
'

69 67

10 61 63 35

11 26 32 15

12 49 COrO 34

13 59 58 49

14 49 45 30

15 50 60 32

16 103 22 81

Means 59.125 55-375 42.062

Standard
deviations 22.08 24.56 20.07
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The other was an "a priori" method whose reasoning

was as follows. If we consider six fictitious

reports of one syllable, the summed disagreement

score for the fifteen possible pairings of that

result range from zero (no disagreements) to

nine (three syllables reported as stressed and three

as unstressed). The average disagreement score

is five. Thus the total expected disagreement score

will be five times the average number of syllables

reported for the segment.

The two methods agree pretty closely for

the estimated chance frequencies. The Monte Carlo

method tends to give larger values for the

amount of disagreement expected by chance; however,

the difference between the two methods is not

statistically significant (t=1.5373, d.f.=30).
Since the fluctuations observed in the Monte Carlo

method's results could be due to sampling error,

expected frequencies will therefore be estimated

by the "a priori" method.

For each condition, the total expected

score (by chance) was calculated for each segment

and.it was found that only the control condition's

scores were significantly above chance levels.

The results of these calculations are summarised

in table 4.4.



TABLE 4.4: Differences between observed total
disagreements and expected (chance) total
disagreements for the three experimental conditions

Observed Expected Sandler's
means means A

reversed 59.125 49-05 .1098 NS *

filtered 55.375 53.70 2.6720 NS

control 42.062 57-90 .0838 .01

d.f. = 15

-ft although this value of_A_ is significant, it
shows that the observed mean is greater than the
expected (chance) mean. We cannot therefore
reject the null hypothesis in this case.



Discussion

We can conclude with some certanity that

there is information in the acoustic signal specific
to the number of syllables that make up a

particular segment (e.g. a tone-group) of speech.

What seems to be in doubt is 5s' abilities to

characterise each syllable as stressed or unstressed.

One possibility is, of course, that Ss were operating

a three-level stress system and therefore asking them
f

to make two-level judgements brought about a lack

of agreement as to where the middle level of stress

should fall. This explanation does not, however,

square with the results of the control condition,
which showed that when _Ss_ were scoring the forwards
untransformed tapes they were more unanimous, than a

chance response hypothesis would have predicted.

The _Ss seem to agree as to the total
number of syllables there should be in each segment,

but do they also agree as to the number of stressed

syllables? When the correlations between the

average number of stressed syllables reported per

segment are computed between the three conditions

(see table 4.5) the resulting intercorrelation

matrix shows that the agreement between conditions

is substantial.

TABLE 4.5s Intercorrelation matrix for stresses.

control filtered

reversed .854 .838

filtered .950
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All "three correlations are highly-

significant. Since the number of syllables

(stressed and unstressed) also correlates

highly across conditions (see table 4.2) this

implies that the real difficulty in the

experimental conditions is not so much the

identifying of a particular syllable as stressed

or unstressed, but of representing the order of

stressed and unstressed syllables. In the

experimental conditions, the Ss are unsure of the

order, and this is manifested by the high disagreement

scores within these conditions; in the control

condition, S_s are relatively more unanimous about
the order. However, Ss are always in agreement

about how many stressed syllables there should be.

This interpretation is/supported by observations from

the S_s:- they found that it was easier to attend
to the stressed.. syllables first, and then to work

in the unstressed syllables in around them.

The other interesting aspect of the data not

yet brought out concerns the reporting of junctures
within this experiment. Some of the segments

contained interword positions about which there was

only a modicum of agreement from experiment seven

between _Ss as to whether a pause had occurred or not.

Although the reporting of disjunctures in the present

experiment was not emphasised, there were some

segments in which all the JSs. did actually mark a

disjuncture within three or four syllables of each
other. Bearing in mind the range of the standard

deviations for the number of syllables reported per

segment, this is a fair amount of tolerance.
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But first, in the two cases where a

disjuncture 'had been reported in the forwards
version of experiment seven, although nothing had

been reported in the reverse version, the pattern

of responses in experiment eight remained the same;

i.e. we must accept that these disjunctures were not

recognisable with reference to the sorts of information

presented in the experimental conditions of either

experiment. These were:
i \ ,

13. A s he stood on the verandah (E7 'l/o, S8 :4/2/1)
calling for his boy.

(The data for experiment seven are reported as before,

'first the. number of taps in the forwards condition,

then the number of taps in the reverse condition.

The'data for experiment eight are reported in.

similar fashion: first the number 'of "/" signs

within four syllables in the untransformed condition,

then in the filtered condition, and lastly, in the

reverse condition).
and:

14. low at present (E7:2/0,E8:2/0/0) but with the
promise of a fiery noon.

Nov/, if we accept that a disjuncture reported in the

filtered condition is indicative of a disjuncture

that is best cued intonationally, whereas disjunctures

reported in the reverse condition are cued mainly by

the presence of pauses, in three^cases, a strong
intonational cue was noted:

15. villas and farms and hamlets (E7:6/4,E8:3/6/4)
gardens and crops.

16. rolling green pastures (E7Jl0/4»E8:3/6/0) dun
and rosy terraces.



17. He slowly became aware of the transformation
(27•6/2,E8:5/6/3) which had taken place.

i

it !
_

This data is reported in a spirit suggestive
of further research and the lines along which it

could take place, rather than as a definitive

statement.



General discussion

One criticism that may he made ahout both

experiments is that the sorts of manipulations
the speech signal underwent actually attenuated
the acoustic cues to the perception of finer degrees

of disjuncture and stress. Although this must

remain a possibility,, several arguments mitigate

against it.
I . \

'

. ' i

firstly, with respect to disjuncture, only

a small proportion of the cases actually involved

a disagreement between the forV/ards and the reverse

condition (two out of 127). If the reversing had

systematically eliminated some sorts of acoustic cues

to disjuncture we would have expected this discrepancy

to have been a lot larger since it must be admitted

that such cues would be present in the control

(unmanipulated) condition. ' ft

On the other hand, the three occasions when Ss.

were unanimous about the presence of a disjuncture
in the filtered condition of experiment eight,

were not points at which there was no indication at

all of a disjuncture in the reversed condition of

experiment seven: that is, although disjunctures

may be cued by pauses there are also perhaps more

effective cues in the intonational contour which may

even co-incide with pauses. In fact it seems to be

the case that rather than giving too little acoustic

information about disjuncture, we have been able to

observe our informant giving more than enough on



occasion. It remains to be seen exactly bow much

prosodic redundancy of this sort is typically

given by speakers.

Secondly, with respect to stress, it may be

argued that filtering and reversing eliminated the

crucial cue to stress perception: for instance

the rather sharp attenutation slope could have been

systematically lopping the tops off the intonation
i \

peaks at each stressed syllable and that a reverse

temporal order renders such intonational or other

(for example, second formant) cues to stress

unaccessible. There are two answers to this

objection. firstly, if Ss were responding with
stressed syllables randomly, one would expect a

much lower—a statistically insignificant—

correlation between the number of stresses perceived

in each condition. Indeed, if this were the case,

Ss could even have perceived rising-chopped-falling

contours on one (objective) syllable as two syllables

and a juncture. The fact that in the filtered
condition the average number of syllables reported

per segment correlates highly with the transcript

is an important argument against such a possibility,

as is the high correlation observed between the

average number of stressed syllables reported per

segment between the two experimental and the control
condition.

Secondly, the objection does not do justice

to the wealth of cues that a speaker may use to

produce a stress. Lehiste (1970, Chapter four)



summarises a number of experiments which attempted

to discover the relevant cues to the perception of

stress using short stimuli such as bi-syllabic

words or phrases. The important fact which comes

out of her summary is that at least three, if not

four sorts of cues are important: fundamental

frequency, amplitude, duration, and voice quality,

(see also chapter one). fundamental frequency,

admittedly, is seen as the most readily perceptible,

although all three have been shown to be effective.

To suggest that either experimental transformation

actually eliminated all three (or four) sorts of

cues is not too plausible.

What has emerged clearly from both experiments

however,, is the fact that there are a number of

prosodic cues which can be picked up directly from

the sound wave without recourse to grammatical

or semantic levels of representation. On the other

hand, there is not so much support for the notion

that unstressed syllables are processed in the same

manner as stressed syllables.

Thes.e considerations will be taken up in

greater detail in the last chapter, which attempts

to integrate the research findings presented in

this and the preceding two chapters with a

theoretical model of speech perception.
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Chapter Five



In this concluding chapter, a model of

speech perception will he presented, and the results

obtained in the three previous experimental

chapters will be integrated within the model.

The model itself attempts to describe the functional

sub-parts of the process of speech perception, and

to relate these parts to each other.

Firstly, however, an introductory section

will define the scope of the model; introduce the

sort of explanation that is going to be proposed

with a critical examination of some of the pertinent

literature; and present a framework for discussion.

Introduction

\

The perception of speech can be regarded as

two operations: those of derivation and representation.

By representation will be taken to mean the problem

of how is information arriving at the listener's

ears represented in a form that will enable him to

perform such diverse tasks as repeating it to
someone else, checking the discrepancy between it and

a picture, judging the truth or falsity of it, or

relating it to some other information the listener

has acquired, not necessarily through the ears. In

other words, how can we characterise "what a person

knows of the meaning of a sentence" (Clark, 1976,

p.11), once he has comprehended it or derived it?

By derivation will be taken to mean the

operations that are entailed before representation

can be considered: that is, how is the gap between



the sounds entering at the ears and the representation

of those sounds as described in the previous

paragraph met. The question to which the following

sections will address themselves is: what should the

derivation procedure look like?

These two problems are separable in that

we can certainly talk about what the representation

will loojc like withput having to consider problems

of derivation (see Ulark, op. cit.) . It follows,

though not with certainty, that we can ask what the

derivation will look like withput haying a specific
<v - ^ i ' 7f-

theory of representation in mind. Since there is

no accepted body of knowledge which is recognised

by every psychologist concerning either of these

problems just now, it would therefore be as

legitimate to consider representation without

derivation as it is to consider derivation without

representation.

In fact, any theory of either derivation or

representation will have to satisfy the criteria

of objective verification, and it may be argued that
once this has been met, the problem of translating

from one theory to another is trivial. . However,

it is doubtful whether the state of our knowledge

about speech perception at this time is sufficient

to enable the formulation of any theory specific

enough to make the task of devising a translation

worth while. It is hoped that the theory as it.

will be presented will be general enough so that

a lot of previous findings about speech perception



can be integrated within it yet capable of being

narrowed down to a more precise statement (at some

later date) by the testing of specific predictions

arising from it. In the third section of this

chapter, the results of the experiments reported

previously in this thesis will be accommodated

within the theory.

It was noted in chapter one that perhaps the

most fruitful hypothesis concerning the way speech is

processed is to assume that the "abstract performative

grammar" (c.f. Watt, 1970) is composed of a loosely-

ordered series of rules. The important questions

then become, firstly, what sorts of rules are there

(i.e. what are the component sub-parts) and secondly,
\

how are these rules integrated in the act of perception

(i.e. what are the inter-relationships between parts).
A modest amount has been written attempting to

answer these two questions about such rules of

"perceptual mapping".

In 1967, Neisser discussed some "cues to

phrase structure" (pp. 259 - 267) where he examined

the cue-value of prosody, function words and affixes

towards recovering the surface structural representation

of a speech input. With regard to function words

and affixes, his discussion amplifies the later

discussion by Clark and Clark (1977) although his

remarks about prosody have not been taken up in the

context of a model for speech perception.



Bever (1970) discusses twelve rules which
• •

describe strategies of getting from what he calls

"actual sequences" (spoken or written evidence)
to "internal structures" (meaning). He divides them

into: segmentation, functional labelling, and

semantic strategies.

Firstly, with regard to' segmentation
\

strategies, he says:
...... ■ i

failure to separate the correct basic segmentation
into.sequences that do correspond to
underlying structure sentences could
seriously degrade comprehension (p. 288,
op. cit.) . s

He claims to show support for:

the existence of a perceptual strategy
of isolating lexical sequences that
correspond directly to underlying
structure representations (p. 289, ibid).

In itself, this is ambiguous, but the context

indicates that Bever intends "separate out by referring

to underlying structure" rather than "such lexical

sequences that correspond to underlying structure

representations": that is, his "perceptual

segmentation" strategies depend on the very analysis

they are designed to help elicit being determined

beforehand. We shall refer to this apparent

paradox later.

As for functional labelling strategies, they

a ssign

the internal structural relations which
bind the constituent phrases in each
internal sentence (p. 295, ibid).

Perceivers use, according to Bever, strategies based
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on (a) probabilistic structural features; (b) semantic

information; and (c) "knowledge of potential

structure underlying specific lexical items"

(p. 295, ibid). Semantic strategies "combine

lexical items in the most plausible way". Bever

notes

the most likely semantic organization
among a group of phrases can guide the
interpretation of sentences, independently
of and in parallel with perceptual
processing of the syntactic structure
(p. 297, ibid) .

That is, "functional labelling strategies" and

"semantic strategies" can be considered as

alternatives rather than hierarchical processes..

However, functional labelling strategies based on

semantic information and knowledge of potential

structure underlying semantic information

are surely themselves also describable as strategies

which "combine lexical items in the most plausible

way": in other words, it is difficult to see either

from Bever's definitions, or from his examples (see

especially pp. 299 - 303) exactly what he intends as

the critical difference.between his semantic and

functional labelling strategies.

Clark and Clark restrict their discussion

to what they call "syntactic" and "semantic"
■ rules, preferring to avoid the discussion of

perceptual segmentation altogether. Their

syntactic and semantic rules correspond to Bever's

"functional labelling" and "semantic" strategies,,

although the correspondence is not always very clear:
I for instance, on page 57 (op. cit.) they seem to be



saying that syntactic strategies enable a listener
0

to "build and conne t propositions in an interpretation

for the whole sentence"; with semantic strategies,

however, "listeners are assumed to work from the

interpretation a sentence must be conveying"(my

italics) . Later, instances they give of semantic

strategies do not compel the position that

listeners are working from the overall interpretation

to search for cues in the signal; for example:
i

Strategy 8: using content words alone,
build propositions that make sense and
parse the sentence into constituents
accordingly (p. 73» ibid)

goes surely from a consideration of the possible

semantic relationships each word may enter into,

to inferences about the scope of surface structure

constituents.

However, supposing that the syntactic and the

semantic approaches are separable according to the

criteria cited, a strategy such as

Strategy 10: look for definite noun phrases
that refer to entities you know and replace
the interpretation of each noun phrase by
a reference to that entity directly (p. 76, ibid)

presupposes that a recognition of noun phrases has

already taken place. Although they say that listeners

"most probably use some mixture of the two approaches"

(p. 57, ibid) it seems from examples such as these

that listeners must first use one and then the other.

Kimball (1973) discusses five principles of

labelling and bracketing sentences (all five of which

are also discussed by Clark and Clark) and relates
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these principles within a "top-down" model, given

as the first principle:

parsing in natural languages proceeds
according to a top-down algorithm (p, 20,
op. cit.)

that is, analysis works from the topmost "S" node

to the terminal nodes of the input. Processing

takes place after labelling and bracketing have

been accomplished, as given in principle seven:

When a phrase is closed, it is pushed
down into a syntactic (possibly semantic)
processing stage and cleared from short
term memory (p. 38» ibid).

He does not discuss what these processing rules

will look like. His perceptual rules are limited

to segmentation and labelling operations.

\

Kimball's reasons for accepting a "top-

down" model and rejecting a "bottom-up" or even some

compromise are never made very clear (although on

p. 21 it appears that .some compromise is necessary).

principle seven rejects the possibility that in

analysing sentences semantic features may play any

role at all in deciding what the segmenting and

labelling should be. Since his principles two to

five presuppose that each word has been identified

fully as to meaning and grammatical function—c.f.:

Principle Three (New Nodes): The construction
of a new node is signalled by the
occurrence of a grammatical function word
(p. 29);

— it is not clear why he should so arbitrarily

restrict himself in this regard.

\



In summary, the approaches discussed do

not distinguish between operations of segmentation,

labelling, and computing meaning to a sufficient

extent, although the authors cited obviously
intend that these processes are proper sub-parts.

The rules all assume that each lexical item has

already been sufficiently well recognised for

grammatical and semantic processing to take place.

It is clear, therefore, that (a) an attempt

should be made to define the above-mentioned

operations clearly enough that they may be kept

separate, and that (b) the way these operations

interact should be laid down in more formal terms

than heretofore. Also, (c) that the stages of

processing necessary before lexical Identification

can take place should be made part of the model.

In fact, it is important to realise that any

segment of speech may be considered not only as

a symbol (or sequence of symbols) conveying certain

sorts of semantic and grammatical information,

but also as.-a sound with a certain acoustic

structure, potentially integrated within a larger

sequence of sounds, all of which are capable of
carrying important information to the perceiver

(see the discussion in chapter one).

On another tack, two seemingly different

approaches to explaining perception in general

have long been contrasted. One approach embodies

the "information processing model" which can be

summarised with reference to a tube. Speech

enters down one end of the tube, and meaning



comes' out of the other end. The workings of the

tube are complex, which implies that information

does not necessarily flow through it in one

direction all at the same pace—of which more

below.

The alternative approach is the

"constructional" theory, which can be likened to

a ring. Information arriving at the senses is

placed on the ring, and passed round and round,

becoming more "refined" on each passing cycle. The

latter day equivalent of the tube model is surely

Morton ' a^logogen model. Ulric Neisser,

once at least partly a tube man (q.v. Neisser, 1967,

pp. 196 - 198) is now decidedly a ring man (Neisser,
1976, p. 18). x

The difference between these two modes of

explanation is sometimes fancifully distinguished

as "passive" (tube) vs. "active" (ring); but the
difference is perhaps more apparent than real.

Neisser (197-6) overstates his case when he allots a

central r5le—the cardinal rSle—in his theory

to the device of anticipation. Anticipation has to

be defined broadly enough so that (a) most events

the system will have to deal with can be anticipated,

for un-anticipated events cannot be processed by this

model (apart from the paradox of anticipating an

un-anticipated event); and (b) the anticipation

is hardly ever wrong, in order to correspond with
observations of introspection. Neisser acknowledges

both objections (ibid). Both these statements about



anticipation can, perhaps "be stated more credibly

in terms of tube models. Thus (a) would be

stated: events for which the tube has no analysers

cannot be analysed; and (b): the operation of a

certain set of analysers will involve the operation

of certain other sets, and the disuse of certain

yet other sets.

As mentioned above, the tube model need not
(

be stated as baldly as to imply a straight-through

process from one end of the tube to the other. On

the contrary, the effects of feed-back and feed¬

forward in speech perception have become so well

established that it is almost banal to re-iterate

them. As discussed in relation to Morton's model,

and as we shall see again, later, these principles

are easily compatible with, the'tube model.

In fact, what appears to be a fundamental

difference between sorts of possible explanations

that can be offered on closer examination turns out

be a difference simply of vocabulary. In these

concluding paragraphs the point has been made that

there is no real difference between a model

proposed under the auspice of either, provided

the model is constrained ana relates to the

empirical evidence. The subsequent sections of

this chapter will use the tube model as a'frame-work

Interested partisans may make the translation

into ring terms. If translation fails, there may

be opportunity for dialogue.



The model

Data-base and input

The perceiver has to combine information

from two sources in order to understand speech:

his data-base, which can be identified with the

"abstract performative grammar".(c.f. Watt, op. cit.),
and the incoming evidence. The data-base may be

considered as a set of rules which can be applied in

a certain order to the evidence. A simple

distinction may be made as to the incoming evidence:

there is the information from the evidence

currently being analysed, and the information

from the state of the rest of the system as a

result of operations on incoming evidence other

than that which is currently being analysed.

Incoming evidence

It will be taken as axiomatic, and corresponding

with our intuitions as listeners, that incoming evidence

consists of segments which can be ordered hierarchically

and linearly . Segments in order hierarchically,

will, in the situation of perfect communication, be

analysed in parallel; segments in order linearily

will, in these circumstances, be analysed in

sequence. In this case, there will always be

agreement in the conditions of feed-forward and feed¬

back between and within parallel and serial processes:

\ however, speech perception does not characteristically

take place in ideal acoustic conditions, and therefore



the conditions of feed-forward and feed-back
«

(among others) assume paramount importance in the

model as interactions. This topic will be discussed

in detail below.

Thus at any moment, the listener is in

receipt of information from a number of segments

of different hierarchical order. He also has

information from previously analysed segments,

context, and expectation.

The primary evidence for speech perception,

however, which will be the theme of the following

discussion, is the information arriving at the ears.

This may also be supplemented with visual information

when such is available—e.g. gestures, movements of the

lips, etc., and rather more fancifully, from evidence

reaching the listener from the other senses. This

is what may be called the "synaesthetic component"

of speech perception. It is important to. .mention

it, for a complete theory of speech perception will

have to account for the contribution of the synaesthetic

component, although for the present discussion, there

is no room to expand on it.

In the case of the perfect communicational

situation, information from all these sources of

input evidence will be congruent. Interesting

questions begin to arise when this is not the case,

Which source of evidence will then be given precedence

over the others depends therefore, on (a) the

specificity of each of the sources, and (b) the



the weight of the evidence attached to the other

sources. Morton's logogen model is seen as an

embodiment of these proposals with regard to

lexical identification.

Three plausible operations of derivation

Each operation is seen as divided into two

"phases". In general terms, the first phase
j \

performs the work of recognition, and the second, that
of integration of the hierarchical segments.

Segmentation. The units of speech will be considered

for the moment as: phonemes, syllables, words,

constituents, sentences, and possibly also paragraphs.

Whether or not there are actually mofe or less than

these is for present purposes immaterial, so long

as the units of perception can be seen to stand

in a hierarchical relationship to each other. The

choice of these particular units was made because for

each of them, at some time or another, it has been

claimed that- they have a perceptual reality which

has made them distinct from the adjoining segments

of the same level. From this it follows that there

is a perceptual segmentation operation performed

on these very units. The second phase of

the segmentation operation attempts to integrate the

segments into the larger segments of which they form

a part; that is, to establish a rudimentary

bracketing. In order to do this, the segmenter

must be able to do three things: (1) detect the start

of the segment; and (2) detect the end of the segment.



Slightly less obviously, it must also he able to (3)
> «

register when it is in the middle of processing

a segment, and to differentiate this from the

situation when it has stopped processing a segment.
'it •

Identification with respect to function. In this

operation, such aspects of segments like syllables,

words and constituents which do not depend on an

exhaustive analysis of their meaning are attended to.

In many cases, it will be seen, this is tantamount

to an identification of the grammatical function

the particular segment plays within the larger

segment of which it is a part. In the second

phase of this operation—integration—the output

from segmentation is confirmed (or not, as the case

may be) -by a preliminary structural analysis

(for instance, a tentative labelling of the bracketing)
of the segments arising from the first operation

(segmentation).

Identification with respect to meaning. On the basis

of the first two operations (and context, expectation,

prior analyses, etc., see incoming evidence) certain

relationships between segments have been suggested.

The primary meaning of each word or clause is here

accessed and in the second phase investigated

as to how it fits in with other segments of the

same hierarchical level, and higher-order segments.

It is here, perhaps, that the problems of derivation

cease and the problems of representation begin tp

take over. Sentences or paragraphs are assimilated

into the representation the listener is making

of the state of things.



Interactions

Interactions can be regarded as decisions taken

at one stage of representation or anal/sis which

necessitate additional computation at another stage.

Peed-forward and feed-hack are therefore two sorts of

interactions between operations that can take place.

These two suggest a third, namely that of abeyance;

by which is meant the suspension of a decision

until other information appears which might be

relevant to the making of the decision. The

resolution of abeyance, therefore, necessitates

some sort of feed-forward or feed-back, but these

two latter conditions do not of themselves

presuppose abeyance: the so-called "garden path"

sentences, for instance (e.g. "the horse raced past

the barn fell") are instances of feed-back on

decisions previously made.

Strength of the model

A weak claim is that, for any one segment,

these three operations should be kept logically

distinct although in a real-time model, they may

take place simultaneously. A stronger claim is that,

barring interactions, these operations must be applied

in ascending order on any segment of a given size that

is capable of being treated by all three operations.

The strong form is preferable to the weak,

in that the weak is a counsel despair and an

acknowledgements^^ "the scientific study of the
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process of perception is impossible within the

present framework. If the weak form is adopted,

the perception device becomes a "black box" in

which anything can happen. If, on the other hand,

it turps out that evidence or sheer common sense

obliges us to connect everything with everything else

indiscriminately of the conditions that prevail at

the time of perception by means of interactions,

the strong form will have disappeared, and we will
i \

eventually be left with the weak. But it will not

have been for want of trying. In the two following

sections, then, firstly the arguments concerning the

logical separateness of the operations will be

considered, and then those concerning possible

process distinctions, as far as the .data gathered

in the earlier chapters will allow us.
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Evidence

Logical distinctions

Wingfield's paradox, alluded to earlier,

is an argument about the logical distinction

between segmentation and further processing.

To postulate that segmentation is based on meaning

is unsatisfactory if we also argue that meaning
! ' ,

is based on segments that have been correctly

grouped (c.f. Wingfield, 197 5, p. 146). The

resolution of the paradox entails our postulating

that identification and segmentation are two

distinct processes. However, it is perfectly

possible to contemplate procedures that segment

and identify at the same time, so we have to look for

other arguments to support the real-time separation

of these two phases of perception.

A second argument is based on the infinite

generative capacity of grammars. In order to

be adequate', a grammar must have such a capacity,

although an infinite sentence must remain a

purely theoretical entity, perhaps in the realm of

science-fiction. from this, it follows that for

some units of perception at least, the segmenter

which relies solely on identification can never be

certain at any given part of the segment whether

this part is the concluding element of the

segment or not. As Kimball (op. cit.) points out,

what is necessary is a look-ahead feature in such
a segmentation-and-identification routine. This

may be adequate in a device such as a compiler of
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a computer language (see Knuth, 1965) but in speech,
the existence of such a look-ahead, feature is

impossible, unless we are prepared to admit

that speech perception involves ESP. What it means

in practice is that for some kinds of segments, at

least, the routine will not know that a segment

has ended until the first element of the following

segment has been considered and analysed.

According to this argument, one would expect

that from studies which examine the amount of processing

done at various points in the perception of units

such as clauses, processing contingent on the end

of a clause will be deferred to the start of the

next. This does not seem to be the case. Using

the length of reaction time to an extraneous event

or a particular sound in speech as an indicator of

the amount of time the perceiver has to spare for

activities other than the processing of speech,

such studies have characteristically shown that

reaction time increases towards the end of the phrase,

and decreases shortly thereafter, to a significantly

lower value at the start of the adjoining clause.

As with the first argument, this does not

actually tell us anything about the order in which

the operations may be carried out: it simply tells

us that we have to consider them as two separate

activities, which may either occur one after the

other, together, or together with interactions.



There are two arguments that may he

applied to the logical distinction between

functional and meaning identification.

The first depends on the contention that a single word

in isolation may have a multiplicity of meanings,

and that an isolated clause may have a variety of

interpretations depending on its context. from this,

it follows that some initial constraints on the possibl

range of meanings of a segment before it enters
(

meaning identification is desirable. Of course,

sources of information other than those present in

the speech signal may make their influence most

manifest at this stage, but our ability to comprehend

without undue difficulty sentences presented fairly

devoid of context indicates that something from

within the segment is constraining our choice of

meaning. Conversely, words which sometimes function

as auxiliaries: and sometimes as main verbs are on

the whole correctly interpreted by listeners (and
readers) with little effort and few "false starts".

Once again, something within the sentence is

constraining-the choice of meanings: identification

of grammatical function could indeed be doing just

that.

Secondly, our ability to understand

"Clockwork Orange" type sentences (e.g. "the

gloopy malchicks scatted razdazily to the mesto")
on the one hand, and to fill in the function words

and affixes to strings of content words like "girl

give flowers soldier" argues that the operations of

functional identification and meaning identification



can at least in principle Toe considered as separate

operations.

Order of operations in real time

The hulk of the empirical work presented

in this thesis can he considered as support for

the following contention, which can he stated in two

parts. Firstly, segmentation takes place before
I \ ■

functional identification in a real-time sense,

although there is an interaction between these two

processes. Secondly, the main data for segmentation

(or the speech evidence for it) is contained in the

pro so die aspects of speech. Arising from the

experimental data, two other points can he discerned.

They are, firstly, that some of the information

relevant to functional identification can he

gleaned from the prosodic aspects of speech, and in

particular, from information gained in the segmentate

phase. Secondly, the functional locus of the

segmentation operation, and possibly also of the

functional identification operation as well, is

pre-categorical (in terms of Morton's model): that

is, before the activities of accessing the meanings

of words and phrases are considered. These three

contentions will be treated separately in the three

sections which follow.

Segmentation by prosodic cues. The way functional

identification routines work, according to Bever

(op. cit.) and Clark and Clark (op. cit.) is by

examining the nature of the class of each word, and



"by building up plausible grammatical structures on

this basis. Thus if the words of the stimulus

are kept the same, the same functional identification

routines will be called and the perceiver will make
the same segmentations, regardless of other possible

cues to segmentation in the signal. However, using

ambiguous sentences which have at least two possible

meanings, experiment one showed that in many cases,

manipulating the prosodic pattern changed the
i

segmentation. This result argues for the dependence

of functional identification on segmentation routines

based on prosodic analysis.

In fact, there are at least two sorts of

ambiguity that prosody can affect. One sort,

called by Kirakowski (197 5) "floating" ambiguities,

consist of three grammatical elements, x, y and z,

not necessarily placed in that order in the surface

structure, where y is ambiguous in that it can form a

construct with either x or z, but not both. Whichever

element it can form a construct with does not however

alter the grammatical function of the ambiguous

element. That is, an adverbial phrase, for instance,

can go with either the verb phrase x or the verb phrase

z; in neither case does it change its function as

an adverbial phrase. An example of such a sentence

is: "the paper he wrote quickly limited analyses of

the problem", where"quickly" is the ambiguous item,
"wrote" and "limited" are the two verbs.

More interesting are ambiguous sentences

in which the ambiguous element (y) undergoes a



syntactic change of identity when transferred from

the x constituent to the z. Thus y may "be adverbial

when it is segmented with x, hut adjectival when

segmented with z. This sort of ambiguity was

called "stable changing" by Kirakowski (ibid).
An instance of "stable changing" ambiguity in experiment

one is the following example: "because of her

injury that summer she stayed at home". "That

summer" is the ambiguous element, which can either
! \

agree with "her injury" or "stayed". Since

prosody successfully cued the disambiguation in this

case, it follows that the identification routine

was dependent on the output from the segmentation

routine before it could make any identification at all.

However, not all the stimuli from experiment
one were so successfully disambiguated. When a clear

effect did not show itself for any one example, it

was not clear whether this was due to the lack of a

sufficiently powerful prosoaic cue, or whether it

was due to the cueing of a requisitely powerful

identification strategy in the teeth of a prosodic cue.

If the latter were the case, there were too many

instances of this happening in the experiment for

any case to be made for its general applicability.

However, the data from this experiment on its own

cannot tell us which of the two alternatives was

responsible for the effect.

Experiment two provided data that enables us

to resolve this problem. If the identification

strategies of Bever (op. cit.) are powerful enough
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on their own, they would not need any prosodic cues.

Comparison between the conditions with normal and

reduced prosody of the second experiment disclosed that

this was not the case: perception was "seriously

degraded" (to borrow Bever's phrase—see above) in the

absence of appropriate cues to segmentation given by

prosody. However, prosodic cues to segmentation were

only found to be relevant if functional identification
could take place on the data: comparison of normal and

[

reduced prosody conditions in the ungrammatical

passage showed no effect of,prosody. Another way

of stating this might be to say that adding or taking

away some of the prosodic information from speech

which is not susceptible to the processing of meaning

does not seriously degrade or enhance its intelligibility.

•This interesting finding will crop up again in the

context of the discussion of experiment eight, where

it will be entered into in greater detail.

To counter the objection that cues to phrase

structure are apparent only in artificially-

constructed-material (although the naive informant

condition of the first experiment would suggest that

this was not generally the case, anyway, although

more seriously it could be argued that since there

were only about two points in each sentence where
the phrase marker could go, Ss were attending to

minimal cues), experiment seven (and eight) examined

the .existence of cues in the acoustic signal to

phrase boundaries that were independent of grammatical

information, could occur anywhere, and were produced in

the course of a long stretch of speech. The high



reliability of the obtained measures suggests

that such cues are readily available to listeners

under these conditions.

Still, the evidence from the first two

experiments and experiments seven and eight could

be interpreted as evidence for an interaction

between segmentation and functional identification

in line with the "weaker" theory. In order to
t

attempt to demonstrate that segmentation can occur

before identification, experiment six was devised.

The results, interpreted in terms of Morton's model,

suggest that the prosodic features of tone-group final

contour ig important before the speech evidence ever

gets to a stage where the lexical items can be

identified, hence certainly before meaning identification

and arguably before the identification of function,

although this will be discussed below. It is

important to note that use of Morton's model in no

way implies an uncritical acceptance: as will be

seen later, integrating it into the general model

of speech perception necessitates some fairly radical

alterations of interpretation. On the other hand,

in discussing the importance of results in suffix-effect

experiments, use of the model is unavoidable, simply

because it is the most complete explanation given to

date of not only the original effect but also the many

related suffix effects.

To conclude this section,, a simple demonstration

of the effective nature of prosodic patterns for

suggesting segmentations can be made along the lines



suggested by Braine (1964). The laryngograph

processor (Fourcin, 1975) can be used to record

only the larynx frequency of laryngographically

processed speech on tape. This recording is fairly
even in intensity, but is a faithful reproduction

of the fundamental frequency ("intonation contour")
and the rhythmic aspect of the speech signal. If

white noise is superimposed on such a signal,

listeners can be persuaded that they are listening to
(

speech which has been band-passed and mixed v/ith white

noise, and indeed, if one is aware of the deception,

'the impression is hard to shake off. Under these

conditions, with some coaxing, Ss can be persuaded

to repeat back what the speaker is "saying": if the

sample is put on a tape-loop, each repetition of the

loop brings with it greater conviction of the rightness

of the guess. The constituents and number of syllables

Ss produce, and sometimes also the order of function and

content words, although not the same in meaning, are

certainly very often strikingly similar to those of

the original recorded message. Since this effect has

only been tried casually on a few Ss in the laboratory,

it must retain the status of anecdote until a fuller

treatment of it is possible.

Functional identification. The problem of separating

function from meaning identification is to devise

two plausible sets of procedures, which do not

work on the same aspects of the speech wave.

Furthermore, functional identification should not rely

on exhaustive information about the role each segment

can play in the larger segment of which it is a part



since this would defeat the object of the separation.

Functional identification should be based on readily-

detectable features of speech; the data-base for

meaning identification is the full range of semantic

features associated with each segment and its

potential combinations, constrained by outputs

from functional identification.

A solution to this problem harks back to

heisser's discussion on the information in function

words and affixes, mentioned earlier (Weisser, 1967) .

As Neisser pointed out, and as is apparent in the

"Clockwork Orange" example, information from these

parts of speech enables the listener or reader to

compute a labelled bracketing of the input, without

any recourse to the semantic feature's of the content

words (which in the Clockwork Orange example,

are very poorly represented unless one is conversant

with Burgess' neo-Russian slang).

A simple demonstration of the priority of

functional identification is as follows. Suppose we

itake example (1) as a fairly normal-sounding

English sentence:

1. The manager duped many customers with his system.

Some approximation to the meaning of this sentence can

be deduced from a consideration of the content words

alone, as in example (2):
2. manager dupe many customers system.

On the other hand, we could fairly easily "fill out"

example (3) to produce a bracketing and labelling

something like the one given by example (4):



3. The xxxed xxxs xxxed xxxly with -the xxx

4. The duped customers argued harshly with the
manager.

Note that in example (4) the order of words,

considered simply as a sequence of content or function

words, is the same as in example (1). If the

'xxx' symbols in example (3) are replaced by the

content words, in their actual order, of example

(2), the result is a string in which the function

word and affix cues'are in conflict with the

meaning suggested by a consideration of the

content words alone, as in example (5):
5. The managered dupes manyedvcustomersly with
the system.

Most readers encountering example (5) attempt to

analyse the string by taking the information from

the function words and affixes to produce a

phrase structure bracketing and labelling similar
to that of example (4). Had function and meaning

been heavily interactive to the extent of being best

treated as one single process, readers would as often

take a bracketing similar to that of (1) as to (4)
when reading (5); had they been working from

a semantic strategy in the first place, they would

take a bracketing similar to that of (1) in preference.

Neither of these latter alternatives actually seems

to be the case, so we are left with the hypothesis

that functional identification actually comes first,

constraining the choices open to the meaning

identification routines. Obviously, this is another

experiment that would have to be repeated in more

controlled conditions than the rather informal ones

in force in the present situation; but the effect



is a robust one, and presented with example (5) on

a piece of card all of seven Ss, on asked to

describe the bracketing and labelling they initially

perceived on seeing the example, opted for a version

similar to that of example (4). None remotely

considered example (l) as a possibility.

The argument that this section will try to

establish from the data previously presented runs along

the following lines1: content words normally receive

a stress in English, and usually, function words are

left unstressed (except in special cases of emphasis

which might themselves be revealing). Thus a simple

heuristic to a listener could be: try to build up a

labelling of the bracketing from segmentation,

using unstressed syllables alone, around the stressed

syllables. On the basis of this, engage the

appropriate logogens for the content words.

Experiment three manipulated the perceived

stress on the words,making up the stimuli, and it

was found that when the stress was reduced, making

content words and function words appear on a monotone,

and then at equal temporal intervals with regard to the

syllables, comprehension was imparled. Once again,

the comprehension of ungrammatical sequences

similarily treated was not terribly much impaired

from one condition to another, arguing that the effect

is specific to information that will undergo

further treatment by the listener (function and

meaning identification).



Experiment eight, by contrast, investigated the amount

of information conveyed in normal speech with regard

to the identification of stressed ana unstressed

syllables, with and without information about the

meaning of the speech. It was found that listeners

were not in agreement about the actual sequence of

stressed and unstressed syllables when they could not

hear the meaning of the stimulus, although they

did agree as to the absolute number of both
I

present in each stimulus. This finding has since

been replicated by law (1977) in a M.A . thesis,

using a slightly different method.
< . x

law went on to test whether this finding

was due to the fact that Ss could not actually
discriminate between stressed and unstressed syllables,

or v/hether it was due to Ss' inability to represent a

discriminated sequence in the absence of further

information (i.e. grammatical). She concluded

that the problem was with Ss' representations rather

than with their discriminations. This is suggested

both by the finding about the correlations between

conditions on the number of stressed and unstressed

syllables reported, and also by a re-consideration

of experiments two and three.

That is, the perceptual system, although it

may be functionally analysable into separate

components, and although it may be possible to

draw a flow-path of information through these

components, acts as a unit rather than as a bundle
of separate entities. If a blockage occurs at



any point in the stages of analysis (e.g. inability
to identify syllables, or constituents) then much

of the previous computations (correspondingly:
identification of stress, segmentation of clauses)

becomes unavailable to conscious processes. This

"holistic" aspect of the speech perception device

maj help to explain some other previously puzzling
observations about perception: for instance, the

old argument about the "speech mode" of auditory

perception being qualitatively different from the

"non-speech mode". According to the holistic

hypothesis, this could have been expected:

although some linguistic analysis has taken place

on sounds which approximate to speech but are

obviously not speech, when the identification

process failsat some stage, all the benefits from

previous processing are lost as well, ana the

listener is left with the non-speech like sound.

Perception of speech being an active

process, however, such a holistic system may

sometimes be deceived by suggestions that a

given stimulus is or is not speech, as in the

laryngographic demonstrations mentioned earlier.

It has a parallel in that a _S_can be sucessfully

persuaded that distorted speech (for instance from

an old and worn tape or from a severely band-passed

recording) is not speech but a collection of

squeaks and buzzes.

Morton's speech/non-speech switch

now becoaB s a reality in such a model, not as a



"bundle of neurones which either pass or refuse

admittance to stimulation reaching the ears

(not that Morton ever intended such an anatomical

application—see Morton, 1970—but it could have

been perfectly feasible as an anatomical feature),
but as a functional property of the perceptual system,

echoed within the structure of the system at many

levels. The study of what is retained and what

is not under such conditions of "holistic rejection"

may disclose further knowledge of the dynamics of

the system.

Finally, in this discussion of the importance

of the distinctions between stressed and unstressed

syllables, experiment five disclosed that in fact

stressed syllables are treated by the early stages

of the processing system in a qualitatively different

manner from unstressed syllables. The precise

mechanism which has to be added to PAS is not yet

quite clear, yet on grounds of parsimony it would

be advantageous to make this mechanism responsible for

the Salter effect (Salter et al.. 1976) as well:

not only stressed syllables, but also syllables which

are in some ways phonetically different from the

preceding context are given priority of treatment

by this mechanism within PAS. Given that function
words and affixes are a relatively small subset of

all legal syllable combinations in English, and

that- their frequency of occurrence is much greater

that that for syllables from outside this category,

the speculation is as follows.



Zoo
This mechanism responsible for the Salter

effect is responsible for segmentation and functional

identification. Functional identification may

be accomplished after a differential response to

high-frequency stressed syllables and low-frequency
unstressed syllables. It can operate without

prosodic cues to segmentation, but at reduced

efficiency (see experiment four). Thus both

segmentation and functional identification

are seen as pre-categorical activities on information

held in PAS; meaning identification is seen as a

post-logogen activity. Morton himself posits

a feed-forward line from PAS to the cognitive

system; duration of stay in PAS may also

enable the cognitive system to "have another look"

at the contents of PAS, should this be required.

Meaning and prosody. The greatest contribution

prosody may make to the computation of meaning is

surely as a result of its crucial role in determining

the segmentation and labelling of speech input,
*

as discussed previously. The studies reported in

earlier chapters and summarised in the preceding

sections have a lot to say about this aspect

of the contribution of prosody to perception.

They have relatively little to say about the

contribution of prosody to the computation of

meaning directly, yet prosody does seem to play an

important role here as well.
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One crucial aspect of intonation might be

«

to help establish the "given-new" distinction in the

representation process (see especially Clark and Clark,

ibid, phapter three), and it is interesting"to see how

nalliday (1967) considers intonation relates to this

problem.

Each tone-group which contains one tonic

element conveys one major information point (in the
I

case of a tone-group with two tonic elements the

situation is more complicated and will not be dealt

wi ch here),. The selection of which item is to be

made tonic can be regarded as the distribution of

information units (see Halliday, op. cit., pp. 21

and 22).
\

When the tonic does not occur at the last

lexical item of the tone group, it is classified as

a "marked" tonic, according to the system. Marked

tonics specify either of both of two things. One is

which element or elements of the tone group are to

be considered contrastive; and the other is what

is to be considered as given.

Consideration of which element is the tonic

in a tone-group, can, therefore, assist in a

"semantic" strategy such as Clark and Clark's

strategy 14 (Clark and Clark, op. cit.) :

look for given information to precede
new information, unless the sentence
is marked otherwise (p. 79).



Some evidence for the rSle of intonation

in this respect comes from experiment three, in

the comparison of the "normal" and the monotone

"foot-timed" conditions: between these two for the

grammatical sentences, a decrement in correct

reporting was observed. It is reasonable to

suppose that the stage of meaning identification

was awaiting and depending on intonation to

produce some sort of information relevant to the

given-new distinction in these cases. It is not
clear from the. circumstances whether this was

simply because of the isolated^out-of-context?
nature of the experimental stimuli, or perhaps

more interestingly, indicative of a fundamental

processing strategy in all situations of listening to

speech.. Evidence from Kirakowski (1973) discussed

previously (see chapter four) 'might suggest that

speakers do provide information of this sort in

their speech, and that listeners are equipped to

pick it up, thus indicating the second of the two

alternatives.

However, this seems to be as far as the

evidence from the present data can take us in this

direction: the reader is referred to Crystal (1975;
see especially chapter one) for a fuller discussion

of the sorts of information prosody and intonation in

particular may have on listeners' representations

of sentences.



Concluding remarks

The model presented in the second section of

this chapter has been discussed and related to the

empirical evidence from the experimental part of the

thesis in the present (third) section. If the model

has any general validity, it should suggest testable

hypotheses; and some of these have been outlined

in brief. It should also be compatible with other
I ■

psycho-linguistic and linguistic findings, and this is
/

a task at which the scope of the thesis means it can

only hint.

With respect to the workings of the model, it

seems that segmentation and the identification of

function are two operations carried but while the

speech evidence is relatively un-categorized (i.e.
with respect to lexical and grammatical identification

and the presented evidence has been interpreted
to the effect that these two operations could be

ordered in real time within a mechanism operating on

the contents of pre-categorical storage.

The arguments presented in this chapter and

at the end of chapter three claim that prosodic

information is most important at these stages of

processing, and that consequently, the true nature

of PAS is that of a device for maintaining such

prosodic information.

More generally, prosody has been seen to

affect every part of the tri-partite model. This,



more than anything else, is the theme of the entire

thesis: prosodic information is crucial to the

perception of speech, and any model which does
not recognise this fact is open to self-contradiction

or the accusation of solipsism (or as in the case of

the analysis-by-synthesis model reviewed in chapter

one, both). This does not mean that the inclusion

of prosody automatically exonerates a model from

these faults, but it is our contention that it gets

us nearer the truth.

\



Appendix I

Experimental Materials
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Experiment 1 JJJv
1. She tol'd them where some red coats were.

redcoats: soldiers.

red coats: coats which are red.

2. Because they run around so much, in the evening,

rats are very sleepy.

rats run in the evening,

rats are sleepy in the evening.

3. The paper he presented quickly limited analyses

of the problem.
he presented the paper quickly,

the paper limited the analyses quickly.

'4. Tiie vandals broke the window of the little

green house.
a house, painted green.

a greenhouse (such as is used for plants).

5. This book I found accidentally shed light on

the topic.

the book shed light on the topic for me

by accident.
I found the book accidentally.

6. Pavlov-fed her dog biscuits.

dog-biscuits (biscuits for dogs).

gave her dog some biscuits.

7. They took the plane to another city.

they boarded the plane which was going to

another city.

they flew the plane to another city.

8. I asked her how old George was.

how old he was.

how "Old George" felt.



9. He told me to write it in strictest confidence

to write it in strictest confidence,

he told me in strictest confidence.

10. His friend laughed derisively at the church.

when he was at the church, he laughed,

he derided the church.

11. Beethoven, knowing how great symphonies sound,

composed nine.

Beethoven knew how good a symphony sounds
( \

Beethoven knew what all great symphonies

should sound like.

12. Harpaihal sent troops over a week ago.

he sent them, more than a week ago.

he sent them over, a week ago.

13. They ran out of the "boxes almost immediately.

they left the "boxes,

they used up all the "boxes.

14. He told me to go without any hesitation.

he told me to go immediately,
he told me without hesitating.

15. They soon learned how good meat tastes.

thai meat tastes good,

the taste of good meat,

lb. He built the piano in that corner,

he built it in that corner,

the piano stood in that corner.

17• Because of her injury that summer she stayed

at home.

she stayed at home that summer,

she got injured that summer.

18. He was telling her baby stories.
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stories to her baby.

«

stories for babies (baby-stories).
19. He saw that beautiful Indian dancing.

beautiful dancing done by Indians,

a beautiful Indian, who was dancing.

1

\
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Experiment 2

Introductory (control) paragraph.:

The description of persons who have the

fewest ideas of all others are mere authors and

readers. It is letter to be able neither to

read nor write than to be able to do nothing

else. A lounger who is ordinarily seen with a

book in his hand is, we may be almost sure, equally

without the power or inclination to attend either

what passes around him or in his own mind. Such

a one may be said to carry his understanding about

with him in his pocket, or to leave it at home

on his library shelves.
\

Experimental paragraph:

There is indeed a degree of stupidity which

prevents children from learning the usual lessons,

or ever arriving at these puny academic honours.

But what passes for stupidity is much oftener a

want of interest, of a sufficient motive to fix

the attention and force a reluctant application

to the dry and unmeaning pursuits of school-

learning. The best capacities are as much above

this drudgery as the dullest are beneath it. Our

men of greatest genius have not been most distinguished

for their acquirements at school or at the university.



Experiments 3 and 4

, Grammatical sentences:

Youngsters like the spring.

He was running home quickly.

A large meal was ordered.

No-one came to see her.

Who could blame the painter?

He neatly swept the floor.
( V

She was combing her tresses.

Can you drive this lorry?

I did tidy my room.

Are these people your friends?

He came at supper time.

Trusting him is hardly safe.

Who will come at Christmas?

The blossoming flowers were nice.

She nearly broke her cup.

Give aid to the needy.

He gave her a sickly smile.

Why are you so polite?

Morning is-the best time.

The hunter came back home.

Ungrammatical strings:

swept he the neatly floor

she was tresses her combing

who the could blame painter

to no-one came her see

room did my tidy I

she nearly her cup broke

_spring youngsters the like



needy aid the to give

was ordered meal a large

home the hunter back came

supper at time he came

drive can lorry this you

home quickly running he was

friends your people are these

is safe him trusting hardly
\

smile her gave sickly a he \
i - \

why so polite you are

at Christinas will who come

time the;morning is best
were flowers the nice blossoming



Experiments *7 and <2

A s lie stood on the verandah, calling for

his "boy, he slowly "became aware of the transformation

which had taken place overnight. The rains were

over. The "boards were warm under his feet; "below

the steps, the dark weeds of the landlady's garden

had suddenly "burst into crimson flower; a tropic

sun blazed in the ^ky, low at present, but with the

promise of a fiery noon, while beyond the tin roofs

of the city, where before had hung a blank screen of

slatey cloud, was, now disclosed a vast landscape,

mile upon mile of sunlit highland, rolling green

pastures, dun'and rosy terraces, villas and farms
and hamlets, gardens and crops and tiny stockaded

shrines; crest upon crest receeding to the

blue peaks of the remote horizon.
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Additional Calculations
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TABLE
Al:

Analysis
serially
scored.

of

variance
on

the

data
from

experiment
five,

Source

SS

d.f.
MS

?

Nonadditivity
-

nonadditivity
411.8

1

411.8

1.29
NS

balance
'

267560.1
839

318.9

Analysis
of

variance

A

(subjects)

151732.5
35

4335.2

13.59
.01

B

(conditions)
15212.2
3

1

5070.7

15.89
.01

G

(serial

positions)547643.8
8

68455.5
214.
58

.01

A

x

B

64286.0
105

612.2

1.92
.01

A

x

C

205479.4
280

733.9

2.30
.01

B

x

C

47031.3
24

19
59

•

6

6.14
.01

A

x

B

x

C

267971.9
840

319.0

Since
we

have
heen

unahle
to

reject
the

hypothesis
of

nonadditivity

in

the

data,
the

three-way
interaction
term

can
be

used

instead
of

the

error
term.



TABLE
A

2:

Analysis
of

variance
on

the

data
from

experiment
five,

scored
"by

the

one-either-way
method.

SourceNonadditivitynonadditivity'balanceAnalysis
of

Variance

A

(subjects)
B

(conditions)
C

(positions)-
A

x

B

A

x

G

B

x

G

A

x

B

x

C

S3

d.f.

MS

F

182.2

1

182.2

0.55
NS

280221.9
839

333.9

129612.4
35

3703-2

11.09
.01

8337.4
3

2779.1

8.33
.01

333173.0
8

41646.6

124.76
.01

45589.4
105

434.2

1.30
.05

200553-7
280

716.3\

2.15
.01

63874.0
24

2661.4

7.97
.01

280404.2
840

333.8

Since
we

have
been

unable,
to

reject
the

hypothesis
of

nonadditivity

in

the

data,
the

three-way
interaction
term

can
be

used

instead

of

the

error
term.



Glasgow's data (1952) re-analysed
2.1 fc

This is a re-analysis of the data presented

"by Glasgow for the prose conditions only with regard

to the contribution of his two sub-groups to the

total score.

TABLE A3: Mean comprehension scores.

Group I
(

Group II Both s. d. N

Good intonation 31.6 32.5 32.1 9.72 113

Monopitch G~\•CIC\J 27.4 28.4 8.2 113

Score decrease 1.7 5.1 4.7

NOTE: Data taken from Glasgow's tables I and II, op.
cit., p. 67. Since Glasgow does not tell us otherwise,
it is assumed that he split his total sample of 226
Ss equally "between the two groups.

The standard error of the difference "between

means can he worked out on the assumption that the

two groups were perfectly matched (since Glasgow

himself mentions this fact). The standard error of

the difference between means is computed as 1.167. We

can now test, using the t distribution, whether the

observed differences between Good intonation and

Monopitch styles is significant for both groups.

TABLE A4: Value of t comparing Good intonation and
Monopitch.

Group t significance

I 1.456 NS

II 4.370 .005

Both 4.027 .005



All the computations followed the procedures

suggested "by jlunyon and Haber (1968). The results

clearly show that group II is responsible for the

significance of the difference of the combined scores,

although group I's scores are in the predicted direction.

A more appropriate statistical treatment would have

been a repeated-measures analysis of variance, but

there is not enough data reported for this.

\

1 \

\
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